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A rt. I.—T H E SOUTH SEA BUBBLE.
In presenting the remarkable history of this enormous bubble, which in
1720 burst in the British metropolis, overwhelming thousands with the
gloom of utter bankruptcy, and crushing their fondest hopes and brightest
prospects in the relentless grasp of sudden poverty, we do not claim for it
the slightest affinity to the causes that have conspired to produce the com
mercial and monetary embarrassments, which have existed in this country
for the last few years. Nor do we think it bears the least resemblance to
that vast chain of individual credit and personal confidence which, through
out the United States, have called into existence a large proportion of our
national wealth and internal prosperity. We give it because it mirrors
forth the events of an era, more remarkable for the production of imaginary
and spectral schemes, by designing and visionary men, than were ever
breathed into life and form by the wildest speculations of any other age or
period of the world.
The universal mania, which then raged, not in England alone, but in
France also, conjuring up a thousand dreamy and unsubstantial shapes,
which, after assuming the name of some delusive stock, and absorbing the
capital and entire fortunes of the credulous multitude, vanished in a single
night, and expired with the hopes of its miserable votaries, while the villanous and unprincipled inventors amassed from their fraudulent schemes
the wealth of princes, furnishes no lesson which is in the slightest degree
calculated to guide or instruct the enlightened merchant of the present age,
in any of those extended dealings in which his confidence in the honesty and
integrity of his fellow men induces him to engage ; and we would not so
far impeach his business capacity and general intelligence as to gravely
inform him, that in this age, when credit in its varied forms and in giant
strength is stalking through our republic, we present the wild and frantic
speculations which have been buried beneath a century and one score years,
as a monument of human folly which may be paralleled, or even approach,
ed, by the stupendous credit system of our own land.
V O L . II I .— NO. I I.
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But the great South Sea bubble was fraught with consequences too im.
portant to be uninteresting, even at this remote period, and it is in the be
lief that its history may furnish amusement rather than instil instruction,
that we shall proceed to narrate the circumstances with which it was con
nected and the results that it created.
The first proposition which appeared in England for the establishment
of a company with commercial privileges for the purpose of opening a
trade to the South Sea, was made in 1711.
Previous to that period, and particularly in the reign of Elizabeth, many
bucaniers and adventurers had made voyages to America, and upon their
return published such glowing accounts of the trading advantages to be
acquired there, as filled the minds of the English people with the most ex
travagant visions of future wealth, while their imaginations, which were
but newly opened to the advantages of foreign commerce, eagerly pictured
the speedy acquirement of unlimited and princely riches from the trade in
those seas.
The wealth that was derived by Spain from her South American domin
ions, and the immense quantity of the precious metals which were found
there, together with the profits that were realized by the Spaniards from
the sale of merchandise in those remote regions, all combined to produce a
powerful and lasting impression upon the English merchant; and as bold
and restless adventurers were not wanting, to engage in any enterprise
which promised rich rewards, for some time previous to the organization
of the company proposals were openly circulated for effecting settlements
in the south seas of America, by the employment, if necessary, of a com
petent armed force, to be directed against the Spanish authorities.
Thousands were eager to engage in any project, however uncertain and
romantic, which had for its object the extension of British commerce to
those seas, and in the year we have mentioned, the Earl of Oxford, then
lord high treasurer of England, by his earnest recommendation, and
the exercise of the powerful influence which his station created, procured
the passage of an act of parliament, by which Queen Anne was empowered
to incorporate the owners and proprietors of a portion of the national debt
of Great Britain, for the purpose of carrying on a trade to the south seas.
The resources from whence this portion of the debt arose were various;
being composed of the navy debt, office of ordnance debt, transport debt,
army debentures, subsidies due to the Elector of Hanover, and the Duke
of Zell, besides some others of a different nature, in all amounting to
9,471,325 pounds, the yearly interest upon which at 6 per cent, was 568,279
pounds 10 shillings ; and the real object of the lord treasurer in procuring
the incorporation of the holders of these different government stocks, was
not to benefit the owners or advance the commerce of his nation, as was
pretended ; but was in reality designed to place a part of the national debt
of Great Britain in a position where its ultimate payment would be ren
dered more easy and convenient to the party in power.
In pursuance of this act, the queen granted her royal charter on the 8th
day of September, 1711, incorporating the subscribers of those debts by
the name of “ The Governor and Company of Merchants of Great Britain
trayding to the South Seas.” Many exclusive privileges were conferred
upon them, and the rich commercial franchises with which they were in
vested, secured to them the enjoyment of the trading monopoly of half the
southern and western world.
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The commerce of almost the entire South American coast was conferred
upon them, together with that of the adjoining islands and vast territories
of empire to which the government of Great Britain possessed no earthly
right, were showered upon this gigantic corporation, to swell the bounds
of its commercial greatness.
No ships but those belonging to the company, and such as should be
licensed by their officers, were suffered to trade within their limits under
the penalty of forfeiting both ship and merchandise, together with double
their value, and they were empowered to capture by armed force all such
vessels as should infringe their rights, which were declared to be a lawful
prize. The sole ownership of all islands, forts, towns, and places they
should discover, was conferred upon them ; and these they were to hold
by fealty to the crown, on the annual rent of an ounce of gold, if demanded.
They were authorized to appoint courts of judicature in their forts, fac
tories, and settlements, for determining mercantile and maritime cases,
with the right of appeal to her majesty in council, and were empowered to
raise a military force, to guard and protect the vast interests which it was
supposed would be magically created by their commercial intercourse with
the nations inhabiting the new world. And that the extended operations
of the company should be wholly unembarrassed, and free from all pecu
niary difficulties, eight thousand pounds sterling were allowed by the Eng
lish government for the expenses of management; and all the commercial
rights and extraordinary powers with which they were vested, were de
clared to be perpetual.
Possessed of such a vast capital, composed as it was of government se
curities, bearing a high interest, and clothed with a remarkable combina
tion of political privileges and commercial franchises, and with the British
crown and imperial parliament to encourage their enterprises by their high
sanction and powerful support, that the stock of the company should have
advanced to an enormous price within a few years after its creation, can
afford but little surprise or astonishment; and when we reflect upon the
spirit of commercial adventure which at that period was rapidly pervading
the great body of the English nation, we cannot wonder that the mighty
scheme we have described should have found thousands of enthusiastic
supporters.
But notwithstanding the numerous advantages they possessed, the com
merce in which the company engaged was by no means extensive. A few
adventures were made, although upon a scale of utter insignificance when
compared with the expectations which had been excited in the public mind,
of their speedy magnitude and ultimate importance. In 1715, an addition
of more than 800,000 pounds of the national debt was made to their stock,
by which it was increased to over 10,000,000 pounds, and the interest that
was paid them by the English government amounted to more than 600,000
pounds per annum, from which the dividends of the stockholders were both
sure and liberal ; and, as their affairs had been safely and prudently man
aged, the value of the stock was enhanced without increasing it to a fic
titious or dangerous height.
In 1719, the capital of the company was further increased to nearly
twelve millions of pounds sterling; and a subscription for 520,000 pounds
of their stock was opened, which was sold at 114 per cent.
The spirit of stock-jobbing had now commenced, and the wild schemes
which in the succeeding year were to involve nearly one half of the Eng
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lish nation in the yawning gulf of bankruptcy, were already conceived and
half projected. But it was not confined to England alone; in France the
famous Mississippi bubble was dilated to its utmost height. The notorious
Law, copying the main features of his scheme for absorbing and paying
otf the national debt from that by which the Earl of Oxford had created
the South Sea Company, was upon the highest pinnacle of his financial
glory and moneyed power. Hundreds of millions of state debts were sub
scribed to his company in exchange for stock which was selling at 12 and
1300 per cent, and the whole capital being 300,000,000 of livres, this even
at 1200 per cent would amount to 360,000 millions of livres, or about
18,000 millions sterling, which was at least 180 times as much current
cash as at that period was contained in all the countries of Europe.
Foreigners crowded the city of Paris from every nation in Europe, and
splendid carriages and magnificent equipages dazzled its streets, owned by
those who, but the week before, had occupied the most menial stations,
and who, by a fewJl*rtt^n|S^Tppqmtions’’ in the stock of the Mississippi
Company, w e r a ^ i f e ^ r ^ ^ '^ r ^ b j e c t poverty to the most princely
affluence.
/A ' Qj/ 1
But the delusion. fvtfcfr had prpvai/ed partially subsided as the value of
the stock assumed a dewmyyrcflewkmcy, and when all the imperious and
unjust measures of lhaijEiStteih,-monarch failed in preserving its high
standard, its market price rapidly declined, and finally ended in the utter
ruin of thousands ; although, by the iniquitous measures which had been
pursued, an enormous amount of the national debt of France had been paid
off at the expense of hundreds of private fortunes.
And yet, with all these disastrous circumstances spread before them in
the broadest possible light, and with the unrighteous schemes of the French
government to serve as a fearful example, and one to be earnestly avoided ;
in the succeeding year the British ministry adopted measured which
speedily resulted in nearly, if not equally, the same ruinous consequences,
and universal bankruptcy.
The national debt of Great Britain had long been rapidly increasing,
and the taxes that were levied to pay the interest annually accruing upon
it, had become burdensome to the people, and almost any method calcu
lated to effect its reduction was sure to meet with universal popularity.
Accordingly, when the king recommended to the house of commons the
consideration of proper means for lessening it, a scheme was proposed, by
which the South Sea Company was to purchase the national debt of the
proprietors by whom it was held, in exchange for their own stock, to be
issued by authority of parliament.
This project was devised by John Blunt, who, previous to this, was com
paratively unknown. He had been bred a scrivener, but nature had en
dowed him with many remarkable qualities. His manners were graceful
and insinuating; his air and address highly captivating, and powerfully cal
culated to win the esteem and confidence of those with whom he associated.
Possessed of great boldness of character, combined with a striking originality
of thought, and a readiness of conception rarely equalled, he was eminently
qualified to undertake and execute whatever was likely to promote his in
terest or gratify his ambition ; and no sooner did he perceive the possibility
of acquiring wealth and power by the exercise of his shrewdness and supe
rior talents in devising some popular project for reducing the national debt,
than he at once drew up his plan for that purpose, and submitted it to Mr.
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Aislabie, then chancellor of the exchequer, and to one of the secretaries of
state, for their examination and approval.
Notwithstanding the dangerous tendency of his proposal, which, from its
close resemblance to the Law scheme, must have been perfectly apparent,
the high officers to whom it was made, after starting some formal objections
to its adoption, which were answered with the utmost readiness and ingenuity
by its subtle projector, perceiving that their own pecuniary advancement
would be promoted in proportion as they exerted their influence in its favor,
at once recommended it as a measure calculated to confer the most inesti
mable advantages upon the English nation.
Blunt, who had been created a director in the company, enjoyed the
satisfaction of seeing his scheme laid before the ministry, to whom it ap
peared so plausible, particularly when advocated by the officers we have
mentioned, that they at once requested the company to make proposals for
purchasing such portion of the national debt as the government was desirous
of having redeemed, that it might be submitted to parliament.
A proposal was accordingly made, by whieh the company offered to pay
into the English exchequer the sum of 3,500,000 pounds, for the privilege
of purchasing in the outstanding national debts, the annual interest upon
which, including the sums paid in the shape of annuities, amounted to over
800,000 pounds.
The Bank of England, to whom the South Sea Company had become a
powerful and dangerous rival, fearing that the vast accession which would
be made to their stock by the proposed purchase, would induce the govern
ment to withdraw that protection and support which had formerly been be
stowed upon it, and that the ministry would confer the most distinguished
favor and patronage upon the institution by which the greatest proportion
of the national debt was held and controlled, outbid the company by offer
ing over 5,000,000 of pounds for the same privilege, which the latter imme
diately overbid by offering the enormous sum of 7,567,500 pounds.
While these propositions were pending before parliament, the stock of
the company advanced to 319 per cent, although this enormous increase
in its price was effected by the grossest fraud and deception that could
be devised by its officers, and practised by their numerous hired emissa
ries.
The bill that was introduced into the house of lords, for the purpose of
enabling the company to make the proposed purchase, met with the warmest
opposition, particularly from the dukes of Wharton and Buckingham, Earl
Cowper and lords North and Grey, who contended that it was calculated to
enrich a few and impoverish thousands ; that it countenanced the fraudulent
and pernicious practice of stock-jobbing, by which the genius of the people
would be 'diverted from trade and industry; and that the addition of so
enormous an amount of capital would give a power to the company that
might endanger the liberties of the nation; as by its extensive interest
it would be able to influence most, if not all the elections of the members,
and consequently to overrule the resolutions of the house of commons.
It was also contended by Lord Cowper that in all public bargains the offi
cers of the administration ought to take care that they shall be more advan
tageous to the state than to private persons, but that a contrary method had
been followed in the contract made with the company; for could the stock
be kept at the advanced price at which it had been raised by the oblique
arts of stock-jobbing, either the company or its principal members would
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gain above thirty millions of pounds, of which not more than a fourth part
would be given towards the discharge of the national debts.
The Earl of Sunderland, a man of brilliant talents, and a powerful de
bater, whom the company had bribed by showering upon him shares enough
in their delusive stock to create a princely fortune, stepped forth in the
house of lords as their champion, and boldly declared that the South Sea
Company had nothing in view but the advantage of the nation, and that the
directors, although they undoubtedly had a prospect of private gain, richly
deserved the benefit they would derive as a return for their wise, prudent,
and talented management. As a powerful auxiliary in support of the argu
ments he employed, the company proposed the reduction of the irredeema
ble annuities as they were called, which were debts created at different
times in the reigns of King William and Queen Anne, irredeemable for the
space of from eighty-nine to ninety-nine years, into redeemable debts to
be paid at any time after midsummer 1827, and as this had long been a
favorite object of the ministry, and a measure highly popular in parliament,
the act was passed, by which the company were authorized to take in either
by purchase or subscription, as should be preferred by the proprietors, all
the national debts of the kingdom. And they were also empowered to open
cash subscriptions to their stock, for the purpose of paying off such of the
proprietors as preferred money to the stock of the company.
Having, by the aid of their immense moneyed and personal influence, ob
tained the unrivalled privileges we have described, the next grand scheme
of the directors was to raise the market value of their stock, which, the
moment the act passed, had extravagantly advanced in price ; and Blunt,
the master spirit, by whom the scheme was directed and controlled, never
at a loss for the employment of deep laid and subtle plans to aid him in
carrying out the great system of national ruin which he had projected, pro
cured secret emissaries to circulate the most unfounded reports concerning
the commercial privileges which were to be bestowed upon the company.
The information was artfully put forth, that Port Mahon and the impreg
nable fortress of Gibraltar were to be exchanged for some places in Peru,
by the acquisition of which, the commerce of the company was to be en
riched and extended to a degree almost incredible ; and the fabled wealth
that would be conferred upon Great Britain from the intercourse to be
opened with that country, unfolded to the minds of the English people glit
tering prospects of future gain and individual aggrandizement. Golden
tales were told of adventures to the south seas, from which the most ex
travagant fortunes were to be realized with the speed of magic ; and these,
although once before related, and half forgotten in continued disappoint
ment, were so cunningly devised, and published in a manner so well calcu
lated to deceive even the most cautious, that they acquired unlimited credit
and universal belief, in the very front of the broken promises and deceitful
appearances by which the company had endeavored to preserve the com
mercial character, which had been the ostensible purpose of its creation,
and through the influence of which, public expectation and confidence had
been created and continued during the nine years of its existence. Men
bankrupt in fortune, and ready to sacrifice truth to gain, were brought for
ward by the directors to substantiate the wild stories of Blunt’s emissaries,
and individuals were found base enough to confirm them by pretending to
have visited places in the south seas, from the trade with which, all the
delusive dreams that had been conjured up could not fail to be realized.
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These representations, tending to increase the price of the stock to a still
greater height, a subscription was opened on the 14th day of April, 1720, for
the sale of2,000,000 pounds at 300 per cent—its market price then being 325.
The vast crowds which on that day filled Change Alley—where the South
Sea House was situated, and which, as the grand centre of stock-jobbing
transactions was to London, what the Rue Quinquempoix had been to the
city of Paris—shows the immense excitement which the supposed value of
the stock had produced, and to what an extent the wild infatuation prevailed.
The most frantic eagerness was manifested to subscribe for the stock even
at 300 per cent, and before the close of the day, it had advanced to 340.
Individuals of the highest rank made large investments, and men holding
exalted offices in the government of the nation, were anxious to secure as
many shares as possible; and when the books of the company closed, the
subscriptions had exceeded the amount proposed, by 250,000 pounds.
The great success that had thus far attended the endeavors of the com
pany to advance the market price of its stock, served to prepare the way
for increased efforts to accomplish the same end ; and as a sure preliminary
step, a number of individuals of the noblest rank were chosen directors, and
at a general court held soon after, a bolder stroke of policy than any
preceding it was executed, by voting a dividend of ten per cent for the last
half year, to be paid in stock to the new subscribers, as well as upon
the old capital. This, although a masterpiece of cunning management,
was but the introduction to other schemes of wholesale deception and gross
fraud. A resolution was passed at the same court, to loan nine hundred
thousand pounds upon stock for the purpose of supplying the stock market
with money, and immense sums were subsequently added for the same ob
ject ; and to increase the avidity with which it was purchased by all classes,
large premiums were given to the holders by the agents of the directors for
its refusal at very high prices.
The infatuation had now arrived at a dangerous height, and solicitations
for new subscriptions were pouring in upon the directors from every side.
And so great was the frenzy which had been created, that a bare resolution
of the general court on the 28th of April, to receive the irredeemable an
nuities into their stock, influenced many of the proprietors to deposit their
annuities at the South Sea House, and become subscribers for the amount,
without knowing what price would be demanded for the shares which they
were to receive in payment.
On the 30th of April, a second money subscription for one million of
stock was opened at the increased price of 400 per cent, the whole of
which was immediately taken, together with half a million besides; and
when the subscriptions were closed, and the immense crowd with which
Change Alley was filled, were informed that no more would be received, a
murmur of disapprobation pervaded the multitude, and a cloud of disap
pointment settled upon the countenances of those who had failed in obtain
ing what all were so madly struggling to acquire.
On the 19th of May, the court of directors declared the terms upon
which the irredeemable annuities would be subscribed, and the unnatural
rise in stock that immediately ensued, is almost beyond belief. Every in
dividual by whom these were held, rushed franticly forward to exchange
them for stock, and their eagerness to part with securities that were safe
and permanent, and which afforded a fair and honorable return for the
capital invested, that they might receive the shares of the company at more
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than four times their real value, proceeded from a delusion which, for its
insane nature and fatal results, was never surpassed, and hardly ever
equalled. Every succeeding day was sure to bring with it an increase in
the price of the stock, and the mania for buying grew wild in proportion,
until on the second of June it was sold at 890 per cent, which bring
ing many sellers to Change Alley, before night it had declined to 640, and
so rapidly did it again rise, that upon the same evening it sold for 770. On
the sixth of the same month, it rose to 820, and on the fourteenth, it again
fell to 710, and although these fluctuations were continually recurring, yet,
strange as it may seem, public confidence in it continued unabated, and the
wonderful infatuation that existed, prevailed more widely than before.
In proportion as the stock became more the object of universal and popu
lar excitement, the reputation of the directors was enhanced, and the most
flattering evidences of public favor continually greeted them.
Their society was courted, and their nods and smiles of recognition were
propitiated by the wealthy commoner, the titled lord, and the high and pow
erful officers of the crown, whose stations and influence controlled the
measures of royalty itself. Addresses were made to them by the most lofty
of the nobility, and the humble citizen looked upon their vast schemes with
wonder and admiration, and viewed the ponderous machinery by which the
national debt was to be paid, and the heavy taxes under which he groaned
forever annihilated, as the work of men entitled to more deep reverence,
and humiliating worship, than were lavished upon the imperial purple.
The reception which Blunt every where received, fell little short of ado
ration. His low birth was entirely forgotten, and the most glittering aris
tocracy of England welcomed him with a cordiality which the noblest in
Europe would have found it impossible to command. The title of baronet
was conferred upon him, as a token of ministerial approbation and kingly fa
vor, and the same hereditary honor was bestowed upon several of the other
directors, and all of them were treated with distinguished respect and atten
tion by the party in power. The money subscriptions which had been
opened, proving so vastly beneficial in their results, the managers resolved
that a third should be taken ; and, incredible as it may seem, so perfectly
insane had the minds of men become upon this subject, that the directors
had long been pressingly solicited to fix the price of the stock at 1000 per
cent, which they accordingly did, and the books were opened for 5,000,000
pounds, to be made in ten different payments, of 100 pounds each. This
amount was immediately subscribed, and of the five millions received
on the first payment, three millions were lent out to supply the stock market
with cash, and so much did this measure increase the avidity of purchasers,
that the first payment rose from one hundred to four hundred pounds;
and when the books closed, the stock was eagerly bought and reluctantly
disposed of at 1000 per cent.
While the South Sea Company was thus in its meridian greatness, many
individuals, possessing a degree of shrewdness and foresight of which the
age was so lamentably deficient, began to fear that the enormous and un
paralleled price of the stock could not long la st; and, anxious to exchange
it for securities of a more permanent character, the stock of the East India
Company, and of the Bank of England, were resorted to as the proper sub
ject of investment; and being in consequence much sought after, the im
mense demand soon caused that of the former to rise to 445 per cent, and
that of the latter to 260.
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To make these stocks still more valuable, numerous companies, or bubbles
as they were familiarly called, were created, and millions of their stock
thrown into the market, where thousands stood ready to purchase it at the
most extravagant prices.
Many of these companies claimed to exercise corporate privileges and
franchises under obsolete and forfeited charters ; while by far the most
numerous class did not enjoy even the show of authority, as the foundation
of the chartered rights they wielded. But the infatuation that prevailed for
purchasing stocks of every description, rendered their permanent value a
matter of perfect indifference and unconcern; and the most wild and ridicu
lous projects were started, as the pretext for issuing them, that were ever
conceived in any age of the world. The unlimited sale of South Sea stock
at whatever prices the directors saw fit to demand, had opened the way for
the vast amount of folly and extravagance that followed ; and, incredible as
it may appear, any individual, by inserting a pompous advertisement for a
few days in the public prints, stating that a subscription to the stock of some
company for the promotion of commerce, agriculture, or manufactures
would be opened on a certain day, was sure to receive several thousand
guineas for the first payment. Many of these schemes the purchasers
knew to be utterly worthless ; but as they were confident that the shares
subscribed would soon command a high premium, none hesitated to
buy, and the universal system of gambling that ensued, is beyond de
scription.
Perceiving the destructive effects that must inevitably result to the whole
nation, if the ruinous traffic was suffered to continue, a royal proclamation
was issued on the eleventh of June, 1720, forbidding it, and punishing
by fine and imprisonment every individual who should in any way be inter
ested in the creation or sale of these delusive stocks.
For a few days the wild stock-jobbing which prevailed in them, was
checked ; but only to break out anew, and with increased excitement.
In defiance of the sovereign will, new companies started up on every side,
and new schemes which were to end in the bankruptcy of thousands, were
daily promulgated. Some of these were under the patronage and official
direction of the highest among the nobility of England, who did not scruple
to lend their powerful names to aid in advancing the price of stocks in
which they were deeply interested.
The P rince of Wales was constituted governor of the Welch Copper Com
pany, an institution utterly worthless ; the stock of which, however, was
sold at 95 per cent, and immense quantities were readily disposed of.
Another bubble called the York Building Company, was created with the
Duke of Chandos as a prime manager, with a capital of 1,200,000 pounds,
ten per cent of which was paid in ; and with such avidity was the stock
purchased by the infatuated multitude that continually crowded Change
Alley, that in a short time it was sold at 305 per cent. A third company
was formed under the patronage of the Duke of Bridgewater, for building
houses in London and Westminster; and although the projectors never
designed to engage in any business transactions for the benefit of individu
als who should invest their capital in the contemplated scheme, yet large
amounts of stock were issued, which found ready buyers at enormously
high prices. All other pursuits were forgotten in the excitement that pre
vailed for purchasing stocks issued by individuals and pretended companies for almost every object the imagination could conceive, or the
von nx.— NO. II.
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fancy picture, and which, strange to say, were never scrutinized, or their
character and real worth investigated.
From morning until evening, Change Alley was filled to overflowing with
one dense moving mass of living beings, composed of the most incongruous
materials ; and in all things save the mad pursuit in which they were em
ployed, utterly opposed in their principles and feelings, and far asunder in
their stations in life, and the professions they followed. Statesmen and
clergymen deserted their high stations to enter upon this grand theatre of
speculation and gambling; and churchmen and dissenters left their fierce
disputes and forgot their wranglings upon church government, in the deep
and hazardous game they were playing for worldly treasures, and for riches
which even if won, were liable to disappear within the hour of their crea
tion. Whigs and tories buried their weapons of political warfare, discarded
party animosities, and mingled together in kind and friendly intercourse,
each exulting as their stocks advanced in price, and murmuring dissatisfac
tion and disappointment when fortune frowned upon their wild operations ;
and lawyers, physicians, merchants, and tradesmen forsook their employ
ments, neglected their business, and disregarded their engagements, to
whirl giddily along with the swollen stream, to be at last engulfed in the
wide sea of bankruptcy. Men of the highest rank were deeply engaged in
stock-jobbing transactions, and investments in the most worthless bubbles
of the age were made by them in heavy sums, and without the least hesita
tion or previous inquiry.
Taverns and coffee-houses were opened near the Alley, and fitted up in the
most splendid style, and these were thronged with noblemen who frequented
them for the purpose of consulting the brokers they employed to negotiate
their stock, and facilitate the important negotiations upon which they enter
ed. Females mixed with the crowd, and forgetting the stations and employ
ments which nature had fitted them to adorn, dealt boldly and extensively in
the bubbles that rose before them, and like those by whom they were sur
rounded, rose from poverty to wealth, and from that were thrust down to
beggary and want—and all in one short week, and perhaps before the even
ing which terminated the first day of their speculations. Ladies of high
rank, regardless of every appearance of dignity, and blinded by the infatua
tion that prevailed, drove to the shops of their milliners and haberdashers,
and there met stock brokers whom they regularly employed, and through
whom extensive sales were daily negotiated. In the midst of the excite
ment that prevailed, all distinctions of party and religion, circumstances
and character, were swallowed up. Bubbles were blown into existence on
every hand, and stocks of every conceivable name, nature, and description,
were issued to an unparalleled extent.
Not a day passed without the promulgation of new projects, recommended
through the newspapers by extravagantly pompous advertisements, stating
the place where subscriptions would be received, and the terms upon which
they would be taken. In some cases but a mere trifle was paid down upon
each share, although from one to two millions were frequently issued in a
single forenoon, by individuals obscurely situated, and almost entirely un
known. When the delusion was at its greatest height, any impudent
impostor, after advertising some scheme for a few days, connected with
commerce, manufactures, or agriculture, or some supposed invention exist,
ing only in the fancy, could, by hiring a room near the Alley for a few
hours, and opening a subscription book, find subscribers for one, two, and
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sometimes three millions of stock, for which, on the first payment, and this was
usually the sole one, the projector would receive several thousand guineas.
But it must not be supposed that the purchasers believed that all, or even a
considerable portion of these stocks would ever be really valuable. It was
sufficient for them to know that hundreds of buyers could be readily found
who would pay them much more than its first cost, and for its value after it
should pass into other hands, they felt utterly indifferent.
Of the many companies that were formed in the mode and under the cir
cumstances we have mentioned, a brief description of a few will be more
than sufficient to show the wild speculations which the managers of the
South Sea Company had first engendered.
One company, in no respect more ridiculous than many others, issued
Globe permits, as they were called, being nothing more than small square
bits of playing cards, on which were stamped in wax the sign of the Globe
Tavern, situated in the neighborhood, with a statement written upon them,
that the possessors should, at some future period, be permitted to become
shareholders in a new sail-cloth manufactory. No name was subscribed to
these permits, and no prospect existed that they would ever be worth one
farthing. But this was of little consequence, for these pieces of pasteboard
sold in the thronged Alley for more than sixty guineas each, and were in
the hands of half the stock-jobbers in London.
The shares of another bubble created by Sir Richard Steele for the es
tablishment of a fish pool for bringing fresh fish by sea to London, sold as
high as 160 per cent.
Another appeared for building ships to let for freight; and, although the
projector received but one pound per share for the stock, it soon brought
more than fifteen times that sum, and immense quantities of it were eagerly
purchased.
Another was formed for raising hemp and flax in England, and was im
mediately followed by one for cultivating the same articles in Pennsylvania,
which then presented the deep gloom of interminable forests, and the wide
and dreary wastes of uncultured nature, where now are seen splendid and
populous cities, connected together by numerous railroads, which, with their
arms of iron, clasp in the richest portions of the state.
Another was formed for settling the Bahama islands, and notwithstand
ing the folly and even madness of the scheme, many eminent men strongly
supported it, and individuals of high rank became subscribers ; and although
but three pounds were paid upon each share, six thousand pounds were
actually received by the inventors, who never entertained the slightest idea
of putting their ridiculous project into execution, and the price of the
shares continued to increase until they were sold at forty pounds each. A
company was created to fish for wrecks on the Irish coast, and rumors of
the immense treasures to be recovered in this manner, caused large sub
scriptions to be taken, and the price of the stock was extravagantly in
creased by tales that were circulated of noble ships cast away there, heavily
freighted with rich cargoes.
The companies formed for purposes of insurance were numerous, and
some of them of a very curious character. One was created with a capital
of two millions of pounds for the insurance of horses and other cattle. A
second for insurance and improvement of children’s fortunes. A third for
insurance against losses by servants ; and a fourth to insure against theft
and robbery.
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The ingenuity of those by whom these hubbies were projected, was continually exercised for the invention of something to charm and deceive by
its novelty, and schemes of the most useless nature were daily published
and thoughtlessly entered upon.
Two companies were formed for remitting money and insuring debts.
Another to bring water by a new canal from St. Alban’s to London ;
another for making salt water fresh; and another “ For building hospitals
for illegitimate children.”
An association was created for settling the island of Santa Cruz, in
America; another for settling those of Blanco and Sal-Tortuga; a third
for trading to the river Oronoko; a fourth, with a capital of two millions
of pounds, for trading to Nova Scotia; and a fifth, with Sir Robert Mont
gomery at its head, for the purpose of trading to the Golden islands.
A company appeared for improving the breed of horses, which was
strangely enough connected with a project for the improvement of glebe
and church lands ; and another bubble, for purchasing forfeited estates,
was created under the direction of Sir James Hallett, through whose in
fluence, added to the stock-jobbing delirium that prevailed, one million two
hundred thousand pounds were actually subscribed in the space of a few
days.
In the midst of the schemes which prevailed, that for raising mulberry
trees and silk worms, and manufacturing silk, which, for the last two or
three years, has created so much excitement and caused so vast an amount
of speculation in the United States, was hot forgotten. An association
was formed, with Sir Richard Manninghafn at its head, for planting the
tren's and breeding the worms, in Chelsea park. Large and expensive
edifices were erected there, and two thousand trees were actually procured
and planted; but the project was soon abandoned, and individuals who had
purchased large quantities of the stock, expecting to realize immense for
tunes, were as suddenly stripped of their golden prospects as were those
around whom the mulberry mania of the last few years has thrown its
delusive spell.
Subscriptions were opened to the stock of a company for trading in
human hair ; to another for fattening hogs ; and to a third for lending
money to merchants to pay their duties.
Another bubble appeared, which was projected by a clergyman, for the
extraordinary purpose of importing a number of large jackasses from Spain
in order to improve the breed of mules in England ; and a negotiation was
actually opened for the purchase of immense tracts of marsh lands for that
object: and another bubble was started, by which perpetual motion—an
invention which the ingenious of all ages and nations have in vain labored
to create— was to be produced with all its attendant advantages to the
mechanical world.
Stock to a large amount was issued for furnishing funerals ; and adver
tisements appeared, by which the friends of the dead were informed that
burials would be undertaken by the company, upon a scale of greater mag
nificence, and at less prices than the city of London had ever before wit
nessed.
Loan offices were established for encouraging the industrious; and a
bubble, with a capital of two millions, was created for paying pensions to
widows, at a small discount.
A subscription of three millions was opened to the stock of a company
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for building and rebuilding houses throughout England; and an associa
tion for engaging in an extensive trade with the Barbary states was ac
tually formed; and to such an extent did the infatuation prevail, and so
easily were the grossest impositions practised to the immense pecuniary
advantage of the inventors, that a subscription was advertised, and a large
number of shares taken “ for an undertaking which shall in due time be
revealed.”
Although the rage for dealing in these bubbles prevailed almost univer
sally, yet there were some men who had never been deceived into the dan
gerous operations they so strongly invited, and whom the strange madness
of the age had not infected; and individuals were sometimes found bold
enough to ridicule the delusive schemes that were projected and circulated
through the multitude. One advertisement that appeared was admirably
calculated to burlesque the companies which had been created, and yet the
object it humorously proposed did not much surpass in extravagant folly
many which had been seriously promulgated, being nothing more than a
statement that “ At a certain (sham) place, on Tuesday next, books will
be opened for a subscription of two millions, for the invention of melting
down saw dust and chips, and casting them into clean deal boards, without
cracks or knots.”
The great parent of all these absurd and delusive stocks at last grew
envious of the success of its heterogeneous offspring, and supposing that
their destruction would open a wider field for the sale of South Sea stock,
and thus enhance its price and create an additional demand for its issue,
that company resolved upon their annihilation, and applied to the English
government for the immediate institution of legal proceedings againstall
such as had been engaged in the formation of schemes and bubbles, Con
trary to the laws of Great Britain. Through the influence of the officers
controlling the company, and other individuals of high rank, by whom much
of the stock was Held, strict directions were issued to the crown lawyers,
ordering them to prosecute all such as had opened books of subscription,
and all who subscribed to them, together with every person who made or
accepted any transfer of the shares in circulation..
These prosecutions soon commenced, and every bubble against which
they were directed, shrunk into utter insignificance almost instantaneously.
The excitement which these proceedings created was tremendous, and a
fearful panic pervaded the minds of those who had been largely engaged in
the forbidden traffic.
The crowds with which Change Alley had been peopled gradually be
came thinner, and the schemes of deep deception and palpable fraud which
had been long and fearlessly promulgated were silently abandoned by their
projectors, and all traces of tHeir connection with them carefully concealed.
Thousands whose whole substance was invested in unreal stocks were
prostrated by these measures with the force of a thunderbolt, and where but
the moment before they had seen nothing save wealth and happiness, utter
bankruptcy and absolute beggary scowled gloomily upon them. .Hundreds
of families were forever ruined, and men who had sacrificed large property
and valuable estates to procure shares in the bubbles thus annihilated, were
distracted to see their fancied wealth turn to waste paper in their hands.
The shock thus created fell heavily upon all classes and conditions in
life. The honest and upright were engulfed with the knave and the
scoundrel; and the noble in rank and the princely in wealth were stripped
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of their imaginary riches by the same powerful means that were employed
to beggar the common citizen or the meanest subject.
But the individuals who held the stock of these bubbles were not the
only sufferers. The universal delirium which had so long prevailed be
gan to subside, and the very elements which the South Sea Company had
invoked to aid them in destroying their thousand rivals, ultimately effected
their own ruin. The attention of reflecting men was strongly awakened
to the stupendous frauds which had been perpetrated upon the community
by the aid of deception and the vilest chicanery, and the utter worthless
ness of the numerous bubbles which the public had looked upon as possess
ing real and intrinsic value, was calculated to make the most thoughtless
pause in the wild career of speculation upon which they had embarked.
The suddenness, too, with which companies of every description had been
annihilated, and the value of their stock destroyed, by the mere enforce
ment of ordinary legal measures, furnished to the mass of men the strong
est possible evidence of their unsubstantial character, and showed that the
professed objects of public advantage and private benefit, which had been
the apparent purposes of their creation, were used only to enable the inventors to perpetrate their schemes of villany and fraud with surer success
and upon a grander scale.
As the smaller bubbles one after another disappeared, the lessons of ex
perience which their brief existence had served to inculcate, prepared the
mind for a more just appreciation of the real worth of the South Sea scheme;
and as the stock of that company was selling at more than seven hundred
per cent beyond its substantial value, when estimated by the dividends that
could be fairly divided, individuals who had dealt extensively in it before
the execution of the fatal measures that had been planned by the directors
against other stocks, now hesitated to purchase, and shrank from investing
their capital in a security which experience had taught them could from its
very nature possess but an uncertain existence.
From the scarcity of buyers, the price of the stock, notwithstanding the
various arts and fraudulent practices of the directors, gradually declined ;
and the fatal error they had committed in commencing a war of extermina
tion against the smaller bubbles became forcibly apparent. But they were
determined to persevere in endeavoring to preserve, and, if possible, to in
crease the nominal value of their stock, and a subscription for 1,250,000
pounds was opened in August, 1720, at 1000 per cent; large sums of
money being loaned by them as on former occasions, for the purpose of
furnishing the market with cash. This amount was wholly subscribed, but
all the powerful influence and united exertions of the directors could not
prevent the stock from declining to less than 800 per cent, within the spaee
of a few days. The court of managers, under such unpromising circum
stances, hardly knew how to a c t; but still estimating public feeling as it
had prevailed a few weeks previous, a bold stroke of policy was executed
on the 30th of August, by voting a dividend of thirty per cent for the last
half year, which was immediately followed by an extravagant and visionary
declaration that, for the succeeding twelve years, not less than fifty per
cent in cash should be the annual dividend.
For two days only did this wild undertaking answer the purpose for
which it was promulgated. During this short period, however, the stock
rose from 780 to 810, but immediately fell again, so that, on the 8th of
September, it could be sold for only 680- But absurd as it may appear,
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on that day, when the ultimate ruin of the stockholders was perfectly cer
tain, and well known to the managers, a general court was held, which was
crowded with persons of the highest rank, who all concurred in voting
thanks to the directors for their prudent and skilful management; and
strong, and even fulsome commendations were bestowed upon them by
members of both houses of parliament.
All these proceedings, notwithstanding the high stations of the authors
by whom they were planned and executed, proved of no avail in preserving
the price of the stock, which rapidly fell, until, on the 29th day of Septem
ber, it brought but one hundred and fifty per c e n t; and thousands of sellers
were eagerly disposing of it at that price. Many of the most wealthy and
eminent goldsmiths and bankers in London, who had lent large sums upon
it when an enormous value was set upon the shares, were obliged to stop
payment, and abscond; and on every side was heard the ravings of the
disappointed sufferers, deprived of all their property, and filled with gloom
and despair. An infinite number of families were overwhelmed with utter
ruin, and the whole English nation was deeply affected by the mighty
shock which public credit had sustained. Many merchants of high stand
ing and princely wealth, who had left their honorable pursuits, to engage
in the wild operations into which the delirium that prevailed had thrown
thousands, were stripped of all they possessed, and thrown upon the world
penniless and bankrupt. Lawyers and even clergymen, who had recklessly
hazarded their all, and deserted their professions to mingle with the throng
of mad adventurers by whom Change Alley was crowded, were beggared
amid the wide-spread ruin which had been created, and hundreds of indi
viduals who had for some time lived in splendor, surrounded by every
luxury that wealth could bestow, finding it impossible to remain in the
midst of those who had formerly envied them as much for the riches they
possessed as they then despised them for their poverty, parted from their
kindred and homes, and voluntarily expatriating themselves from their
native land, found an asylum in distant countries; and many of them,
broken hearted by misfortunes, were consigned to an early grave among
strangers.
Destructive as had been the results of the South Sea scheme, the
managers were resolved to renew their efforts to revive the price of its
stock; and, as large quantities were held by members of the ministry,
who, having seen its real worthlessness, were resolved to effect its sale as
soon as the price could be sufficiently advanced to enable them to do so
without great loss, their immense influence was exerted with the Bank of
England to induce it to subscribe three millions five hundred thousand
pounds to the stock of the company. To this the bank finally assented,
and Robert Walpole drew up a rough informal agreement to that effect
with his own hand, by which the stock of the company was to be taken at
four hundred per cent. The contract was hardly completed before it was
annulled by the bank, on the ground that it was not legally binding, and
that its stockholders would suffer an immense loss by the performance.
But this was kept concealed from the public as long as possible, and when
the stock, which, owing to this agreement, had advanced to 320 per cent,
could be pushed no higher, those in the secret disposed of what they held,
and again were thousands left to suffer from its depreciation, as it fell with
alarming rapidity lower than before.
The base and fraudulent measures so long pursued by the directors,
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and which had been at last consummated in wide-spread ruin and almost
universal bankruptcy, had gradually engendered public indignation against
them, and the clamors of the people at length broke out openly and with
violence. The destructive results of the Law scheme, which had exploded
in Paris but a few months previous, began to be remembered; and its
fearful resemblance to the South Sea bubble was seen in the most startling
light. The prospects of thousands had been annihilated, and their entire
support taken away by the frantic spirit of speculation which had so long
prevailed, while men who had escaped the influence of the wild delirium,
saw their dearest relatives and friends plunged into degradation and utter
poverty; and whether this had been caused by dealing in the thousand
minor bubbles which had existed, or in the great progenitor of them all,
no one deemed it necessary to inquire, for the South Sea scheme was looked
upon as the primary and fruitful source from whence the other companies
had emanated, and as the sole cause of that vast system of gambling in
which a large portion of the English nation had so madly participated.
Popular feeling was aroused, and public excitement raged to an unpar
alleled height. The rights of those who had intrusted their interests to the
management of the directors had been outraged and violated, and a whole
community had been grossly deceived and its confidence vilely abused by
a continued series of the most stupendous knavery and fraud; and, in
defiance of some of the highest officers in the British ministry, whose in
terests were identified and closely interwoven with those of the company,
a powerful party was organized, with the determination of thoroughly
investigating its affairs, and of depriving the managers of their offices,
and punishing them for the criminal course they had so long pursued with
impunity.
Finding it impossible to bear up against the powerful tide of well organ
ized opposition which was fast overwhelming the company, and every new
expedient having failed to increase the price of the stock, which had be
come almost worthless, and nearly unsaleable, the ministry were compelled
to despatch expresses to Hanover, where the king then was, representing
the distresses of the nation, and earnestly pressing his immediate return;
and he accordingly shortened his intended stay in Germany, and arrived in
England on the eleventh day of November, 1720. On the eighth day of
December, the parliament assembled, and the members of the house of
commons, laying aside all party animosities and feelings, adopted measures
for prosecuting the strictest investigation and inquiry into the affairs of the
company. The directors were required to produce an account of all their
proceedings, and together with the sub-governor, deputy-governor, treasurer,
under-treasurer, cashier, secretary, and accomptants, were restrained from
leaving the kingdom until the next session of parliament, and were ordered
to discover their estates and effects so as to prevent them from being trans
ported or alienated; and a committee of secrecy was chosen by ballot to
examine all the books, papers, and proceedings, relative to the execution of
the South Sea act.
The house of lords were not less eager than the commons to prosecute
this inquiry, that justice should be done to an injured people.
The Earl of Stanhope boldly stated that the estates of the criminals,
whether directors or not directors, ought to be confiscated to repair the pub
lic losses; and the Duke of Wharton declared that he would give up his
best friend, should he be found guilty.
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The officers of the company were directed to appear before the bar of
the house for examination, and a bill was brought in disabling them to enjoy
any office in the East India company, or in the Bank of England. Knight,
the treasurer of the company, who had been intrusted with many important
secrets, and whose testimony would have developed an infinite amount of
fraud, immediately absconded out of the kingdom, and a proclamation was
issued to apprehend him. He was subsequently seized at Tirlemont, by
the vigilance of Mr. Gaudot, secretary to Mr. Leathes, the British resident
at Brussels, and confined in the citadel at Antwerp. Application was made
to the court of Vienna for his delivery to the British authorities: but hav
ing interested the states of Brabant strongly in his behalf, they insisted upon
the privilege granted them by charter, that no person apprehended there
for any crime should be tried in any other country. This was a question
which the emperor found it difficult to decide, and before it was determined,
Knight found means to make his escape from the citadel.
Apprehensive that others connected with the company would leave the
kingdom, the persons of Sir John Blunt, Sir George Caswell, Sir John
Lambert, Sir John Fellows, and Mr. Grigsby were taken into custody, and
Sir Theodore Jansen, Mr. Lavvbridge, Sir Roland Chaplain, and Mr. Eyles,
were expelled from the house of commons and arrested on account of the
fraudulent transactions which they had perpetrated in connection with the
company. Mr. Aislabie, who, it will be remembered, greatly assisted in
promoting the scheme at its commencement, resigned his stations as chan
cellor of exchequer and lord of the treasury, and orders were given to re
move all the directors of the company from the places they had enjoyed under
the government.
The committee of secrecy which had been appointed, in the report they
submitted, made many startling disclosures, calculated to stamp with dis
grace and infamy the characters of those whose rank and station should
have led them to despise every mean or mercenary consideration. It was
ascertained that before any subscriptions could be lawfully taken, a fictitious
stock of five hundred and seventy-four thousand pounds had been disposed of
by the directors, in order to facilitate and ensure the passage of the bill. A
great, proportion of this was distributed among the Earl of Sunderland, Mr.
Craggs, senior, the Dutchess of Kendall, the Countess of Platen and her two
nieces, Mr. Secretary Craggs, and Mr. Aislabie. Mr. Stanhope, one of the
secretaries of the treasury, was charged in the report with having received
large quantities of the stock, but upon his trial for the offence, the whole
power of the administration was arranged in his defence, and he was acquitted
by a majority of three votes.
Fifty thousand pounds of the stock had been taken by Knight for the Earl
of Sunderland, who had been of such vast service to the company in promoting
the passage of the South Sea act in the house of lords ; and strong measures
were adopted for the purpose of ascertaining the nature and extent of his cul
pability ; but here also the administration resisted the inquiry with its
utmost strength, and by the powerful influence of the ministry, he was
declared innocent, although the great body of the English nation believed
him deeply guilty. He however resigned his place of first commissioner
of the treasury, in consequence of the animosity which his connection with
the company had excited, and retired from office with the loss of his honor,
his reputation, and of the public confidence he had enjoyed. Upon the
trial of Mr. Aislabie, the evidence was so strong against him that not all
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the strength of ministry could save him from punishment. The commons
resolved that he had promoted the destructive execution of the South Sea
scheme with a view to his own exorbitant profit, and that he had combined
with the directors in their fraudulent and pernicious practices; and he
was accordingly declared guilty of the offences with which he stood charged,
and was expelled from the house and imprisoned in the tower.
The immense influence which had been exerted by members of the ministry, in assisting the company to perpetrate its wholesale frauds upon the
public, being all developed by the strict investigations that had taken place,
called down the severest condemnation which the opposition could thunder
against them ; and the Duke of Wharton, who had warmly opposed the
scheme from its inception, having made some remarks in the house of lords,
1 which the Earl of Stanhope conceived were intended as a harsh censure
upon his conduct, he undertook to vindicate the ministry and exculpate him
self, and spoke with such vehemence and excitement as produced a violent
headache, which obliged him to retire ; and, notwithstanding medical aid
was immediately procured, he continued to grow rapidly worse, and in the
evening of the next day he became lethargic, was seized with a suffocation,
and instantly expired. Mr. Craggs, senior, who was declared by the house
of commons to be a notorious accomplice with Knight, and some of the
directors, in carrying on their schemes of villany and fraud, died soon after
the Earl of Stanhope, and before the promulgation of the severe censure
which the house passed upon his conduct; but the whole of his vast estates
were confiscated, to be applied towards the relief of the unhappy sufferers
in the South Sea Company. And all of the directors were compelled to
send in inventories of the property they possessed, which, by an act of par
liament, was confiscated for the same purpose.
The most prominent actors in the great scheme we have described, hav
ing been punished fpr their aid in promoting the wide system of gambling
which had shaken public credit in the English nation to its foundation, the
attention of parliament was next directed towards the adoption of measures
calculated to benefit the unfortunate individuals who held the stock of the
company; and a bill was passed by which about twelve millions of pounds
owned by it in its corporate capacity, were distributed among the stockhold
ers—and although the loss they had sustained was still enormous, yet know
ing as they did, that the government had extended towards them every as
sistance in its power, their complaints finally ceased, and the wild delirium
of speculation having ended, and the first dark days of poverty and disap
pointment being passed, men again resumed their various legitimate employ
ments and occupations ; and in a short time, instead of mourning over the
results, and deploring the ruinous consequences of the stock-jobbing mania
which had so long prevailed, they looked back upon it as a lesson of expe
rience, which, although dearly bought, would be forever remembered.
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Art. II.—USURY LAWS.
NUMBER TWO.

W hat has been said on the subject before us seems to lead us to the
conclusion that the precious metals are commodities, selling for more or
less of other commodities, according as they are plenty or scarce; or, in
< other words, subject to the fluctuations in value to which every thing else
is subject, according to the relative proportion between demand and supply.
That, by degrees, they became the medium by which other commodities
were exchanged; because, from their peculiar properties, they were ad
mirably adapted to this purpose, and, by so employing them, vast labor and
trouble in bringing about exchanges between individuals was saved. That
to perfect this mode of making exchanges, to facilitate payments by means
of these metals, and to guard against fraud and deception, it became con
venient and necessary to cut them into pieces of a given weight; thus en
abling individuals to pass them by tale, and dispense with the machinery
of scales and weights; and that as this did not effectually close the door
against fraud being practised in the quality of the metals, it was found
necessary to have them divided into pieces of the proper weight, by some
authority which should be recognised, and whose stamp upon it would be
satisfactory evidence of its weight and purity.*
The precious metals in their uncoined state are and have been universally acknowledged as articles of traffic. It is only their character as
coin that we are now considering, with the view to discover the reason,
if there be any, why they should be treated differently in the shape of coin
than as bullion. When coining by the government was introduced, no
change whatever was wrought in their character. A person would pur
chase a pound of silver, giving for it ten bushels of corn; and again, if he
wanted a pound of silver, and found fewer persons had it to dispose of, or
found few persons wanting corn, he might be equally glad to give eleven
bushels. This would not be called a rise in the price of silver, because
silver was becoming the measure by which values were judged, and it was
more convenient to adjust other values to the one article of silver, than to
adjust silver to an endless number of other articles. Hence, instead of
saying that the price of silver had risen, it was more convenient to say corn
had fallen. Had it been otherwise expressed, and silver said to have risen,
it would have been necessary to have added “ as compared with corn,”
because silver might have fallen in value as compared with timber, leather,
or iron. Mere convenience introduced the practice, which soon became
universal custom, of comparing the values of other things with the precious
metals. The value of the metals was subject to change as before; but
this alteration in value did not appear in a price for the metals, but in the
prices of other articles; and superficial observers, as the great bulk of
* This supposition is supported by the fact that the..original names of coins were ex
pressive of the quantity of metal they contained. The Roman pondo contained a
pound of copper. The English pound sterling and French livre each originally con
tained a pound of silver of Troy weight, and they were represented in Troy weight
because the weights used at an annual fair held at Troyes were understood throughout
Europe. The English penny originally contained a pennyweight of silver, &c
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mankind were, soon lost sight of the character of the metals as commodities, and regarded them as invested with some mysterious attribute, which
placed them entirely aside from the general mass of other articles.
The change in the values of the metals, not being apparent, did not
make that change the less re a l; and in acknowledging a necessity for a
rise and fall in the prices of other commodities, governments have as
directly sanctioned free trade in money as they have sanctioned the trade
in any thing else; and if trade were now what it originally was, mere bar
ter in articles of first necessity, where the equivalent was given for the
thing received, on the spot where the bargain was made, and credit un- •
known, we should not have occasion to complain of usury laws, for prices
would regulate themselves and money bring its value in other articles,
whether the same were more or less. Such is practically the case now,
in all bargains in which articles of real property or merchandise are sold for
ready money.
But with the advance of civilization and the extension of commerce, has
grown up a co-agent with money in effecting exchanges— credit. The
same reasons which led to the employment of the metals as money, led to
the employment of credit in larger transactions, and to a certain extent
credit was exceedingly useful in facilitating payments of money ; more es
pecially where the course of trade required payments to be made between
different places, saving both labor and expense in the transmission and
payment of the metals. It is needless to take up time in giving illustra
tions,* as they will doubtless occur readily to the reader ; but just in pro
portion as this credit was a cmvenience, just so fa r it had a value, and just
so far as it had a value, it might properly be sold for what that value was
worth, and, of course, was a marketable commodity. So it is now recog
nised in many of its forms by our laws. Bills on New York, in the south
ern and western states, bear a price in specie according to their scarcity
or plenty, and the respectability of the drawers or endorsers. So it is in
New York with bills on London. Credit, however, soon came to be used
for other purposes than to aid in the exchanges ; it became the means of
carrying on a more extended trade, and if we can settle satisfactorily that
credit, in trade, is a marketable commodity, we shall be able to dispose of
the whole subject without difficulty. For, as we have seen, in all trade
carried on by means of ready money, the money commands its value; not
apparently, it is true, but really, for in proportion as money is scarce or
plenty, just so rises or falls the nominal prices of the things given for it.
But where trade is carried on without money by means of credit, or in
other words, where property is sold and delivered upon a promise to pay
the stipulated amount at some future day, then the credit assumes the char
acter of a commodity, and it embraces in the calculation of its value all
the elements which enter into the calculation of the values of other things:—
the time when to be available; whether more or less remote; the good
ness of its quality, that is, the greater or less certainty of payment; the
value to the possessor of the money of having it for present use, to purchase
commodities at a high price or low price, or for future use to purchase at
* A t least a very simple one will answ er:—A in London has £1000 due to him by
B in Amsterdam ; C in London owes D in Amsterdam £1000. W hat is more simple
than for C to say to A, “ Take my money here, and give me an order on B to pay your
money to D in Amsterdam ?" This use of credit saves two freights on the money, two
insurances, loss of interest, &c.
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a low or high price. All these elements may make it of greater or less
value, according to circumstances. For the law, then, to step in and decide that for the forbearance of the use of a hundred dollars for a month
fifty cents is an ample indemnification under all possible circumstances,
seems to be the very essence of folly, and will doubtless be looked upon by
posterity with much the same feelings of astonishment with which we look
back upon some of the financial arrangements of our ancestors.
Let us suppose another case. One party has a commodity to sell; anoth
er is ready to buy i t : they agree upon the price—but the purchaser is not
ready to pay the money at the time, but will give his obligation to pay at a
future day. The seller is satisfied the obligation will be met—has full con
fidence in the probity and honor of the buyer, but is so circumstanced that
he must have the money at the time. If he must sell for money only, he
goes into market under disadvantages ; he has not the benefit of the competition between all buyers of the article ; but only between such competitors as happen to have cash in hand. Under these circumstances, he cannot get so much by eight or ten per cent in the price as he could get if he
could wait six months for payment. Under these circumstances, a capital
ist steps in and offers to take the purchaser’s obligation with the guarantee
of the seller for the consideration of four per cent for six months. AH parties are benefited by this arrangement, and the bargain is closed. At the
end of the time, he calls on the obligor to fulfil his contract, who, under
shelter of the law, very coolly turns round and tells him he should have
taken only three and a half per cent, according to the provisions of the
statutes—that he had better look for his money where he can find it, and
make but little noise, or he may wake up some pleasant morning and find
himself in the penitentiary !
What could have given rise to provisions of law so absurd, so much at
variance with reason and common sense, it is_ difficult to imagine. The
prohibition in the Mosaic law against taking any interest whatever, was no
doubt intended to answer some wise and good purpose among a people
whose institutions were devised for the express purpose of making them a
peculiar people. The idea of restraining the lending of money at interest
beyond a given rate per cent, was doubtless borrowed from sacred writ long
after the state of society was so changed as to require the abrogation of
the old system, and the introduction of a new. The taking of interest at
all was forbidden until a period comparatively recent; and only allowed
when the abuses consequent upon the prohibition had become so enormous
that it was absolutely necessary to make some change suited to the senti
ment of the age. Still, it was not deemed safe to leave the business of
money lending without some regulation; and the rate to be taken was fixed
differently at different times, and so far as can be discovered, no cause ex.
isted for any change made in the laws regulating the rate of interest, unless
it was that the business and wants of society had changed, and after the
public had broken over the law, the authorities would modify it according
to the public taste.
Such seems to have been the course of legislation upon this subject, from
the time it was first legislated upon to this day. Why, then, should anti
quated restraints be still allowed to deface the statute books, when the habits
and disposition of the people show them to be worse than useless ?
Money is notoriously an article of merchandise, despite the provisions of
the law. W ho reads the leading journals of our commercial cities and
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does not see money quoted in the price currents, as coffee, tea, lead, ex
changes, and other things are 1 It is openly sold in the market by brokers,
merchants, and others. Should a borrower of money at a rate higher than
the law allows, attempt to shield himself from paying the debt under the
provisions of the law, four men out of five would consider it an act of dis
honesty. If such be the public sentiment, what is the use of law in opposi
tion to it 1 It cannot accomplish any thing. It will be disobeyed; and so
far is a positive injury to the community, as disregard of one law has a
tendency to engender disrespect for all law.
The grand difficulty seems to lie in this : in fixing the value of all arti
cles except credit, they are compared with money. Other things vary, but
the money is nominally invariable. But in calculating the price of credit,
money is compared with the credit instead of the credit with the money.
The money should in this case remain apparently invariable, and credit
fluctuate according to its quality and other circumstances. Instead of this,
however, we consider the bit of paper on which is written the 'promise to
pay as the standard, and the gold and silver is adjusted to i t ; thus throwing
fog around a subject which ought to appear as clear as sunshine.
Credit appears to be a commodity of greater or less value in more ways
than appear at first sight. Houses of high credit and reputation can do
business to greater advantage than houses less favorably known. A bill of
exchange drawn by a person in high credit, will invariably command a
higher price than a bill drawn by a party whose credit is less firmly estab
lished ; and a bill drawn by a party but little, if any known, will hardly
find sale at any price. Even in the borrowing of money, the obligations
of some parties will command it at a less rate of interest when those of
others will not command it at all. The obligations of discreet and prudent
men of .business find favor with moneyed men from their knowledge that
property is represented by those obligations which will, under prudent
management, appear at their maturity in the shape of money to effect their
discharge ; while the promises of spendthrifts and gamblers will be usually,
nay, almost universally avoided, from the conviction that those who adventure
their property in such hands, almost inevitably find cause to repent their folly.
A dollar can only be considered a measure of value, just as the bushel is
a measure of quantity, or a yard.stick the measure of length. Advocates
of usury laws generally endeavor to argue that this being its character, is
the strongest reason why its value should be fixed. For, say they, “ how
can that be a measure of value which is itself ever varying in value 1" If
the yardstick were of uncertain length, or the bushel of uncertain quantity,
varying frequently and irregularly, it could be no standard of quantity; but
in the case of both these articles, and also the dollar in coin, a specific quan
tity of something well known and understood is represented. The measure
itself is unvarying and invariable; but the use of that measure is worth
more or less oftentimes, according to circumstances, while the thing itself
is unchangeable.
This can be exemplified easily by supposing a case in which a person by
laying out a certain sum in the purchase of some article of merchandise,
can realize a profit of twenty per cent. If he has not the money, he can
well afford to pay some capitalist in the shape of interest a portion of the
amount to be realized. If twenty per cent is the profit on the investment,
he can afford to pay much more than he can if the profit is but ten per cent.
In either case he can judge what he can afford to pay, and if the amount
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paid by him leaves him sufficient to remunerate him for his time and trouble,
it is a good operation. If the amount he can realize be not enough to pay
the interest, he will generally, if prudent, decline entering into the transac
tion at a ll; or, if he has embarked in it and is disappointed, he only meets
one of those results which so often happen to men in business—viz, disap
pointment, which is of use in one respect, if no other, in leading to increased
care and watchfulness.
To restrain the rate of interest, is very often to prevent young and enter
prising people from making business transactions of great advantage to
themselves. The capitalist will usually be content with a moderate share
of the gains of a trade, as there is generally an indisposition on the part of
men of wealth to exert themselves much in the drudgery of business. But
where he finds himself restrained by law to six or seven per cent, and the
prospect of a large profit is tempting, he is apt to engage in business him
self, in order to obtain legally that remuneration for the use of his money to
which he is fairly entitled—consequently, the effect upon the enterprising
and industrious is bad.
Restraints upon the rate of interest tend to promote monopoly in business,
and drive persons of small means from competition with overgrown houses.
The rate being fixed by law, persons who are lenders naturally look about
to see in whose hands they may most safely venture to place their property.
They naturally look to houses of high standing, and generally put it into
the hands of such houses; for the simple reason that where all persons of
high credit or low credit can only offer the same price, they naturally look
only to see who is best and most trustworthy among them all. The com
mand of money enables these parties to monopolize business to the prejudice
of their less wealthy neighbors. In times when speculation prevails, they
are easily tempted to adventure beyond their means, and should any great
convulsion take place, frequently bring ruin on themselves and those who
have confided in them.
If the reader has noticed the course of events during the four past years,
he will have observed that the crash of 1837 first overwhelmed individuals
and houses who were supposed to possess great wealth themselves, and who
had unlimited command over the property of others ; while houses of smaller
means, who managed discreetly, generally passed through the storm at the
expense of some trifling damage to the sails and rigging, but saved them
selves from foundering. It is difficult to find a satisfactory reason for this
state of things, excepting in the tendency of our laws to turn the current of
floating capital into the hands of persons of high reputation for wealth;
thus stimulating them to too great an extension of business, and tempting
them to engage in risky and hazardous undertakings.
Governments, in cases where they are themselves interested, as well as
in many other cases, recognise credit as a commodity, although they rigidly
restrain individuals from making free use of it in that character. In time
of war or rebellion, when the state is subject to heavy demands and is un
der the necessity of borrowing money, its scrip is sold according to the
circumstances under which it is brought into market. If the government
is in danger of being overturned by revolution, or if lenders of money have
not full confidence in the public faith, the compensation to be made them
for their capital must be proportionally increased in some form or other.
The usual way has been to create stock bearing something near the legal
rate of interest, and disposing of that stock below or above par, according
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to circumstances. For example, if the English government wish to bor
row money at 3 per cent, when no lender can be found at less than 4 per
cent, a stock must be created for £100, which the lender takes at £75,
the government thus binding itself to pay £ 3 per annum for all time to
come, or extinguish the debt by a payment of £100. In the same way
have the bonds of several of the states been sold in London at a rate which
not only makes the money cost the state seven or eight per cent during the
time for which the loan is made, but compels them to reimburse the lenders
a larger sum than was advanced by them. That this mode of effecting
loans is wasteful and improvident, is quite evident enough without any ar
gument to prove it. Nothing would show the absurdity and impolicy of
usury laws better than a demonstration of the superior advantages accruing
to government by appearing openly in market, and borrowing at such rate
of interest as it may be able.
In many of the charters now granted for internal improvements, pro
vision is made that the state may assume the rights of the corporators by
paying the cost of them, and a rate of interest equal to 8 or 10 per cent.*
This rate of interest is always considerably above the legal rate. Can any
thing show more fully an acknowledgment on the part of government that
the owners of the money should be paid for the risk that may attend the
proposed investment ? The allowance of a high rate of interest on mari
time loans is also an acknowledgment, on the part of government, that the
value o f the use o f a sum o f money loaned in this form depends in some de
gree upon the greater or less certainty o f its reimbursement.
Advocates of usury laws advance many reasons why such laws should
exist, to answer which, would extend these remarks to an undue length.
It is said “ there is no more money in the world to he loaned at one price
than another.” True enough, perhaps, but this money is not always
equally or evenly distributed; there may be a deficiency in one place, and
a redundancy in another; and, consequently, it may be more valuable in
one place than in another. It is said “ the experiment of repealing usury
laws has been often tried, and found to be pernicious.” The contrary
would certainly seem to be the fact so far as we can judge ourselves, for it
is presumed we are not to receive the opinions of by-gone generations,
except so far as to give them such weight as the opinions of those genera
tions may be supposed to be entitled to upon this question, when their
opinions upon many other questions of political economy have been found
erroneous, and decided to he so by universal consent. In Louisiana there
is no restriction of the rate of interest excepting in regard to banks, and
each bank has its restriction contained in its charter, beyond which it may
not go. No complaint has ever been heard from New Orleans of evils
attendant upon the want of usury laws. Mr. Samuel Jones Lloyd tells us
that the partial repeal of the usury laws in England^ has been of incalcu
lable advantage to the commercial community, and mentions an instance
of recent occurrence, of a large institution effecting a heavy loan at a rate
of interest equal to 9 or 10 per cent, thereby averting a severe and wide
spread disaster to the commercial community.:): In Bengal, the rate is
* This provision is incorporated into all the railroad charters granted in Massa
chusetts.
t Contracts having less than twelve months to run are exempt from the operation
of the usury laws in England.
t The institution here referred to is the United States Bank.
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fixed by law, but at a very high point—twelve per cent—which is about
three times the usual current rate. This is nearly equivalent to free trade
in money, and the rates range usually from three to five per cent.
The class of persons who object to a free trade in money whose objec
tions deserve more serious notice, are the farmers and proprietors of land.
Opposition to the repeal of usury laws comes principally from them.
They fear to be subjected to the extortions of rapacious usurers, and they
imagine they should be so subjected because there are few heavy capitalists
in country towns, and a consequent absence of competition among those
of them who loan money.
In few words, it may be said in reply to these objectors that the farming
interest generally have no need of being in debt; or rather, a floating debt
of the character of the commercial debt in the cities, is unknown among
them. A farmer, if in debt at all, is generally in debt for some part of the
purchase money of his estate. When he buys his estate, he generally
stipulates that the credit he is in want of shall be granted to him upon the
security of a mortgage at a reasonable interest. If the seller of the estate
cannot grant it, it can be obtained from some of that class of persons who
are timid, and desirous of loaning their money upon real property because
of the superior security of land. If a farmer borrows upon mortgage after
wards, it is owing in most cases to his bad management, whereby he has
become impoverished. It is because he needs the money to discharge
debts contracted for current expenses, or in consequence of losses in opera
tions he may have been tempted into. As a general rule, it has been as
certained by inquiry that there is usually no more difficulty in the way of
effecting loans of this kind than in making loans of any kind. And even
with the usury laws for a protection, the farmer is frequently obliged to
pay a higher rate when the money is worth it, in some way by which the
law is evaded, as by taking some article he does not want, or some article
he does want, at a high price. As many persons who believe the laws
unwise, have, nevertheless, a conscientious respect for them, the borrower,
under these circumstances, is driven to make the best bargain he can, with
persons less scrupulous, and at a higher rate than he would have had to
submit to if there could have been a free competition.
Indeed, the borrowers generally, for whose benefit these laws are sup.
posed to operate, and on whose account they are now kept in force, are
almost universally sensible that, instead of being a benefit they are a posi
tive injury, and generally are desirous of their repeal. Just in proportion
to the penalty of the law is the risk of disregarding it, and just in this pro
portion will the lender charge for the risk he assumes. In Massachusetts
the penalty is three times the interest taken. In New York it is a loss of
the whole principal and interest, and fine and imprisonment also. Last
fall money ranged from six to twelve per cent per annum higher upon
commercial securities in New York than in Boston. There is no way of
accounting for this, except that the difference was the premium upon the
increased risk. Securities of the very highest class, such as Treasury
notes, were selling at the same moment at about six per cent per annum
in both cities. If any difference, they could be negotiated at a lower rate
of interest in New York than in Boston.
A volume might be filled with arguments going to show the impolicy and
folly of laws restraining free trade in money, but it seems unnecessary to
pursue the subject further. After all the demonstrations that have been
VOL. h i .— NO. II.
16
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made of a public sentiment adverse to them; after the general expression
of an opinion on the part of money borrowers in favor of their repeal, (no
one doubts the ability of the money lenders to take care of themselves ;)
after their injurious effects upon the best interests of the business community
have been so repeatedly and in so many ways pointed out;—that they should
be permitted to stand on the statute book, is indeed a matter of wonder.*I.

A rt. III.—CAUSES OF UNSTEADINESS OF TH E CURRENCY,

AND T H E REMEDY THEREFOR.
NUMBER FOUR.

OF THE CURRENCIES OF FRANCE, GREAT BRITAIN, AND THE UNITED STATES.
H a v i n g thus shown that that portion of the currency which consists of
circulating notes, bears in France a much greater proportion to the amount
of exchanges performed, than in England, and in the latter a far greater pro
portion thereto than in New England, we will now proceed to an examina
tion of the condition of the total currencies of France, England, and the
United States, with a view to ascertain—
I. What is the proportion which capital remaining unproductive to the
owners, in the form of gold and silver coin, and deposits, bears to produc
tion or trade 1
II. What is the tendency to equality of profit 1
III. What is the amount of power exercised by individuals over the
amount and value of the currency ?
IY. What is the tendency to steadiness in its amount and value ?
If the views we have submitted are correct, it will be found that where
the currency bears the least proportion to the amount of trade, there is the
greatest tendency to equality of profit, and to steadiness in the amount and
value of the currency; and that there individuals or associations have least
power over the actions of the community, over the prices of labor, and
those of commodities. If, on the contrary, those views are incorrect, a
small currency will be associated with frequent and great changes in its
amount, inequality of profit, and unsteadiness of prices, and individuals will
be found exercising a large amount of power.
In F r a n c e , we find a single institution that has, until quite recently, ex
ercised uncontrolled dominion over the currency. To it has been granted
a monopoly of the right of furnishing to the trading community facilities in
the form of circulating notes, the exercise of which has been limited to sums
of five hundred francs and upwards.
The precious metals existing in that country, in the form of coin or
bullion, amount, as we have shown, to about six' hundred millions of dollars,
of which from twenty to fifty millions lie idle in the bank. The deposits in
that institution- usually amount to about twelve millions of dollars, but are
liable to great increase, when the owners of capital become alarmed and
withdraw it from temporary employment. The circulation of bank notes
varies from forty to fifty millions of dollars.
The apparent amount of currency is as follows:
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Less, amount in bank, say
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$600,000,000
36,000,000

Bank notes in circulation, say
- . . .
D e p o s its ,........................................................

$564,000,000
45.000. 000

. . 000

12 000

$621,000,000
The annual production of France being about fourteen hundred millions
of dollars, the currency is equal to 45 per cent thereof, or one hundred and
thirty-five days1 labor; and thus almost one half of a year’s product remains
in a form in which it adds, says M. Chevalier, “ nothing to our comforts,
our enjoyments, or our productive powers*
W e shall have occasion to show that the total currency of New England
amounts to about 5 J, per cent of the annual product, at which rate the sum
required to perform the exchanges of France would be seventy-seven millions
of dollars. If the exchanges of New England be, as we have already sug
gested, six times as numerous, in proportion to the product, as those of
France, 5 | per cent would bear a smaller proportion thereto than would
1 per cent in the latter country. Allowing for the cumbrous character of the
medium of exchange, it is probable that one hundred millions might be found
necessary; leaving five hundred and twenty-seven millions subject to the
will of the owners, to determine if it should or should not act as currency,
and what should be the difference between the real and apparent amount
thereof.
The capital of the Bank of France is nominally ninety millions of francs,
or about seventeen millions of dollars, but a part of this has been purchased
up by the institution, so that its present capital is only about fourteen millions.
The following may be taken as an approximation to the average state of its
opperations ;
Capital,
$14,000,000
Specie,
$36,000,000
Circulation,
40,000,000
Loans,
30,000,000
Deposits,
12,000,000
--------------------------------$ 66 , 000,000

$ 66,000,000
-----------------

The following table will show how far the operations of this institution
tend to promote steadiness in the amount of currency. In the first column
is given the total amount of bills discounted in the year. In the second,
the average amount of commercial loans, supposing all to have been at
sixty days:
1826,
689,000,000 francs.
115,000,000 francs.
1830,
617,000,000
103,000,000
1831,
223.000,000
38,000,000
1832,
25,000,000
151,000,000
1836,
760,000,000
127,000,000
1837,
939,000,000
157,000,000
1838,
162,000,000
974,000,000
1839,
1,454,000,000
242,000,000
* Lettres sur l’Amerique du Nord, t. i. p. 99.
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At the beginning of 1831, the coined money and bullion amounted to
one hundred and three millions. On the 1st of July, it had reached two
hundred and twelve millions, and at the end of December, two hundred
and sixty-six millions; being the largest amount since its establishment.*
Here we find the currency reduced, by the abstraction of coin, more than
thirty millions of dollars in less than one year.
The whole monetary system of France is under the control of a single
set of men, directors of the bank. They trade upon a small capital, with
a view to make large dividends.! The more they can overtrade, the larger
must those dividends be. The power to overtrade depends upon the amount
of the capital of others that can be attracted to their vaults, either on deposit, or in exchange for their circulating notes. The less the confidence
that exists in each other, the greater will be the tendency among the people
of France to use the notes of the one great hank, and the less will be their
disposition to lend out their capital to be used by others, and the greater
will be the tendency to leave it in the bank on deposit. That institution is
thus directly interested in promoting measures tending to prevent the estab
lishment of confidence, as will be seen by the following comparison of its
operations for the two past years. In 1838, a period of prosperity and
general confidence, the total amount loaned out was 974 millions of francs.
The average time being 56 days, it follows that the amount of loans
149,000,000
averaged
..................................................................
.................................................. 213,000,000
It had on hand, of specie,
Amount of assets,

. . . .

362,000,000

Its capital w a s ........................................................................
70,000,000
C irculation,..................................................
210,000,000
.
The deposits must have supplied the deficiency, 82,000,000
--------------- 292,000,000
362,000,000
In 1839, a period of universal distrust and distress, its loans amounted to
1,454,000,000, and the average time having been 57 days, its average
amount of loans must have b e e n ....................................... 232,000,000
S p e c i e ,.................................................................................... 227,000,000
459,000,000
C a p i t a l ,...................................................................................
C irculation,..............................................................................
The deposits must have amounted t o ................................

70,000,000
210,000,000
179,000,000
459,000,000

Its power to trade, and to make large dividends, thus increases with want
of confidence among the people. It increases its liabilities, and of course is
* Goldsmith, Statistics of France, p. 141.
t The profits of 1834 were 2,794,000 francs.
having been more than doubled.
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compelled to increase its stock of bullion, diminishing the amount in circu
lation,* and increasing the distress.f
The tendency to uniformity in the rate of profit is exceedingly small.
The owners of bank stock have large dividends, while all France has been
for years agitated by the discussion of the conversion of five per cent stocks
into 4 per cents. The selling price of a share of bank stock was, in 1836,
two thousand two hundred and ninety francs, being an advance of 114 per
cent upon the cost of one thousand francs. The dividend in that year was
one hundred and twelve francs, or above 11 per cent; that of 1839 was
probably not less than 15 per cent.
In consequence of there being no return of the deposits in the private
and joint-stock banks of E ngland, it is difficult to ascertain what is the
amount of capital seeking investment, and constituting the currency.
The following statement will show the movement of that portion of it
which is connected with the operations of the Bank of England.
CIRCULATION.

1822,
1824,
1825,
1826,
1833,
1834,
1835,
1836,
1837,
1839,

DEPOSITS.

TOTAL.

August,
August,
August,
February,
December,
December,
December,
December,
December,
August,

£17,464,000 £6,399,000 £23,863,000
19,731,000
9,679,000
29,500,000
19,398,000
25,808,000
6,410,000
25,467,000
6,935,000
32,402,000
17,469,000
15,160,000
32,629,000
17,070,000
13,019,000
30,089,000
16,564,000
20,370,000
36,934,000
17,361,000
13,330,000
30,691,000
17,868,000
14,230,000
32,098,000
8,029,000
17,969,000
25,998,000
Based upon a capital of fifteen millions, we have here currency to the
amount sometimes of twenty-four and sometimes of thirty-seven millions,
accumulated under the control of a few merchants, who are thus enabled
to exercise over the operations of the world, an amount of power unknown
to any other body of men whatever. If governed by the purest motives,
they may do great injury; but if animated by the selfish desire of making
large profits, it is difficult to estimate the extent of ruin that may be pro
duced among the community, by rapid expansions and sudden contractions,
all of which tend, by destroying confidence, to compel individuals to resort
to their one great bank as the only safe place of deposit- In the manage
ment of such an institution, ignorance or weakness may, however, do nearly
as much injury as selfishness or wickedness.
* The vast accumulation of gold in the Bank of France, in the past year, was
attended with ruin to an almost incalculable extent. From the 1st of January tothe 1st of November, the failures in Paris alone amounted to eight hundred and fiftyeight, the losses by which are stated to have been between fifty-five and sixty millions
of francs.
t For some of the above statements we are indebted to an article recently published
in the Morning Herald, the writer of which says,
“ The great augmentation in the general movements of the bank, during the past
year of distress, illustrates the principle on which the bank acts, viz : to extend itself
most when the necessities of the merchants most require assistance. The bank acts
rather as a preservative in adversity than as a stimulant in prosperity. Hence the uni
formity of the value of money in France.”
A t no period did “ the necessities of the merchants” more require assistance than i»
1832, when the loans were little more than one fifth as great as they were in 1826-
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From 1833 to 1839, the circulation of the private and joint-stock banks
has varied from £10,132,000 to £11,733,000, and may be taken as aver
aging about eleven millions. It is not improbable that the deposits amount
to nearly double that sum, or about twenty millions. Some of these are at
an interest of 2 or 2 J per cent, and can only become currency after a short
notice. The coin in circulation has been differently estimated, but is pro
bably not less than twenty-five millions. This would give for the total
currency, including the whole of the deposits—
Circulation, specie and notes, £53,000,000
D e p o sits,................................. 30,000,000
£83,000,000
The total amount of production is stated at two hundred and sixty mil
lions of pounds, or eighty-one dollars per head, being twenty-seven cents
per day for three hundred days. The amount of capital remaining in the
form of currency is equal to ninety-five days’ labor, or the product of
nearly one third of a year.
The directors of the bank exercise great power, but centralization is
much less perfect than in France, and the one great institution is now, in
some degree, checked and controlled by the smaller ones that have risen
under the law of 1826.
Inequality in the rate of profit prevails universally. The stockholders
of the bank divide 8 per cent, and the proprietors of private and jointstock banks have, on an average, above 8 per cent, while immense masses
of capital remain on deposit, yielding little or nothing to the owners, who
are always looking out for means of investment, and are frequently com
pelled to send their capital abroad, because not permitted to invest it at
home; thus producing unsteadiness and irregularity in the currency.
In S cotland, the circulation of coin is small, owing to the use of one
pound notes. That of bank notes is estimated at four millions. The de
posits amount to about twenty-four millions of pounds. A large part of
these, like a portion of those of England, do not constitute currency,
being deposits on interest; but are liable, at short notice, to become
so. The population is about two and a half millions. The amount of
capital yielding no return to the owner is not large, but that which yields
but small return is very great, and cannot fail to be productive of great
irregularity.
The amount of power exercised in Scotland is very great, but it is
much divided. “ In times of prosperity,” says Mr. Norman,* “ they push
out their notes and credits to an undue extent, and are consequently com
pelled to diminish them as violently when circumstances alter.” The same
writer says, that “ in periods of commercial difficulty, no country is said
to suffer from insolvency more severely than Scotland. ”f It could not be
otherwise. The whole amount of the capitals of the three incorporated
banks and of the joint-stock banks, does not probably exceed ten millions,
while their loans must exceed thirty millions, the difference being either
currency, or deposits liable to conversion into currency. The owners of
the banks have 7 or 8 per cent, while the depositors have 2 or 2|- per
* Remarks on Currency, p. 62.
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cent; and, as a natural consequence, the latter are anxious to find means
of investing their capital where it will be more productive. Not being
permitted to convert it into stock at home, there is every inducement to
seek opportunity for employing it abroad, and the currency is thereby ren
dered unsteady and irregular in both amount and value.
W e proceed now to inquire into the operations of various portions of the
U nited S tates, and shall commence with the southern states, taking the

returns of the year 1830, as furnished by Mr. Gallatin.

Virginia,..................
North Carolina,.....
South Carolina,.....
Georgia,.................

D.

3
4
8
8

D olls.

5,831,000
1,883,000
7,600,000
4,101,000

Specie.

Per head.

D olls.

5,571,000
3,195,000
4,631,000
4,203,000

Currency.

Per head.

j

4 1,311,000
3 737,000
1 581,000
9 516,000

Capital.

Per head.

Population.

| Numb, of Banks|

VIRGINIA, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, AND GEORGIA, IN 1830.

Loans.

D.

D o lls.

D .C .

D olls.

5 833,000
2 i 179,000
13 520,000
8 1,305,000 2

3,045,000 17,600,000 6 19,415,000 6 2,836,000
There being no notes under $ 5 in circu
lation in these states, the specie in
3,200,000
3,200,000
circulation must be added, sa;

68 10,571,000
25 4,899,000
90 11,711,000
53 7,000,000
93 34,181,000

|l7|3,045,000 17,600,000 6 22,615,000 7 6,036,000 2 00 34,181,000

If we take the production of these states at seventy dollars per head for
the whole population, male and female, infant and aged, we shall have an
amount of two hundred and ten millions, to which the capital seeking in
vestment stands in the ratio of one ninth. It must be observed, however,
that owing to the peculiar nature of the relation between the laborer and
capitalist, the amount of exchanges is exceedingly small, and the quantity
of currency needed for the performance of those exchanges, bears but a
small proportion to the amount of production. One ninth in these states
bears probably a larger proportion to the amount of trade than one fifth in
Scotland or England. The currency is large in proportion to the uses for
it, though very small in proportion to that of either England or France.
We find loans amounting to thirty-four millions, and yielding,
at 6 per c e n t , .........................................................................$2,040-,000
If we deduct 1 per cent of the capital for management,
- 176,000
there re m a in s,..............................................................................$1,864,000
to be divided among the owners of bank stock amounting to $17,600,000,
giving them more than 10 per cent, while the owners of a large amount
of deposits have nothing. Here is great inequality of profit.
The power of expanding or contracting the currency is in the hands of
the directors of seventeen banks, who may increase their loans to forty
millions on the one hand, or diminish them to twenty-five millions on the
other.
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D.

D olls.

Specie.

Per head.

|
D o lls.

Currency.

Per head.

Capital.

Per head.

Population.

Numb, of Banks|

N EW YORK, NEW JERSEY, AND PENNSYLVANIA, IN 1830.

Loans.

D.

D olls.

D .C .

D o lls.

New York,........... 30 1,918,000'20,083,000 10 23,000,000 12 2,200,000 1 15 36,000,000
New Jersey,.......... 5 320,000 2,016,000 6 1,700,000 5 200,000 60 3,500,000
Pennsylvania,....... 32 1,348,000 14,600,000 11 16,000,000 11 2,700,000 2 00 25,000,000
To this must, however, be added the specie
in circulation in Pennsylvania, in which no
1,500,000
1,500,000
notes under $ 5 were used, say
67 3,586,000 36,699,000 10 42,200,000 12 6,600,000 1 84| 64,500,000

If we take the production of these states at one hundred and twenty
dollars per head, we shall obtain the sum of four hundred and thirty mil
lions. The currency is less than one tenth of that amount, and is not
probably more than one third as much in proportion to the amount of ex
changes as in the southern states.
The amount of loans is $64,500,000, yielding, at 6 per cent, $3,870,000
Deducting 1 per cent for e x p e n s e s ,.......................................
370,000
we h a v e ........................................................................................ $3,500,000
Being equal to 91 per cent upon the amount of capital.
The power of contraction and expansion is less than in any of the cases
we have examined, and it is more widely distributed, being divided among
the directors of sixty-seven banks, none of which can exercise much
influence.

R. Island,.
Mass.,.......
C onn.,......
N .H .,.......
Maine,......
Vermont,..

47
66
10
18
18
10

D olls.

D o lls.

D o lls.

1,534,000 16
7,292,000 12
2,400,000 8
916,000 3
1,046,000 3
804,000 3

169 1,862,000 35,226,000 19J 13,992,000

Specie in
Banks.

Specie
per head.

D o lls.

97,000 6,118,000 63
610,000 20,420,000 34
297,000 4,415,000 15
269,000 1,791,000 6
309,000 2,050,000 7
280,000 432,000 14

Total
Currency.

Per head of
population.

Capital.

Per head of
population.

Population.

Numb, of Banks

NEW ENGLAND, IN 1830.

Amount
of loans.

D olls.

D . C.

D olls.

343,000
987,000
415,000
226,000
208,000
428,000

3 55 7,309,000
1 64 26,825,000
1 40 6.400.000
80 2.481.000
67 2,888,000
1 50
856,000

74 2,607,000 1 40 46,759,000

Taking the product of these states at one hundred and thirty-three dol
lars per head, we have a sum of two hundred and fifty millions. The cur
rency amounts to 51 per cent of this sum. The power of contraction and
expansion is exceedingly small, and it is so minutely subdivided that indi
vidual caprice, fear, or selfishness can exercise scarcely any influence.
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The following remark of M. de Beaumont* is most true, when applied to
the case in question. “ Of' all nations, this is perhaps the one whose gov
ernment affords the least scope for glory. None has the burden of direct
ing her. It is her nature and her passion to go of herself. The conduct
q f affairs does not depend upon a certain number o f persons. It is the work
o f all. The efforts are universal, and any individual impulse would only
interfere with the general movement. In this country, political ability con
sists not in doing, but in standing off and letting alone. Magnificent is the
spectacle of a whole people moving and governing itself, but nowhere do
individuals appear so small,'''' That which is, in every part of Europe, the
peculiar care of government, is here managed by the people themselves,
and the care of management is so widely disseminated, that “ nowhere do
individuals appear so small.” Yet nowhere is the object, that of establish
ing a steady currency, so fully accomplished. In no part of the world
is the amount of exchanges so great. In none do men avail themselves,
to the same extent, of the facilities afforded by the banks. In none is
there so general independence of action on the part of both banks and individuals as in New England.
The whole amount of capital seeking investment is less than fourteen
millions, the chief part of which is required for the daily purposes of life.
The trade in money is carried on by one hundred and sixty-nine banks, *
whose operations are checked and controlled by the interests of individual
capitalists, all ready to engage as rivals in the trade, should the desire of
profit lead to expansions tending to interfere with the proper return to
capital employed in other trades. The consequence is, that all bankers
know that their own permanent prosperity can only be promoted by such
measures as will tend to maintain steadiness in the currency, and in the
prices of commodities, and thus prevent loss to their customers and them
selves.
The whole amount of loans is $46,759,000, yielding, at 6
per c e n t,.............................................- ................................ $2,805,000
Deducting 1 per cent,
. .......................................................
352,000
we have .............................................................- - - - - $2,453,000
equal to 7 per cent upon the capital, being a little more than legal inter
est. We shall have occasion to show that much even of this small excess
is due to taxes upon capital employed in banking.
In M a s s a c h u s e t t s and R h o d e I s l a n d centre nearly all the exchanges
of New England, the necessary consequence of which is, that the quantity
of circulation required is greater than in the interior. Capital seeking em
ployment is also placed in the banks of Boston and Providence, and thus
the deposits are enlarged. The joint population is 707,000, and the cur
rency amounts to $8,826,000. The amount of exchanges performed may
be inferred from the vast proportion which the capital employed in banking
bears to population, the amount being $26,538,000. The excess of loans
was only 30 per cent, and the profit of bank capital was about 6 per cent.
Here we have equality of profit—scarcely any tendency to unsteadiness—little power—and that little divided among the directors of one hundred and
thirteen banks.
Throughout the above examination we have confined our attention to
* Marie, ou 1’Esclavage aux Etats Unis.
VOL. III.----NO. II.
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the state banks, excluding the Bank of the United States, because it was
impossible to ascertain the mode in which its circulation and deposits were
divided among the states. Could we have done so, the statement would
have been still more favorable to New England, as compared with the
other states.
We shall now briefly review the several systems that we have noticed.
In France, we find a vast amount of capital seeking employment—great
power centralized in the directors of a single institution—great irregularity
of action— and great inequality of profit.
In England, the unemployed capital is great. The Bank of England
exercises great power, but slightly checked by the competition of private
and joint-stock bankers. Irregularity of action and inequality of profit are
both great.
In Scotland, the capital seeking employment is great, and vast quanti
ties are liable to be converted at short notice into currency. Power is
great, but is less centralized than in England, because the trade in money
has always been more free. Unsteadiness of action and inequality of
profit exist to a great extent.
In the southern United States we find unemployed capital bearing a much
smaller proportion than in Europe to production and trade. Less power
exists, but it is more centralized than in Scotland. There is considerable
liability to irregularity of action, and also considerable inequality of profit.
In the middle states there is less power, and it is more widely distributed.
There is much liability to irregularity, and considerable inequality of profit.
In New England, the amount of currency is very small. There is very
little power of changing its amount, and that power is widely distributed,
and effectually checked.
In Massachusetts and Rhode Island we find, almost literally, no unem.
ployed capital. The amount of circulation and deposits is little more than
is absolutely required for the performance of the exchanges. Neither ig
norance nor selfishness—fear nor avarice—can produce any material va*
riation in the amount. In no quarter of the world is there the same ten
dency to steadiness. In none can so little power be exercised.
The amount of capital remaining in the form of gold, silver, and depos
its, and constituting currency, or not, as the owners, or guardians, have,
or have not, the will to employ it, is—
In France equal to the labor of the nation for 135 days.
U
95 “
In England,
“
1C
33 “
In the southern states, “
iC
30 “
In the middle states,
“
u
17 “
In New England,
“
Taking New England as the standard, and allowing that four days’
product remains idle in consequence of some remaining restrictions upon
the employment of capital, and constitute an excess of currency liable to
change with changes of will on the part of the owners, we shall have thir
teen days’ product as the quantity absolutely necessary for the perform
ance of exchanges. The power of causing disturbance will be represented
in those states by four, and in the other states or countries by the differ
ence between thirteen and their respective quantities. They will then stand
as- follows—
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New E n g l a n d , .................................
4
Middle States,
17
Southern S tates,...................................
20
E n g l a n d ,...................................................82
F r a n c e , .................................................122
The tendency to unsteadiness thus increases with every increase in the
ratio of currency to production.
On a former occasion we mentioned as one of the cases in which the
will of individuals tended to produce changes in the currency, that of the
reserves of specie by banks for the purpose of meeting their engagements*
and we now refer to it for the purpose of adding another proof that the
most costly system is of necessity the least steady.
If a bank parts with its specie in discharge of its liabilities, there is no
change in the currency. If it parts with it without cancelling liabilities to
the same amount, the currency is thereby increased, and prices will tend
to rise. Such being the case, the greater the quantity a bank is usually
required to keep, the greater will be the power to disturb the currency by
parting with it without cancelling its other engagements. The greater
the proportion which its loans bear to its capital, the greater will be the
amount of its liabilities, the greater will be the quantity of specie usually
kept on hand, and the greater will be the power of disturbance when the
time arises for it, as it always does with institutions which largely over
trade. Where every little community is permitted to provide its own
money-shop, and adopt its own mode of facilitating exchanges, banks
cannot much overtrade; but where restraints are numerous, currency
abounds, the liabilities of hankers are great, and they are obliged to re
serve large quantities of specie to meet the possible demands upon them.
The Bank of England trades largely on the capital of others, and desires
to keep a large amount of bullion. It has consequently a great amount of
power to go wrong, as will be seen by the following statement:—
LIABILITIES.

BULLION.

February, 1824,
£29,833,000
£13,810,000
A ugust/ 1825,
25,808,000
3,634,000
February, 1826,
32,402,000
2,459,000
Eleven millions of bullion have been disposed of* and the liabilities are
increased nearly three millions.
LIABILITIES.

BULLION.

December, 1833,
£32,629,000
£10,200,000
February, 1837,
32,098,000
4,032,000
Six millions of bullion have been paid out, and the reduction of liabilities
is only six hundred thousand pounds.
In New England, banks have few liabilities that can be claimed in the
form of specie, because the currency is not in excess. The constant and
close competition makes it necessary, if they desire to divide Common in
terest, to practise economy. They require very little specie, and it is not
in their power to change the condition of the currency by issuing it, except
for the purpose of discharging their engagements. Economy and security,
therefore, go hand in hand.
E r r a tu m , p. 50.—Strike out “ one fortieth of the anntial product, and perhaps to a1
fiftieth or sixtieth part,” and insert “ or less than one per cent of the annual product.”
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A rt. IV.—LAW S RELA TIV E TO DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.
NUMBER FIVE.

CONNECTICUT.
PROCESS.

T h e first process for the recovery of debts in the state of Connecticut, is
by a writ o f attachment, or summons. The law requires that the writ shall
describe the parties and the court, specify one time and place of appear
ance, and be accompanied with a declaration containing the cause of action,
which instrument must be signed by the governor, lieutenant governor, a
senator, judge, or justice of the peace, or the clerk of the court to which it
is returnable. Attachments may be issued out against the goods and chat
tels of the defendant, and for want thereof, against his lands and person.
When an attachment is prayed out, and it appears to the authority signing
the same, that the plaintiff is not an inhabitant of the state, or is unable to
pay the cost if a recovery is had against him, a bond is required of the
plaintiff in some substantial inhabitant, that he will prosecute the action to
effect, and answer all damages in case he make not his plea good. Each
process is directed to the sheriff of the county, his deputy, or to either con
stable of the town in which the writ is to be served, or to some indifferent
person. No writ or summons is permitted to be directed to an indifferent
person, unless it appears that more defendants than one are named in one
writ, and reside in different counties of the state; or unless the plaintiff
or his attorney shall make oath that he believes that the claim will be lost
unless an indifferent person is deputed to serve it, the cause of which oath
must be recorded on the writ by the authority who administered it. All
writs returnable before the Supreme Court of Errors, the Superior Court,
and County Court, must be served twelve days inclusive before the
sitting of the court, and all writs returnable before justices of the peace, six
days inclusive. A summons is a mere legal order commanding the defend
ant to appear in court to answer to the declaration therein alleged, and no
bond for prosecution is required in this instrument. It is required to be
served by the reading it in the presence of the defendant, or by leaving it
at his usual place of abode.
A writ of attachment is served by attaching the goods and chattels of
the defendant, and if none can be found, by attaching his lands or person.
Where an attachment is served by taking the body of the defendant, notice
shall be given to the defendant by reading the writ in his presence, or by
leaving a copy at his usual place of abode. When any estate, real or per
sonal, is attached, the officer serving the writ shall leave with the person
whose estate is so attached, or at the place of his usual abode, a copy of the
writ with a description of the property attached thereon; and when any
real estate is attached, the officer serving the writ must leave a true and
attested copy thereof, and a description of the estate taken, at the office of
the town clerk, in the town wherein the land lies, within seven days next
after attaching the estate, and unless this is done, the service is not com
plete so as to hold the estate against any other creditor or bona fide pur
chaser. The attachment of the rights or shares which any person has in
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any bank, insurance, turnpike company, or other corporation, is effected
by leaving a copy with the defendant, the cashier of such bank, or the clerk
of such corporation. No estate attached is permitted to respond to the
judgment which shall be obtained, unless the judgment creditor shall take
out execution within sixty days after such judgment, unless the same is re
newed, and have the same appraised or recorded within four months after
such judgment shall have been obtained. If the defendant is not a resident
of the state, and has estate within the same which is attached, a copy of
the writ describing the estate thus attached, must be left with the agent or
attorney of the defendant within the state ; and if land is attached, a like
copy must be left in the office of the town clerk where the land lies. But
if the defendant has no agent or attorney in this state, a like copy must be
left with the person who has the charge or possession of the property at
tached.
PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM ATTACHMENT.

The law of this state permits the attachment of all the property of the
defendant, both on the original writ and execution, with the exception of the
following articles:—necessary apparel, bedding, and household furniture
required for supporting life, arms, military equipments, implements of the
debtor’s trade, one cow, sheep under ten, two swine, wood not over two
cords, hay not over two tons, beef and pork not over two hundred pounds,
potatoes or turnips not over five bushels, Indian corn or rye not over ten
bushels, and the meal and flower therefrom, wool or flax not over twenty
pounds weight, or the yam or cloth made therefrom, one stove and pipe,
the property of any person having a wife or family, the horse, saddle, and
bridle of any practising physician or surgeon, of the value not exceeding
one hundred dollars, charcoal not over twenty-five bushels, coal not over
two tons, wheat flour not exceeding two hundred pounds weight, the property of any person having a wife and family, cannot be taken on warrant
or execution.
JA IL LIMITS.

The jail limits are established by the county courts in each county. Their
boundaries are not uniform, but they have been gradually enlarged, ac
cording to the liberal ideas which are growing up in the country relating to
imprisonment for debt. They are frequently confined to the bounds of the
town in which the jail is situated.
FOREIGN ATTACHMENT.

When the goods of an absent or absconding debtor are concealed in the
hands of his agent, so that they cannot be come at to be attached, or where
debts are due from any person to an absent or absconding debtor, it is law
ful for a creditor to bring his action against such absent or absconding debtor,
and to insert in his writ a direction to the officer to leave a true and attested
copy thereof, at least fourteen days before the session of the court to which
it is returnable, with such absent or absconding debtor’s attorney, agent,
factor, trustee, or debtor, or at the place of his or their usual abode; and
from the time of serving said copy, the goods or debt in the hands of such
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agent, or any debt due to the defendant, shall be secured in their hands to
pay such judgment as the plaintiff shall recover, and may not otherwise be
disposd of.
Such service shall be a sufficient notice to the defendant to enable the
plaintiff to bring his action to trial, unless the defendant be an inhabitant of
this state, or has some time resided therein; apd then a like copy shall be
left at his last usual place of abode. The agent may defend his principal in
the suit, but if the defendant is not in the state, and does not appear in per
son during the first term, the court may order the case to be continued to
the next term ; meantime, notice being given of the pendency of such suit
in a newspaper or otherwise, and if he does not then appear, the court
may order a further continuance, so that the party may be notified of the
pendency of the suit; and then, unless spme spepial matter be alleged for
delay, the case shall come on for trial.
But when the action is brought before a justice of the peace, and the de,
fendant is not in the state, and no agent or factor appears, the justice of
the peace may adjourn the case for a term not less than three, nor more
than nine months, and then, unless special reasons are given for the delay,
the action shall come on for tria l; and if judgment shall be rendered for the
plaintiff, all the goods and effects in the hands of such attorney, agent, factor, or trustee, and the debt due from such debtor, shall be liable to pay the
same. The plaintiff praying out execution, may direct the officer serving
the same, to make demand of such agent, factor, or trustee of the goods
and effects of the principal in their hands, who is obliged to expose them
to execution, and also to make demand of such debtor of any debt due to
the defendant; and if he does not, he will be liable to pay the debt or satisfy
such judgment out of his own estate. A scire facias may be taken out
from the clerk of the court where such judgment was rendered, requiring
him to appear and show cause, if any he have, to the contrary, and the de
fendant may disclose on oath whether he have any of the goods or effects
of the absent debtor, or whether he is indebted to him ; and any other pro,
per evidence may be adduced touching these facts. If it is found that the
defendant has any of the goods of the absent debtor, or is indebted to him,
or if he makes default of appearance, or Tefuses to disclose on oath, judg
ment shall be rendered against him as for his own debt, to be paid out of
his own goods or estate with lawful costs, and execution shall issue there
on. But if it appear that the goods or effects are of less value, or the debt
of less amount than the judgment against the absent debtor, then judgment
shall be rendered to the value of the goods and the amount of the debt; and
if it appear that the defendant has no goods and effects in his hands of such
debtor, and is not indebted to him, then he is permitted to recover his law
ful costs.
This scire facias, when it is issued on a judgment rendered by a justice
of the peace, must be signed by the said justice rendering the judgment,
and where the demand does not exceed thirty-five dollars, it is made re
turnable before a justice of the peace; but if it exceeds that sum, then it is
made returnable before the County Court.
The taking of any goods or effects of an absent or absconding debtor, or
any debt due to him as aforesaid by process and judgment of law, out of the
hands of the agent, attorney, factor, trustee, or debtor, by any of his credi
tors, forever discharges him or them from any suit in demand for the same;
find if sued for- any thing done in compliance with this act, he or they may
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plead the general issue, and give the special matter in evidence. When
the debt is not due, execution may be stayed, and when the debt is not
payable at the time the demand was made on the execution, the court shall
allow the garnishee his reasonable costs for defending against the scire
facias, to be deducted out of the debt so due.
When a scire facias is brought to recover goods or effects belonging to
an absent or absconding debtor, the person who claims to be the assignee
of such goods, having received proper notice, may come and defend against
such scire fa cia s; and unless such claimant shall, within such time as the
court before whom the scire facias is pending shall direct, give to the de
fendant security to indemnify him against all costs, he may suffer judg
ment by default or otherwise to be given against him on such scire facias,
which shall be a bar to the claim of the assignee of the debt, or the owner
or owners of the goods or effects, and the defendant may give the same in
evidence under the general issue in an action brought to recover the debt,
or the value of the goods or effects. If the assignees give such security
and recover judgment, they shall be entitled to the bill of costs ; but if he
or they shall fail to make effectual defence, the judgment rendered on the
scire facias against the. defendant shall be a bar to any claim against him,
and he may give it in evidence under the general issue. If, however, the
defendant refuses to disclose, he can take no benefit of the act before men
tioned. The demand upon the execution must be made upon the garnishee
within sixty days after the rendition of the judgment. And no writ of
scire facias can be maintained against such attorney, agent, factor, trustee,
or debtor, unless the same be brought within one year next after the right
of taking out or bringing the same shall have accrued.
The plaintiff in a suit by foreign attachment may, at his discretion, in
sert in the writ a direction to the attorney, agent, factor, trustee, or debtor
of the defendant, to appear before the court before which the same is re
turnable, to disclose on oath whether he has any effects of the creditor in
his hands; and if he has not, and is not indebted to him, the defendant
shall recover his costs. But if it shall be found that he is indebted to the
creditor, then the court shall issue judgment for that amount against the
garnishee. But if the garnishee refuses to appear, or on appearance, re.
fuses to disclose, he shall be liable for costs, although he did not possess
the goods at the time ; or, if the plaintiff withdraws the suit, he is liable for
eosts. By the statute all debtors who are discharged from imprisonment
are deemed absconding debtors; and no debt under ten dollars, which
accrued by reason of the personal labor of another, is subject to foreign
attachment.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

All promissory notes, duly executed, to the amount of thirty-five dollars,
for the payment of money only, and made payable to any person or per
sons, or his, her, or their order, or to the bearer, shall be assignable and
negotiable, according to the customs of merchants and the laws relating
to inland bills of exchange. But whenever any bill of exchange, negotiated
within this state and drawn upon any person in any other state, shall be
returned unpaid, and shall have been duly protested for non-payment, as is
usual in cases of foreign bills of exchange, the persons to whom the bill is made
payable shall be entitled to recover and receive of and from the drawer or
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drawers, or the endorser or endorsers of such bill of exchange, the damages
hereafter specified, over and above the principal sum for which such bill
of exchange shall have been drawn; together with lawful interest on the
aggregate amount of such principal sum, and damages from the time at
which notice of such protest shall have been given; together with lawful
interest on the aggregate amount of such principal sum, and damages from
the time of the notice of the protest, and the payment of the principal sum
and damages demanded. The subjoined are the rates of damages. If the
bill is drawn upon any person in the city of New York, two per cent upon
the principal sum specified in such bill. If upon any persons in the states
of New Hampshire, Vermont, Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
York, (excepting the city,) New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Mary,
land, or Virginia, or in the District of Columbia, three per cent upon such
principal sum. If upon any person or persons of or in the states of North
Carolina, South Carolina, Ohio, or Georgia, five per cent upon such prin
cipal sum ; or, if upon any person in any other of the states and territories,
eight per cent upon such principal sum. These damages are received in
lieu of interest and all oilier charges, to the time at which the notice of
such protest and demand of payment shall have been made and given as
aforesaid. The amount of the bill and the damages payable thereon, as
above specified, is determined without any reference to the rate of exchange
existing at the time of notice and demand of payment, as aforesaid. It is
also provided that protests of inland bills of exchange and promissory notes,
protested out of this state, are to be used as prima facie evidence of the
facts contained in them.
CHEATING.

It is provided by the statute law of this state that if any person shall
wilfully and designedly, by color of any false token, pretence, or device
whatever, obtain from any individual, persons, or corporation, any money,
goods, chattels, or other valuable thing, with an intent to cheat or defraud
any such person, persons, or corporation, every such person being thereof
duly convicted, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars
nor less than fifty dollars ; or, by an imprisonment in a common jail not
exceeding one year, nor less than two months ; or, by such fine and im.
prisonment both, at the discretion of the court having cognizance of the
offence.
DEEDS OF CONVEYANCE OF REAL ESTATE.

All grants, bargains, and mortgages of land are required to be in writing,
subscribed by the grantor with his own hand or mark, to which mark his
name must be annexed, and also attested by two witnesses with their own
hands or marks, unto which marks their names must be annexed; or, the
name of the grantor must be subscribed to such grant by his lawful attor
ney, authorized by a written power for that special purpose, duly executed
and acknowledged in such manner as is prescribed in case of deeds, and
such subscribing of the name of the grantor must be attested by two wit
nesses. Such deeds must be duly acknowledged to be the free will and
act of the grantor, before a justice of the peace, a judge of the Supreme or
District Court of the United States, or of the Supreme or Superior Court,
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or of the Court of Common Pleas or County Court, or before a commis
sioner or other officer having the power to take the acknowledgment of
deeds. All grants, deeds of bargain and sale, and mortgages of houses and
lands, shall be recorded at length by the register or town clerk, where
such lands and houses lie, and no deed of this character is good so as to
hold such houses and lands against any one but the grantor or grantors,
and their heirs only, unless recorded as aforesaid. The register or town
clerk is bound to note the day, month, and year when the deed is received
for record, and the record must bear the same date. It is moreover pro
vided that where deeds are executed by a power of attorney, the power of
attorney shall be recorded with the deed. No lease of any house or lands
exceeding the term of one year is valid unless it is in writing, and sub
scribed by the lessor and two witnesses, acknowledged and recorded at
length in the records of the town where such estate lies.
WILLS.

Every person of the age of twenty-one years, and of sound mind, may
make a will of his real estate, and all persons of the age of seventeen years,
and of sound mind, may make a will which shall devise their personal es
tate. Married women have the power of devising their estate, real and
personal, the same as other persons. Wills must be in writing, subscribed
by the testator, and attested by three subscribing witnesses, who shall sub
scribe the will in the presence of the testator. All devises to a subscribing
witness are void, provided that such devise, legacy, or interest, be not
made to an heir at law. If the devisee die before the testator, the estate
goes to his heirs at law, or if a child is born after the execution of the will,
and no provision is made in the will for this event, the birth of this child
operates as a revocation of the will. No will can be revoked but by burn
ing, cancelling, tearing, or obliterating the same by the testator himself,
or by his consent and in his presence, or by some other will or codicil in
writing, declaring the same, signed by the testator in the presence of three
or more witnesses, and by them attested in his presence. All the execu.
tors of wills have power to take the proof out of court to have the witnesses
of such wills examined and sworn in the usual form, before a justice of the
peace, who shall enter the oath of the witnesses on the back of the will,
and attest the sam e; and the oath of the witnesses so taken shall be ac
cepted by the Court of Probate as if they had been taken before the said
court. The executor must prove the will within thirty days after the decease of the testator, and cause such will to be proved and recorded in the
office of the Court of Probate of the district where the deceased person last
dwelt, or present said will and declare his or her refusal of the acceptance
of the executorship. Any negligence in this respect is punished with a fine
of seventeen dollars per month, from the expiration of the thirty days, un
til he shall cause probate of such will, or present the same. On the refusal
of the executor, an administrator may be appointed by the Court of
Probate, who shall give bond for the faithful discharge of his duty,
make inventory of the estate, and cause public notice to be given to
all the creditors of such estate to bring in their claims, and the estate
shall thus be distributed according to the terms of the will or the laws of
descent.
vol.
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STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.

No person can enter upon any lands but within fifteen years after his
right or title shall first descend or accrue, unless he shall have been, at the
time of the first descending or accruing of the said right or title, within the
age of twenty-one years, feme-covert, of unsound mind, or imprisoned;
unless, after the time of fifteen years, and within five years after, he shall
be qualified by discoverture, coming of sound mind, enlargement out of
prison ; or, his heirs, after the death of such person, bring such action or
make such entry, and take the benefit of the same.
No action can be brought on any bond, or writing obligatory, contract
under seal, or promissory note not negotiable, but within seventeen years
next after an action on the same shall accrue. Provided, however, that
a person legally incapable to bring an action on such bond or writing at the
accruing of the right of action thereon, may bring the same at any time
within four years after he shall become legally capable to bring such action.
No action of account, book debt, on simple contract, or of assumpsit,
founded upon implied contract, or upon any contract in writing, not under
seal, except promissory notes not negotiable, shall be brought but within
six years next after the right of action shall accrue. Provided, however,
that persons legally incapable to bring such action at the accruing of the
right of action, may bring such action at any time within three years after
they shall become iegally capable to bring such action.
No action of trespass on the case can be brought but within six years
next after the right of action shall accrue.
No action founded on express contract or agreement, excepting actions
on book debt on proper subjects thereof, not reduced to writing, or some
note or memorandum thereof made in writing, and signed by the party
charged therewith, or some person by him lawfully authorized. No action
of trespass, and no action upon the case for words, shall be brought but
within three years next after the right of action shall accrue.
No suit or action for any forfeiture on a penal statute can be brought but
within one year next after the offence shall have been committed.
No suit or action at law or equity can be brought against any sheriff,
sheriff’s deputy, or constable, for any neglect or default in his office or
duty, but within two years next after the right of action shall accrue. If,
in any of the said suits or actions, judgment be given for the plaintiff, and
the same be reversed by error, or a verdict be given to the plaintiff, and
on matter alleged in arrest of judgment, the judgment be given against the
plaintiff, that he take nothing by his writ, declaration, or bill, the party,
plaintiff, his heirs, executors, or administrators, may commence a new suit
or action within a year after such judgment is reversed ; and, in computing
the time limited in the several cases aforesaid, the time of the absence of
the defendant from the state shall be excluded from the computation.
No writ of error can be brought but within three years from the time in
which the judgment sought to be reversed shall have been rendered.
No petition for a new trial can be brought but within three years after
the decree or judgment complained of shall have been passed.
No person shall be indicted for treason or for any offence the punish
ment of which is Newgate Prison, unless the indictment, presentment, or
complaint is made and exhibited within three years next after the offence
shall have been committed. No person can be informed against for any
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crime or misdemeanor, except crimes punishable with death, and imprison,
ment in the Newgate Prison, unless the offence is prosecuted within one
year after it shall have been committed.
COURTS.

The Supreme Court of Errors is the highest tribunal of the state, and is
constituted of one chief judge and four associate justices; and their judgments
are conclusive. They possess final jurisdiction of any judgment or decree
of any superior court, wherein the rules of law or the principles of equity
appear in that court to have been mistaken, and they possess the power to
carry into effect their judgments.
The Superior Court is constituted of one judge of the Supreme Court,
and is holden annually in each county of the state. Its jurisdiction extends
to all causes of a criminal nature which are prescribed by law. It also
has cognizance of all causes, real, personal, or mixed, of a civil nature,
which shall be brought before it by appeal, writ of error, scire facias,
complaint, petition, or otherwise according to law ; and the same is tried
by a jury or otherwise, as the law shall direct. It then proceeds to judg
ment, and awards execution thereupon. But in capital cases, wherein the
punishment is death, two judges are required. This court also has equity
jurisdiction of all suits for relief in equity, wherein the matter or thing in
demand exceeds the sum of three hundred and thirty-five dollars, and cog.
nizance of other cases wherein the matter in demand is seventy dollars.
County Courts are also established in each county, consisting of a chief
judge and two associate judges. The County Court has the cognizance of
all civil cases legally brought before it, and also jurisdiction of all suits in
equity wherein the matter in demand does not exceed the sum of three
hundred and thirty-five dollars, excepting suits for relief against any judg.
ments rendered or cause depending at law in the superior courts.
Justices of the peace are annually appointed by the legislature, for the
several towns in the state, to hold courts and have cognizance of all actions
wherein the sum claimed is not over thirty-five dollars, and of all criminal
actions where the penalty inflicted is not over seven dollars. They pos
sess, moreover, the power to bind over offenders to keep the peace, or to
take their trial in the higher courts.
TIMES OF HOLDING COURTS.

County o f Hartford.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the second
Tuesday in June. The Superior Court on the last Tuesday of January,
and on the fourth Tuesday in September. The County Court on the fourth
Tuesday in March, on the second Tuesday in August, and on the second
Tuesday in November.
County o f New Haven.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the Tuesday
following the fourth Tuesday in June. The Superior Court on the fourth
Tuesday in January, and on the second Tuesday in October. The County
Court on the third Tuesday in March, on the fourth Tuesday in June, and
on the fourth Tuesday in November.
County o f New London.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the third
Tuesday in July, alternately St New London and Norwich, beginning at
New London, The Superior Court on the third Tuesday in March at
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Norwich, and on the second Tuesday in September at New London. The
County Court on the second Tuesday in February, alternately at New
London and Norwich, beginning at Norwich; on the second Tuesday of
June at New London; on the second Tuesday in November at Norwich.
County o f Fairfield.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the fourth Tues
day in June, alternately at Fairfield and Danbury, beginning at Danbury.
The Superior Court on the last Tuesday in October at Danbury, and on
the Tuesday next following the first Monday in April at Fairfield. The
County Court on the first Tuesday in January at Fairfield, and on the
second Tuesday of August at Danbury.
County o f Windham.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the fourth
Tuesday in July. The Superior Court on the fourth Tuesday in January,
and on the first Tuesday in October. The County Court on the second
Tuesday in August, on the first Tuesday in March, and on the second
Tuesday in December.
County o f Litchfield.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the third Tues
day in June. The Superior Court on the third Tuesday in February, and
on the third Tuesday in August. The County Court on the second Tues
day in April, on the second Tuesday in October, and on the third Tuesday
in December.
County o f Middlesex.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the second
Tuesday of July, alternately at Middletown and Haddam, beginning at
Middletown. The Superior Court on the fourth Tuesday in February at
Middletown, and on the first Tuesday in September at Haddam. The
County Court on the Tuesday after the first Monday in April at Haddam,
and on the third Tuesday in October at Middletown.
County o f Tolland.—The Supreme Court of Errors on the Tuesday fol
lowing the fourth Tuesday in July. The Superior Court on the third
Tuesday in April, and on the third Tuesday in October. The County
Court on the fourth Tuesday in March, and on the fourth Tuesday in
August, and fourth Tuesday in December.
A PPEA LS.

Appeals are allowed from justices’ courts to the county courts where the
matter in demand exceeds seven dollars, the appellant giving bonds to
prosecute his appeal to effect. All matters wherein the matter in demand
does not exceed the value of seventy dollars, and all actions brought on
bond or note given for the payment of money only, vouched by two wit
nesses, excepting such matters as may be tried by a justice of the peace,
shall be heard and finally determined by the County Court. In all actions
brought before the County Court, where the title to lands is involved, or
where the debt, damage, or matter in dispute shall exceed the value of sev
enty dollars, except it be on bond or note vouched by two witnesses, an
appeal is allowed to the next superior court in the same county; and in
actions of trespass quare clausum fregit, wherein the damages demanded
shall be less than seventy dollars, and a title to land is involved, an appeal
is allowed to the next superior court.
INSOLVENCY.

Whenever a defendant, in an action founded on contract, shall be ar-
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rested on original process, he may require the officer making the arrest to
take him forthwith before a justice of the peace for the county wherein the
arrest shall have been made, who may by law judge between the parties,
and administer, if he see cause, the oath prescribed for insolvent debtors;
and thereupon the defendant shall be liberated from such arrest. But this oath
cannot be administered if the plaintiff or his agent will make affidavit that
he verily believes that the defendant has assigned his property for the
purpose of defrauding his creditors, or is about to remove out of the state.
If this oath is taken, the plaintiff or his attorney must have notice before
the oath is administered. A recent law provides that when a debtor is un
able to pay the demand against him, he may make application to the
County Court to administer to him the oath provided for insolvent debtors,
and such debtor shall cause notice to be given to the creditor or creditors,
if inhabitants of the state, or otherwise to their attorney, to appear and
show cause why such oath should not be administered, and give twelve
days’ notice inclusive before the sitting of the court, and the court shall
inquire into the matter, and if no contrary reason appear, shall cause the
oath to be administered, and a record to be made of the same.
Such debtor is not thereafter to be imprisoned on any execution issued
upon any judgment then in force, or which may afterwards be recovered
of the court aforesaid, or any court of this state, upon any claim founded
upon contract existing at the time of the administration of such oath in favor
of any creditor so notified, or under any writ of attachment on such judg
ment or claim, unless such creditor shall allege in his writ on such claim,
and satisfy the court, that the debtor has property to the amount of seven
teen dollars, at least, above what he is entitled to retain, on which inquiry
the creditor is a competent witness. All persons taking the insolvent oath,
without perjury, are discharged from imprisonment. In all other cases in
which a review is allowed by law, after the administration of the poor
debtor’s oath, notice of his intended review shall be given in writing by the
creditor to the debtor, and the same must be returned to the court of re
view within five days after the oath shall have been administered, which'
court of review may be held by a judge of the County Court alone, or by a
judge of probate, and justice of the peace, residing in the county whereim
the oath is administered.

A rt.

V.—LEA TH ER MANUFACTURE.

O f the leather manufacture of Great Britain, McCulloch remarks, that
it “ ranks either third or fourth on the list, being inferior only, in point of
extent, to those of cotton,* wool, and iron, if it be not superior to the lat* From a summary prepared by the Secretary of State of the Commonwealth of Mas
sachusetts, from returns made by the assessors of all the towns and cities, concerning
certain branches of industry for the year ending April 1, 1837, we find—
T hat the value of boots and shoes manufactured in the commonwealth w as $14,642,520
Persons employed, 39,068.
Value of cotton goods, (next on the list,).............. ...................... ..........
13,056,659*
Persons employed, 19,754.
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t e r a n d , in quoting from Dr. Campbell, (Political State of Great Britain,
vol. ii. page 176,) he says, “ If we look abroad on the instruments of hus
bandry, on the implements used in most mechanic trades, on the structure
of a multitude of engines and machines, or if we contemplate at home the
necessary parts of our clothing, breeches, shoes, boots, gloves, or the fur
niture of our houses, the books on our shelves, the harness of our horses,
and even the substances of our carriages, what do we see but instances of
human industry exerted upon leather ? What an aptitude has this single
material, in a variety of circumstances, for the relief of our necessities, and
supplying conveniences in every state and stage of life ! Without it, or
even without it in the plenty we have it, to what difficulties should we be
exposed!”
Of a manufacture which thus enters so largely into the economy of life,
and employs such a vast amount of labor, capital, and art, so little statisti
cal information has been given to the public, as to excite surprise. With
the exception of some valuable observations and statistical facts, communi
cated in two lectures before the “ Eclectic” Society, by the Hon. Gideon
Lee, we have hardly known where to seek for information in regard to the
subject, as connected with the manufactures of this country.
It is within the last twenty years that the manufacture of leather, sole
leather more particularly, has risen to high character and importance in
the state of New York.
Previous to this period the tanning of leather had been carried on chiefly
in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, and Delaware, and in the eastern
states, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Vermont, the former tanning ex
clusively with oak hark, and the latter chiefly with hemlock.* Indeed, it
may be truly asserted that the New York market was supplied almost en
tirely with leather from these different sections of our country; and behold
the change: the state of New York has become now the tanning region,
the city of New York the great leather market of the Union, and there are
more foreign hides imported into the city of New York than into any other
city in the world.
The first effort of consequence made to establish large tanneries in this
state was by an association of gentlemen, under act of incorporation, styled
the “ The New York Tannery.”
The company located their tannery in the town of Hunter, Greene
county, twenty miles west of the North riv er; and, after prosecuting the
business for a period of five years unsuccessfully, were compelled, finally,
to close up their affairs, sell their lands and buildings, and abandon to in
dividual enterprise the task of rearing up and firmly establishing this
business in the new region.
The spur, however, had been given, the impulse felt, and long before
the company had ceased its operations, many extensive tanneries, capable
of competing successfully with those of other states, and rivalling the great
incorporated pioneer, had started into existence. Indeed, when we recur
to that early period in the history of tanning in this state, and then dwell
on the present, we are struck with wonder at the rapid progress and
stirring enterprise every where exhibited. In every hemlock forest, on
* “ It is observable that in this country, wherever the hemlock forests terminate in re
gions too warm for its production, there the oak forests com m enceconsequently, the
oak is used in the middle and southern states, almost exclusively, while in the latitudes
north of the city of New York the same remark may be applied to hemlock.
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every falling stream, and accompanying the interior settlements in every
direction, may be seen tanneries of the largest structure, giving employ
ment to the wood-cutter, the bark-peeler, the teamster, and the wheelwright;
and under the consuming fires of their never-glutted “ leeches,” the forests
of hemlock are rapidly giving place for the plough of the husbandman;
villages and mills arising as by the bidding of an enchanter’s wand, where
before was the inaccessible waterfall,—and macadamized roads and turn
pikes, traversing mountains heretofore deemed impassable.
In noticing the rapidity with which these tanneries have been erected,
and their extensive operations, we are enabled to present some facts of
interest.
In the region of the “ Catskill mountains,” the great sole-leather tanning
district, and in an extent embraced within the limits of the counties of
Greene, Delaware, Schoharie, Sullivan, and Ulster, there were in the year
1820 but three tanneries of any considerable size, and the amount of leather
manufactured in them of trifling importance,—in the aggregate, perhaps,
40,000 sides ; value, some 100,000 dollars. There are now in the same
district, without enumerating many small ones, 56 tanneries of capacity
sufficient to manufacture annually 328,000 hides, equal to 656,000 sides,
or 9,840,000 pounds sole leather, and in value 1,672,800 dollars !! The
rise, progress, and extent of this great branch of industry of the northern
and eastern states—the growth of twenty years! What an aptitude of
natural advantages to enterprise does it not evidence ! We are indebted
to no foreign nation for aught save the raw material; to none for capital;
to none for skill; to none for the strong arms which have grappled with
the mountains, and stripped from their immemorial peaks millions of hem
lock ; and certainly to none for that energy and perseverance which so
particularly distinguish this class of manufacturers.
In the December number (1838) of the Journal of the American Insti
tute was a brief notice of the “ Prattsville Tannery,” the largest and most
extensive in its operations of any in the country. We have since been
furnished with a plan of this establishment, and which, as it exhibits the
leading and latest improvements, we have caused to be engraved for refer
ence ; and we deem it not inappropriate, in connection with the subject
under consideration, to give a short history of the tannery and village, and
we do this, with the more pleasure, as it affords us an opportunity of paying
a just tribute to the enterprising character of the founder, the Hon. Zadock
Pratt, late member of congress.
Colonel Pratt commenced the world with that sometimes useful com
panion, Poverty; and, after struggling through the early period of his
life with the difficulties and embarrassments incidental to such a connec
tion, he resolved to seek his fortune “ farther west.” W ith this deter
mination, he penetrated what at that period (1824) was deemed almost a
wilderness, the interior of the Catskill mountains. A situation on the
banks of the Schohariekill presenting to his mind great natural advantages,
he resolved to establish himself there. In the incredibly short space of
ninety days, (we have the fact from himself,) he had his tannery erected,
and ready to commence operations.
He then procured a stock of hides* in the city of New York, which he
* Colonel Pratt connected his tanning operations with the house of Gideon Lee &
Co., in the city of New York, wilh whom he continued it for a period of fifteen years,,
until the senior members of that house retired from active business.
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transported over the mountains to his factory, by the most difficult and
unbroken roads. In a new country, inconveniences and difficulties presented themselves in every shape,—new machinery to be tried, altered, or
thrown away, unskilful workmen and laborers to be trained and “ broken
in,” bark to be peeled, and dragged from the mountains. In addition, the
stock of leather, injured by negligence or want of skill on the part of his
workmen, was returned to a low and glutted market, and forced off at
ruinous prices. All these adverse circumstances were enough to discour
age him, but did n o t; they only served to awaken still further his ener
gies, and stimulate him to renewed exertions. He is now, after the lapse of
sixteen years, the proprietor of the largest tannery in America, perhaps
in the World, the 'purchases and sales for which have amounted during that
period to the immense sum of two millions and a half o f dollars, in the
centre of a beautiful village numbering in population some thousand inhab
itants, containing an academy erected at his own personal cost, and which:
he now offers to endow with five thousand dollars, conditioned that a like
amount be raised by the inhabitants; two handsome churches, which he
aided liberally in building, and still continues to help sustain; a carpef
and india rubber manufactory, employing fifty travelling agents; three
gristmills, seven sawmills, five shingle machines, six stores, three hotels/
four blacksmith shops, and a number of other mechanical trades and pro
fessions. With an ample fortune, always ready to assist the industrious,
and stimulate them by his advice,- his example, and his protective policy,
(for he encourages every branch of industry in his own village, in prefer
ence,) he furnishes forth an illustration of the true “ American system,”
and demonstrates how much can be accomplished by a single individual
determined on success.
We have been somewhat minute, (we hope pot tedious,) in the history
of this flourishing village, believing that the facts will be of interest to all
who take pleasure in viewing the successful progress our country is
making in her domestic manufactures ; and this is but one of a number
of like establishments, not so extensive, perhaps, Which have grown up'
into existence within very few years.
EXPLANATION OF THE ENGRAVING.

1. —Race G feet wide, 8 deep, 10 feet water-power.
2. —9 feet breast-wheel, driving three hidemills.
3.
—5 feet cast iron tub-wheel, propelling two rolling machines, both attached to one
crank.
4.
—Cast iron tub-wheel, driving pump, to renew the liquors drawn from the bottom
of the vats.
5. —14 feet wooden breast water-wheel, carrying two barkmills.
6.
—6 pail of leeches, 28 feet long, 8 feet wide, 5 to 8 deep. 6 copper heaters
in the upper tier, standing over the w ater; by which the exhausted tan is swept
from the leeches down stream ; the liquor being drawn by conductors to all points of
the yard.
7. —8 beam bands.
8. —Beam-house, containing 30 vats, 7 by 8, 5 deep.
9.
—T an vats, 300, 7 by 8, and 4 by 7, 5 deep, with conductors, underneath, to the
junk, or pump, No. 4.
10. —2 bark sheds, 124 feet long, 25 wide, 14 high.
11. —Store and drying-house, 60 by 30,24 high.
12. —Sweat pits.
VOL I I I .— N O. II.
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It is estimated that the state of New York manufactures one third of the
whole quantity of leather tanned in the United States. There are about
450 tanneries, and the total value of leather annually, is about six millions
of dollars. The importation of sole leather into the United States has entirely ceased, and although there exists a protective duty of 29 per cent, it
is entirely unnecessary; indeed, were foreign markets thrown open to us,
we hazard little in asserting that we could export sole leather to the Euro
pean markets to advantage. English sheep, (in'the raw state chiefly,) and
French calf skins finished, are imported into the country in considerable
quantities, and we believe profitably, but the value is trifling, compared with
the great staple, sole leather.
The hemlock tanneries are generally constructed of wood ; all the tan
ning vats are under cover of the building, and are kept warm by means of
stoves and heaters, in order that the operations may proceed as well during
the cold, as warm seasons. The old plan, and the one pursued still in the
oak tanning districts, is to lay away the leather and cover up the vats in
the winter, (thus being out of doors and exposed to the severity of the sea
son,) and open them again in the spring ; in this way much time was lost,
and the tanneries were unable to tan out but a single stock in the year.
The size of the larger class of tanneries is from 150 to 400 feet in length
by 30 to 50 feet in width, containing from 100 to 300 vats—and 2 to 8
large heaters, in which the bark is steamed or boiled, for the purpose of ex
tracting the tannin ; their capacities range from 3000 to 20,000 hides per
annum. The Prattsville tannery is capable of tanning out within the year,
25,000 hides, or 50,000 sides of sole leather. They usually tan two stocks
in the year ; that is to say, the hides “ worked in” in the spring, are return
ed manufactured in the fall, and those “ worked in” in the fall, are returned
in the spring. The tanneries are located always on some stream furnish
ing sufficient power to propel the machinery, and in the midst of the hem
lock forests, where bark is of easy access and cheap. As the forests of
hemlock become extinguished, the tanners retreat farther into the interior.
Among other causes which have contributed to place the state of New York
in the high position she occupies as a tanning state, was the enactment
of judicious inspection laws, which, while they served to guard the pur
chasers from imposition, also stimulated the tanners to put forth their best
skill and exertions to excel. The states of Maryland and Massachusetts
have both adopted, with slight modifications, the laws of the state of New
York in that particular, and are now experiencing their beneficial effects.
Within the past fifteen years, important improvements have been made'
m the art of tanning, and many erroneous notions exploded. The quality
of sole leather has been improved in about the same ratio as the average
gain in weight has been increased, which may safely be estimated on an
average at 20 per cent; that is to say, hides under the old system of tan
ning, which yielded a gain of 130 pounds of leather for every 100 pounds
of raw hide, will now, under the improved system, be made to yield 150
pounds. The idea that time is necessary to make the best leather, has been
demonstrated to he true only to a limited extent; as good leather can be
made, by the bestowment of active management and labor, in six or eight
months as in six or eight years ; indeed, as good hemlock sole leather as we
ever saw was manufactured in eight months, and we understand that suc
cessful experiments have been recently made establishing the fact, that ex
cellent leather can be manufactured in fifty days ; and extensive arrange-
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merits are now being made to test the feasibility of the plain on a large scale.
Of one great truth, however, there is but little doubt; to speak technically,
the old system of “ laying away” must be abandoned for that of “ handling
Another improvement we will notice, is the system of sweating; it gives
more firmness to the leather, and iri many instances, enables fanners to
work hides into the liquor in a sound state, that would otherwise go to
pieces.
It was, however, not our intention, when we commenced this article, to go
into any discussion of superiority of modes in tanning; but rather to furnish
some statistical facts in regard to the progress and extent of the leather
manufacture in this state, and having this purpose in view, we shall for the
present leave the subject, after calling attention to the following tables :
I .— Table showing the total number o f sides o f sole leather inspected in the

city o f New York, during the years 1827 to 1839, inclusive.
1827,
1828,
1829,
1830,
1831,
1832,
1833,

265,553
284,978
264,878
326,298
440,000
067,000
882,609

'

1834,
1835,
1836,
1837,
1838,
1839,

828,175
784,165
925,014
890,962
750,675
772,255

II.— Table o f imports and exports o f hides, foreign and domestic, at the port
o f New York, from 1824 to 1839, inclusive, with the consumption, same
period.
EXPORTS.

CONSUMPTION.

YEARS.

IMPORTS.

1824,
1825,
1826,
1827,
1828,
1829,
1830,
1831,
1832,
1833,
1834,
1835,
1836,
1837,
1838,
1839,

307,838
410,066
275,233
259,975
268,744
308,987
475,640
853,685
975,094
892,198
700,052
868,381
942,890
623,925
543,300
561,105

50,741
50,509
31,317
41,545
48,369
52,023
26,305
8,0l7
169,493
58,282
169,856
21,903
109,273
99,356
25,695
24,186

257,097
359,557
243,921
218,430
220,375
256,964
449,335
764,282
805,601
833,916
530,196
846,478
833,617
524,569
517,605
536,919

9,267,118

986,870

8,198,862

III.— Comparative table o f foreign hides, imports and exports at Liverpool
and New York.
Imported into Liverpool, 1824 to 1830, inclusive, 16 years,
Exported from do.
same perio d ,.......................................
Consumption
do.
do.
* . . . .
-
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Imported in New York, 1824 to 1839, inclusive, 16 years, - 9,267,118
Exported from do.
same period,
. - ......................
986,870
Consumption do.
do.
.................................. 8,198,862
New York imported during the above period, 1,407,166 hides more, and
exported 1,080,905 less, and consumed 2,406,685 more than the city of
' Liverpool. London imports and consumes less than Liverpool; and we
know of no other city, New York excepted, that imports so largely as
these two cities.
IV.— Table o f green slaughter-hides inspected in New York from 1832 to
1839, inclusive.
1832,
1833,
1834,
1835,

39,975
43,862
43,935
51,299

1836,
1837,
1838,
1839,

54,531
44,495
40,877
37,948

A rt . VI.—M ERCANTILE BIOGRAPHY.
STEPHEN THEODORE JANSEN.

E very nation, in almost every age, can boast of its distinguished mer
chants, celebrated as well for their unbounded enterprise and devotion to
the public good, as for their moral worth and sterling honesty of character;
and in the brief sketch of one thus ennobled, may be traced the history of
thousands. Since the period when the first gleams of enlightened know
ledge broke in upon the dark gloom of the middle ages, dispersing and
gradually destroying the deep-rooted prejudices which existed against mer
cantile pursuits, and obliterating the contempt with which those engaged in
them were viewed, the whole maritime and enlightened world have chroni
cled in golden characters the unnumbered benefits which have resulted
from the honorable career of mercantile men ; and although their individual
history has been but scantily preserved, yet no class or profession stands so
prominently forth upon the records of the past as the benefactors of the hu
man race. The great interests which have been created by their adven
turous and enterprising spirit, have blended themselves intimately with the
welfare and happiness of society, and as they required the fostering care
and protection of wise and enlightened legislation, new and beneficial laws
have been called into existence ; and in this manner the intercourse between
nations has become modified and softened, and the internal jurisprudence
of civilized countries greatly improved, and placed upon a more just and
liberal foundation. That the moral and intellectual superiority of the mer
chants has effected these vast changes in the condition of mankind, we
are far from asserting, although their entire success and ultimate prosperity
depending, as they ever must, upon the sacredness with which their con
tracts and engagements with each other are performed, a more scrupulous
integrity and undeviating honesty would be observed than could be found
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in those relations and transactions in life where less confidence is reposed,
and a greater degree of caution can be exercised.
Upon their honorable feelings is based the reliance with which their pro.
mises are regarded; and the respectable merchant looks upon the dishonor
of his note as the public dishonor of his name, and will make the heaviest
pecuniary sacrifices eagerly, and with the utmost cheerfulness, to preserve
his reputation untarnished, and his word religiously sacred. It is true, that
within the last few years, many individuals have embarked in mercantile
pursuits, and, regardless of the legitimate objects of their profession, have
madly rushed into the wildest speculations which the frenzy of modern
times has created ; and, criminally indifferent as to the end of their career,
have finally plunged their trusting and unsuspecting creditors into utter
ruin, and themselves into the most irretrievable bankruptcy; but such in
stances, when compared with the vast numbers composing the mercantile
portion of community, are rare and insignificant, and afford a dangerous
criterion by which to estimate the character of American merchants. Al
though the commercial embarrassments under which they have for some
time labored, were seldom, if ever paralleled, yet the noble sacrifices and
persevering exertions they have made to preserve their engagements in.
violable, are eminently calculated to exalt their character for integrity and
honesty, and cannot fail to increase that confidence in their uprightness to
which they have ever been strongly entitled.
But, notwithstanding the high opinion we entertain of the merchants of
our own land, we do not claim for them a more exalted standard of cha
racter than we are willing to accord in many instances to those of other
nations, and particularly to those of England. The history of that coun
try presents to our view thousands upon whom we look with feelings of as
deep satisfaction and heartfelt pride, as we experience for the mercantile
portion of our own citizens; and in presenting the brief biography of an
English merchant of the last century, distinguished as well for the promi.
nent and noble station he occupied in public life, as for the still more
honorable career he pursued after his prospects had been blighted and de
stroyed by the unforeseen disasters to which the property of those engaged
in commercial pursuits is ever exposed, we feel confident that the great
proportion of merchants in the United States, while they cannot but admire
his integrity and liberality, will be ever ready to imitate his disinterested
and ennobling actions.
Stephen Theodore Jansen was descended from an English family of high
respectability, and after receiving an education eminently calculated to
qualify him for mercantile pursuits, and devoting the usual period of time
in a counting-house to the acquisition of such a knowledge of business as
would enable him to engage with safety and profit in extended commer
cial transactions, he established jhimself as a merchant in London. Al
though possessed of an enterprising and adventurous spirit, it was ever tem
pered and restrained by a judgment cool, calculating, and profound; and
his extended commercial operations being wisely and promptly undertaken,
and managed with the utmost sagacity and prudence, were seldom unsuc
cessful. Fortune invariably favored him, and in the middle of the seven
teenth century, he was one of the most prominent and wealthy merchants
in the British metropolis. Commercial pursuits were at this period deemed
highly honorable, and those engaged in them were not unfrequently chosen
to offices of dignity and trust. The reputation which Mr. Jansen had ac.
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quired, not only as a distinguished merchant, but as a man of rare and
solid attainments, a warm friend of the people, and an able advocate of
their true interests, was a sure passport to political eminence ; and he was
accordingly nominated as a candidate to represent the city of London in
parliament.
Being at that period engaged in a vast and lucrative trade, requiring his
active exertions and unremitted attention, he saw that his pecuniary interests would be likely to suffer severely if he should neglect them to serve
his country in the legislative halls of the nation; but, casting aside all per.
sonal considerations, and regarding only his duty to his sovereign and his
fellow-citizens, he suffered his name to be used, and was elected to the
house of commons by an overwhelming majority.
The manner in which he discharged the responsible duties of his trust im
the station to which he had been chosen, more than satisfied the high ex
pectations of his friends, and fully met the anticipations of those through
whose influence his election had been effected. His parliamentary career
was distinguished for independence, undeviating honesty, and the most la.
borious industry. His devotion to the public good kept him aloof from the
slavish trammels of party, and caused the most violent partisans to. admire
and respect him. The patriotism by which he was actuated made him
spurn and trample upon every selfish or mercenary consideration, and se
cured the unbounded love and confidence of his constituents; while the
perseverance and untiring zeal with which he advocated any measure cal
culated to promote the general welfare of the nation, all combined to render
him one of the most useful legislators in parliament. While he was thus
earning for himself a high and honorable reputation as a public man, his
business was necessarily neglected, and consequently languished. The
same good fortune no longer smiled upon the adventures that were under
taken for his benefit; and where sure and rich profits were anticipated,
heavy losses frequently resulted; and when the term for which he was
elected had expired, his affairs, although not seriously involved, were in an
unpromising condition, and his prospects gloomy and discouraging.
Could he have been permitted to direct his undivided attention and sole
exertions to the profitable re-establishment of his business, his embarrass
ments would have been speedily removed, and prosperity would again have
gleamed upon him ; but this was denied him, for so popular had he become,
and so highly were his public services prized, that upon leaving his seat
in parliament he was chosen lord mayor of London. This distinguished
Jionor, unexpected as unsought for, was borne by the truly noble merchant
with the unassuming dignity which is ever the true element of real greatness.
Liberal, open-hearted, and generous, and ready to bestow his gold upon
the needy, without exercising the mean and narrow caution of first ascer
taining that they were really deserving; kind and affable to those whom
fortune had placed beneath him ; courteous and conciliating in his inter
course with men who were his equals in society; and dignified, yet re
spectful, in his demeanor towards those whose rank and station were more
lofty than his ow n; he daily won new and flattering popularity, and con
tinually furnished the most convincing proofs of his eminent qualifications
and fitness to discharge the duties of his important office, in a manner at
once just, energetic, and honorable. His entertainments, without being
magnificent, were both rich and costly; and his guests were chosen for
their true worth and high respectability of character, instead of being in
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vited on account of the wealth they possessed, or the proud titles with which
they were invested. His riches were at all times lavished with a liberal
hand, and the many distresses he relieved, and the misery he promptly and
charitably alleviated, afford ample proofs that his generosity was not misapplied.
While he was thus expending immense sums that the respectability and
dignity of his high office should be maintained, and continually extending
assistance to those unfortunate men around whom adversity had cast the
gloom of repeated disappointments, his mercantile interests were almost
wholly neglected, and the declining state of his affairs began to assume a
serious aspect. The perfect system he had adopted for the management
of his business at the commencement of his commercial career, and upon
the foundation of which his entire success and prosperity had been built,
was departed from almost as soon as the cares and anxieties of public life
were thrown around him ; and when his official duties had become so
pressing and arduous as to render it no longer possible for him to exercise
even a partial control and direction over his affairs, their embarrassment
and final derangement was the speedy consequence.
Overwhelmed with the labors of his office, and deeply immersed in the
'study of the difficult and important subjects with which it was intimately
associated, the unfortunate situation in which he was placed was hardly
apparent until he had become inextricably involved in many mercantile
and monetary transactions of the most injudicious and even ruinous charac.
ter ; and after he was fully apprized of the disheartening state of his affairs,
and saw the urgent necessity that existed for prompt and untiring exertions
on his part for the preservation of his credit and the prevention of utter
ruin, he found it impossible to bestow upon his affairs the care and attention which their situation so urgently demanded.
His determination to perform his public services with unabated integrity
and zeal, to the sacrifice of private interests and personal advantage, caused
him, until the expiration of his mayoralty, to suffer his business to accumu
late embarrassments ; and when, at length, the termination of his official
duties enabled him personally to assume the control of his longrdecayed
interests, he found it impossible to bring them back to a sound and healthy
condition; and after struggling along for nearly a year after his mayor
alty, with his prospects daily growing more dark and gloomy, endeavoring
by every exertion in his power to escape the fate of final bankruptcy, every
hope was at last crushed by his failure, which took place in the early part
of the year 1765.
No sooner had this occurred than his creditors assembled, and after
bearing the highest testimony to the distinguished services and spotless
honesty of their unfortunate debtor, they voluntarily discharged him from
every demand upon which he was in any manner liable.
Every farthing of his property he distributed among them, without even
reserving the sum they desired him to retain; and although by their gen
erosity he was fully exonerated from all legal claims, he was still resolved
upon effecting, if possible, the full and complete payment of every debt he
had contracted, and for the future satisfaction of which he deemed himself
morally and equitably bound.
The opportunity soon arrived for carrying this disinterested resolve into
execution. Immediately after his failure, an annuity of six hundred pounds
was settled upon him for life, by several of his friends, out of which he
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paid annually four hundred and eighty pounds among his creditors. Con
duct so truly noble excited universal admiration, and was richly rewarded.
The citizens of London, as a mark of their favor and approbation,
unanimously bestowed upon him the lucrative and honorable office of city
chamberlain. Being entirely free from all mercantile engagements, with
his mind relieved from the heavy load of anxiety and care which had so
long preyed upon it, he entered upon the duties of his trust with alacrity
and zeal, and discharged them with the same accuracy and ability for
which, in his former responsible stations, he had shown himself so distin
guished. A large portion of his income was set apart for the payment of
his creditors, and the personal expenses he was obliged to incur were re
duced within the compass of the most prudent economy. All the luxuries
to which he had been accustomed were resolutely dispensed with, and
many articles which by some would have been considered necessary for
the promotion of their happiness and comfort, were no longer purchased by
him. In truth, he looked upon every guinea he received as the property
of his creditors ; and measured by his strict sense of morality and justice,
every shilling unnecessarily expended fell little short of robbery. The
fees that were paid to him, in his official capacity, amounted in the aggre
gate to a handsome sum, and as nearly all of it was paid to his creditors,
the magnitude of his liabilities was rapidly decreasing.
Within a short period after his election, his brother, Sir Abraham Jan
sen, a man of large fortune, died, and by his will settled an annuity upon
him, of five hundred pounds per annum.

Not satisfied with the appropriation he was enabled to make for the
payment of his debts from the receipts of his office, he immediately sold
the whole of this annuity, and gave the full amount it brought to his credi
tors. In this manner was a large proportion of their demands against
him discharged, and his high integrity and purity of principle nobly vin
dicated. As the liabilities under which he had labored dwindled into in
significance, his gifts were again generously showered upon the unfortunate
and needy, and those who, in his former prosperity, had been the recipi
ents of his bounty, were again gladdened by the pecuniary assistance he
was once more enabled to bestow upon them. The truly honorable course
he had so long pursued could not terminate in gloom, nor end in misfortune.
From the time of his first entrance upon the theatre of life, whether we
examine his commercial or political career, his character had been clear
and unsullied, and his every act stamped by the most unimpeachable integrity.
Dark disappointments and heavy losses had not altered his disposition,
or changed his feelings. The adversity under which he had suffered, in
stead of engendering selfishness, had but made him feel the necessities of
others the more keenly, and had served to call into action a still greater
proportion of his benevolent disposition.
In 1776, by the death of his brother, Sir Henry Jansen, the title of
baronet devolved upon him, accompanied by an increase of fortune, by
which he was soon enabled to complete the payment of his debts; and,
after discharging the last pound, and every farthing of interest, his life
closed over a series of actions more gratifying to a noble mind than any
other retrospect which the pursuits and employments of men are capable
pf affording.
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Art. VII— T H E LA W OF SALVAGE.
T he following opinion of the Hon. William Marvin, United States Judge
at Key West, has been handed us for publication in the Magazine by our
friend William W. Campbell, Esq., of this city. It contains a general view
of the law of salvage, and we think will be found very interesting to all our
mercantile readers. Judge Marvin, though comparatively a young man, is,
we understand, an excellent judge ; and the opinion which we publish,
shows him to have bestowed much attention to the law of salvage. He is
a native of the state of New York, and removed to Florida several years
since.
This is a suit, instituted by John Walter, on his own behalf, and on
the behalf of fifty-five others associated with him, against the ship Mont
gomery and cargo, claiming salvage for services rendered them upon the
high seas.
The material facts of the case are briefly these. The ship Montgomery,
of Portsmouth, Grace, master, bound on a voyage from Mobile to Havre,
in France, on the 30th of January last, ran ashore upon that part of the
Florida reef known as Carysford’s reef. The master carried out his an
chors, set his sails aback, and used all the means in his power to get his
ship off the reef without discharging any of his cargo. While he was
making these efiorts, the present libellants, who are licensed wreckers on
the coast, offered him their assistance, which he declined, under the im
pression that he would succeed without assistance in the extricating his ship
from her dangerous situation. He continued his exertions during that day,
the ensuing night, and a part of the following day, but to no purpose. The
ship still remained hard and fast upon the rocks. The master, having now
become satisfied that his ship could not be gotten off without lightening, ac
cepted the assistance of the wreckers. They lightened the ship by
transhipping aboard their vessels two hundred bales of cotton; and, in
about ten hours, succeeded in getting the ship afloat, and safely moored in
side of the reef. They then got her under way, and navigating her through
an intricate and winding channel into the gulf, brought her to this port.
Her situation on the reef was somewhat dangerous. She had run across
the outer reef, and progressed some distance through a narrow channel,
surrounded by rocks and shoals. Yet these did not so far protect her from
the waves as to prevent her thumping and grinding heavily upon the bot
tom. She suffered considerable injury. Her keel was badly split; upper
deck started; several beams were broken, and she was otherwise much
strained and injured.
The first question to be considered in this case is, what is a reasonable
salvage, under the circumstances, to be decreed the libellants for their ser
vices ? Our law has fixed no standard by which to measure compensa
tion to salvors. It is left to the discretion of the judge; not, indeed, to an
arbitrary and capricious, but to a sound and reasonable discretion, to be
exercised upon a careful consideration of all the circumstances ; and upon
consulting, as far as they are applicable, the decrees and opinions of other
judges in analogous cases. Before, therefore, I enter upon the particular
consideration of this question, it will be expedient to review briefly some of
VOL i n . — NO. II.
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the leading cases of salvage, decided in England and this country, with a
view to learn, not only the proportions decreed in each case, but also the
motives which induced their adoption. Such a review will aid us in ar
riving at a just decision of the present case.
It was the ancient practice of the English and American courts of admi
ralty to decree the one moiety to the salvors, in all cases of derelict. But
this practice has long since been discarded, and derelict and other cases of
salvage are now considered as governed by the same general principles.
In a case of derelict, where the services of the salvors were highly merito
rious, Sir William Scott decreed them two-fifths of the value of the proper
ty saved—the whole being valued at £12,000. The Aquila, 1 Rob. 42.
In another case, where the ship had struck upon a rock on the coast of
1 England, beaten in her bottom, lost her rudder, and was abandoned by her
master and crew, and was gotten off by the salvors, and a quantity of bul
lion saved from her, when she sunk, and was again weighed up by them,
and taken into port, the judge decreed the salvors sixty per cent upon the
amount saved, including the bullion—the whole being £3,400. 5 Rob.
322. In the case of the William Beckford, the ship and cargo were saved
from imminent peril, although but little time and labor were expended. They
were valued at £17,604. The judge decreed £1000 to the principal sal
vors ; £ 50 to the owners of three boats and smacks; and 10 guineas
apiece to two boys. 3 Rob. 286. In another case of much merit, the
one-tenth of £72,000 was decreed to the salvors. 1 Dodson, 414. The
salvors, in the case of the Salacia, were highly commended for their good
conduct by Sir Christopher Robinson, but their compensation was by no
means proportioned to the value of their services. The case was this.
The British ship Salacia, while on a voyage from Hull to Lima, put into
West Point bay, in Great Falkland Islands, on the 11th of May, 1826, for
a supply of water, where she was driven on shore four times. On the 20th
of May, she struck upon the rocks, and was thrown upon her beam ends;
and in this situation was found on the 12th of June, by the American ship
Washington. Captain Percival, of the Washington, after making a survey
of the Salacia, with his crew, and the crew of the Dart, (who had previ
ously been wrecked on the Falkland Islands,) undertook the release of the
Salacia, which, after unlading half of the cargo, was effected on the 21st of
June ; and, on the following day, she was moored in the bay. By the
28th, her cargo was reshipped, and on the 7th of July, she was ready for
sea, and proceeded on her voyage to Valparaiso, where proceedings for
salvage were instituted, and a reference was made to arbitrators, who
awarded £600, being the one-fourth of the value of the ship as the salvage
of the ship ; and it was then agreed between the parties that the question
of the salvage upon the cargo should be decided by the High Court of Ad
miralty in England. The cargo was valued at £38,000. The judge al
lowed £1000 to the owners of the Washington and other persons interested,
for the loss of the sealing voyage, occasioned by the detention in assisting
the Salacia, and £1,500 as a remuneration to the salvors for their services.
2 Haggard, 262.

Among the cases decided in the courts of our own country, that of the
ship Blaireau is a leading one. This ship, during the night, was run down
at sea, and before morning, had three feet of water in her hold. She was
deserted by all her crew except one, who, at first from compulsion, but af
terwards from choice, remained on board and endeavored to save her. In
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this situation she was found by the ship Firm, and with great labor and
fatigue, navigated nearly three thousand miles into port. The sales of the
Blaireau and cargo amounted to $60,270. The Supreme Court decreed
$21,400 salvage. 2 Cranch, 240.
The case of the brig Cora was decided by Justice Washington, in the
Circuit Court of Pennsylvania, and is reported in 2 Peters, Ad. Dec. 373.
It resembles the case of the Blaireau, in all of its material circumstances.
The brig was found, deserted at sea, by the master of the brig Ceres, who
put on board of her his mate and two mariners. They got her under way,
and after encountering a violent gale, succeeded in bringing her safely into
Delaware bay. The gross amount of the sales of the brig and cargo, was
$47,300. The court decreed the one-third of this amount as a reasonable
salvage.
The case of Hobart et al. vs. Drogau et al. was decided in the Supreme
Court in 1836. The case was this:—The brig Hope, with a valuable
cargo, was lying in Mobile bay, when a hurricane came on. The brig
parted her anchors, and was driven on a shoal, outside of the Point,
among the east breakers, and forced on her beam ends. Her masts and
bowsprit were cut away. The master and crew deserted her to save their
lives. Two days after she was stranded, the libellants, who were all
pilots of the outer bar, after making various fruitless efforts, succeeded in
getting the brig off and towing her up to Mobile. On a libel for salvage,
the District Court decreed the libellants the one-third of $15,299 58, the
appraised value of the brig and cargo. The owners appealed, and the Su
preme Court thought the salvage was reasonable, and affirmed the decision.
The attempt was made at the bar to compare the case, now before the
court, to the cases I have cited; and it was claimed, that as high a rate of
salvage should be decreed in this case, as in any of those. But it appears
to me, that there are but few material points of comparison. In nearly all
of the cases cited, the vessels saved have been abandoned by their respec.
tive masters and crews. They were saved at the expense of much labor
and fatigue ; and, in some of the cases, of personal danger also. In the
present case, the master and crew remained by the ship. There was no
danger in saving the ship and cargo, nor great labor or fatigue. The
claim, therefore, to as high a rate of salvage in this case, as in those, if
sustained at all, must be sustained upon other grounds than those of
analogy.
There have been numerous cases decided in this court, by my prede
cessor, that possess a striking resemblance to the present. One of the
first, is that of the barque Nauna, decided in 1828. This barque, during the
night, ran ashore upon Carysford’s reef. In the morning three wrecking
vessels, lying near by, offered their assistance, which was accepted. The
wreckers lightened her, by transhipping aboard their vessels 456 bales of
cotton, when she swung off the reef. They were employed in this service
about twenty hours. The barque and cargo were valued at $60,000. The
judge decreed $10,000 salvage.
The case of the ship Hector was decided in 1833. This ship got
ashore on Couch reef. The weather was calm, and continued so for
several days after the ship was gotten off. Four wrecking vessels and
their crews were employed to relieve the ship. After loading two of their
vessels from her cargo, they succeeded in heaving her off the reef. The
Blaster insisted, at the trial, that his ship was in no immediate danger ;
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that he accepted the assistance of the wreckers as a matter of prudence
and precaution, and not because he supposed their services were absolutely
necessary to the safety of the ship and cargo ; that, as the weather con
tinued favorable, he might have removed the cargo, and got at and thrown
overboard his ballast; and in this way lightened, and hove his ship off,
without the assistance of the wreckers. The judge did not regard the ship,
under the circumstances, as in great danger; yet he thought the prompt
and active exertions of the wreckers entitled them to a fair and reasonable
compensation; and that $10,000 was not an unreasonable recompense,
the ship and cargo being valued at $70,000.
The Austerlitz was decided in 1837. This ship got ashore in the night,
in calm weather, and remained on the reef three days, before the master
would take assistance. During this time, he carried out his anchors, and
used all his exertions to get his ship off, but without success. He then
employed the wreckers to lighten and get the ship off. They transhipped
aboard their vessels 400 bales of cotton, and she came off. The weather
continued calm for several days after the ship was relieved. The cargo
consisted of 1567 bales of cotton, valued at $61,740. The judge decreed
to the salvors 300 bales, valued at $11,800.
The case of the Ella Hand was decided the same year. It was like the
case of the Austerlitz, in all its material circumstances. The ship ran
ashore on the Tortugas. The weather was calm, and continued so for
several days after the vessel was relieved. The wreckers lightened her,
by loading two of their vessels, and hove her off. The ship and cargo
were valued at $33,200. The master contended, at the trial, that he
might have saved his ship, and the greater part of his cargo, by throwing
overboard a portion of it, of little value. The judge agreed, that the mas
ter might have saved the ship and the greater portion of his cargo by a
jettison of a part of i t ; but he said, “ that experience had taught him, that
masters generally delay this operation until it is too late to be available to
them.” He decreed the wreckers $7,000 salvage.
These, and many other cases, which might be cited, decided by Judge
Webb, very much resemble the present one. In all, the weather was
favorable, and the vessels and cargoes were in no imminent peril; yet in
each they would have been in great peril upon a slight change of weather ;
and, in all, the services were performed without risk, and by the same
class of persons.
It will be readily seen, that the amount of salvage decreed, in the several
cases cited, from the English and American Reports, and from the rolls of
this court, far exceeds a compensation pro opere et labore, and any peril
encountered by the salvors. Indeed, in many of these cases there is an
apparent prodigality in rewarding the salvors, that can be justified only by
some potent consideration. W hy should salvors be so largely rewarded
for their services ? If life or property is saved from imminent destruc
tion on land, no reward except simply for the work and labor done, and
not often that, is paid or demanded. Let similar services be performed
at sea, and a most liberal, and sometimes even extravagant reward is
given. Why is this difference ? Why is the marine salvor so generously
rewarded 1 It is because an enlightened public policy deems the interests
of commerce and navigation best promoted by decreeing a liberal recom
pense to salvors; not for the sole purpose of satisfying them for their work
and labor, and the dangers they may have encountered, but also for the
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purpose of inciting others to similar exertions. Judge Peters says, “ The
general principle is not confined to mere quantum meruerunt, as to the
persons saving; but is expanded so as to comprehend a reward for risk of
life and property, labor and danger in the undertaking, as well as a pre
mium, operating as an inducement to similar exertions.” La Belle Creole,
1 Ad. Dec. 42. Justice Story says, “ An enlarged policy, looking to
the safety and interests of the commercial world, decrees a liberal recom
pense to salvors, with a view to stimulate ambition, by holding out what
may be deemed an honorable reward.” 1 Mason, 375. Chief Justice
Marshall, delivering the opinion of the court in the case of the Blaireau,
says, “ The allowance for such services is intended as an inducement to
render them ; which it is for the public interest, and for the general inte
rest of humanity, to hold forth to those who navigate the ocean.” 2
Cranch, 240. Sir William Scott, speaking of the principles which should
govern in rewarding salvage services, says, “ I do not think that the exact
service performed is the only proper test for the quantum of reward in
these cases. The general interest and security of navigation is a point to
which the court will likewise look in fixing the reward. It is for the
general interest of commerce, that a considerable reward should be held
u p ; and, as ships are made to pay largely for lighthouses, even where no
immediate use is derived from them, from the general convenience that
there should be permanent buildings of that sort, provided for all occasions^
although this or that ship may derive no benefit from them, on this or that
particular occasion; so, on the same principle, it is expedient for the
security of navigation that persons of this description, ready on the water
and fearless of danger, should be encouraged to go out for the assistance
of vessels in distress ; and, therefore, when they are paid at all, they should
be paid liberally.” The Sarah, 1 Rob. 263, in nota.
I think it will also be seen, that the compensation to the wreckers orf
this coast has usually been much higher than has been decreed to other
salvors, under similar circumstances, in other American or in the English
courts. Why is this difference! W hy should the Florida wrecker
receive a larger compensation than other salvors for similar services?
The answer is obvious. There is a great difference in the circumstances
and relations of the different salvors themselves. Salvors are generally
passing voyagers, or other persons, who accidentally fall in with the
property in peril, and extricate it from danger, without doing injury to
their other interests. They incur little or no expense in saving the
property, and the salvage they receive is a clear and lucky gain. A
nominally small compensation to such persons, under such circumstances,
may be really a high reward, and amply sufficient, not only to pay them
for all their labor, risk, and exposure, but also to induce others to perform
similar services. Not so with the Florida wrecker. He does not acci
dentally fall in with the property in peril; but he looks out for and goes in
search of it. He is no passing voyager ; but is stationed for months and
years near the place of danger. His exclusive business is to give assist
ance to vessels in distress, and to save the shipwrecked mariner and the
property under his charge. His remuneration for such services is his
sole means of living. He incurs heavy expenses, too, in procuring, fitting,manning, and sailing his vessel. These are often, on an average of
several years, nearly equal to the salvages received. The interests of
commerce and humanity require, that his steady and active devotion to his
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regular employment be encouraged and rewarded. Upon this subject, I
cannot better express myself than in the language of Judge Webb, who
presided in this court for nearly twelve years, and who united to a sound
judgment much experience of the usefulness of a distinct class of
wreckers on this coast. In the case of the brig Concord, he said, “ These
persons are generally men who have devoted themselves exclusively to this
particular business, and have expended large sums in preparing good
vessels and outfits for the purpose; and it is upon that occupation alone
that they depend for a subsistence ; and encouragement to such men is an
additional consideration, which will ever operate with the court in meting
out their reward. The advantages which commerce derives from their
services have been too frequently witnessed here to be overlooked by
the judge who presides, or to permit him to withhold the inducement
necessary to insure a continuance of their employment.” In the case of
Ashby vs. 474 bales of cotton, the property had been saved by transient
persons, and the attempt was made to liken it to that of Barker vs. 984
bales of cotton ; but the judge said, “ The principal difference between
this case and that of Barker, (who was a licensed wrecker,) grows out of
the fact that he had devoted himself exclusively to the wrecking business.
At a large expense in procuring, furnishing, and manning a vessel, he had
prepared himself for i t ; and it was his only means of obtaining a sub
sistence. To be at all times able to furnish aid to property situated as
this was, it was necessary that he should be for months together unemployed, except in looking out for vessels in distress ; and during which
time he was subjected to hardships, privations, and expenses, which can
only be appreciated by those acquainted with the difficulties to be encoun
tered by the wreckers on the Florida coast. But in this case the situation
of the parties is different. They look to other pursuits for a livelihood;
and it has only been under the expectation of greater gain that they have
been temporarily diverted from those pursuits. It would not be justice,
therefore, to measure the compensation by the same standard.”
These remarks go far to show, that the rates of salvages allowed in
this court are high in appearance only: for, although in the greater num
ber of cases decided here, the services have not been attended with much
personal danger to the salvors ; nor have they been performed with great
labor and fatigue ; nor has the property in all instances been in imminent
and certain peril; yet the absence of these circumstances, which are
generally held to enhance the merit of the salvors, is more than made up,
in the case of the regular wrecker, by the expenses he incurs, the priva
tions and hardships he endures, and by the security which his ready
presence and active exertions at the scene of danger afford to life and
property. Be this as it may, I think it clear, that while the present neces
sity exists for the employment of a distinct class of men and vessels, in
saving life and property exposed to the dangers of shipwreck, sound
policy requires that they should be encouraged and supported by decreeing
them a liberal compensation for the services they render. If the recom
pense they receive were not, in some degree, proportioned to the expenses
they incur, and the hardships they endure, the dictates of common pru
dence would prompt them to abandon so precarious, hard, and ungrateful a
vocation.

If the necessity for the employment of a regular class of wreckers shall
hereafter diminish in consequence of an increase of other means and
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fhcilities of saving shipwrecked persons and property, then the proportions
of salvage, hitherto decreed to them, must be diminished also. Until then,
unless I shall be sooner instructed differently by a superior tribunal, I shall
continue to vindicate the policy, which seeks to lessen the perils of navi
gation, by insuring the present steady employment of wreckers on this
coast.

But their compensation must not be too high, or else it will defeat its
own object; and owners, instead of being benefited by their services, will
be driven to an abandonment of their property to pay the salvage and ex
penses. It must be restricted within proper and reasonable limits; and
while, on the one hand, it should be sufficiently liberal to afford adequate
encouragement to the wrecker, on the other, it should not be so large as to
overburden the property charged with it.
Having thus briefly reviewed some of the leading cases of salvage, and
noted the principles that governed their decision, I proceed now to consider
the question, What is a reasonable salvage in the present case ? The
facts of the case have already been detailed. They show that the Mont
gomery and cargo were exposed to considerable danger. The master
might possibly have extricated them, but he could have done so only by a
jettison of a large portion of his cargo. Had he by such means gotten his
ship afloat, and she had again gone ashore, in her damaged condition, she
would probably have been totally lost. My experience of the loss of many
vessels on this reef in similar situations, induces the belief that the exer
tions of the actors, if not the very means of saving this ship and cargo,
greatly contributed thereto.
A prominent feature in the merit of the salvors, is the promptness with
which their services were rendered. This is a quality highly commended
in this court upon grounds of policy. A single anchor opportunely carried
out, the assistance of a single wrecking vessel for half an hour, will often
save a large amount of property from total loss. B is dat, qui cito dat.
On the other hand, tardiness in rendering such apparently slight, but really
valuable services, is severely reprehended. The shares of the masters of
the principal wrecking vessels, in the case of the barque Howard, although
they had clearly saved the barque and cargo from total loss, were never
theless forfeited, because they did not give that prompt and early assist
ance they might have done.
Viewing the case in all its relations, and comparing it with many other
similar cases decided in this court, my opinion is, that the one-fourth of the
value of the ship and cargo is a reasonable salvage. This proportion will
give to the salvors the sum of $10,178—the ship and cargo having been
appraised at $40,712. It is to be divided among the several vessels and
their crews concerned, as their interests are set forth in the libel. Their
great number will reduce the share of each man to about sixty dollars.
The salvage upon the cargo must be paid in kind, and the salvage upon the
ship in money. The decree will direct the officers of the court to set off
and deliver to the libellants', as salvage upon the cargo, 275 bales of cotton
of average weight and quality; and that time be given until the 20th of
April, for the payment by the master, owners, or underwriters, of $875,
as the salvage on the ship.

Another branch of this case still remains to be disposed of. The master
has filed a petition, praying the appointment of surveyors, and, if proper, a
condemnation and sale of the ship. Surveyors have been appointed, and'
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they have reported that her necessary repairs in this port will cost $7,035 ;
that her present value here is $3,500, and that she will be worth, when re
paired, $10,000. They advise that she be condemned and sold, rather
than repaired here. But they say that she may be safely navigated to a
northern port, after receiving slight repairs, and there repaired at an ex
pense of $5,276.
I have no doubt of the jurisdiction of admiralty courts to order surveys,
and to decree a condemnation and sale of vessels, whether such proceeding
be an incident of some other suit or not. It is a highly useful jurisdiction
to o ; and, if it were more frequently invoked, it would prevent many im
proper and fraudulent condemnations in distant ports. But the power to
order a condemnation and sale of a vessel, on the ground of unseaworthi
ness, should be cautiously exercised. It is a power susceptible of great
abuse. Before making such decree the judge should be satisfied that it is
applied fo r in perfect good faith towards all parties interested, and that the
vessel is so damaged as that no prudent man would think of repairing her.
Vide case of the brig William Henry, decided in this court, 1839. To
apply this rule to the present case—I am satisfied that the application is
made in good faith towards all persons interested. The master does not
seek the condemnation and sale in a manner that creates suspicions of any
sinister motive. He simply submits the question, and prays the advice of
the court. I am satisfied too, that no prudent man would think of repair
ing her in this port; but I am not satisfied that she may not be navigated
to some other port and repaired to an advantage. I cannot, therefore,
order the ship condemned; as irreparably unseaworthy, and sold.
The clerk will make out the decree in form, according to the directions
given, and submit it to the court for final approval.

A rt. VIII.—AGRICULTURE, COMMERCE, AND MANUFAC-

TURES.
T he following extract from the annual message of President Adams
to congress, December, 1828, has been sent us with reference to the
article in the December number of this Magazine, on “ the comparative
advantages o f agriculture, commerce, and manufactures,” as there is a coincidence of views:
“ In our country, a uniform experience of forty years has shown that
whatever the tariff of duties on imported articles has been, the amount of
importations has always borne an average value, nearly approaching to
that of the exports, though occasionally differing in the balance, sometimes
being more and sometimes less. It is indeed a law of prosperous commerce,
that the real value of exports should, by a small, and only a small balance,
exceed that of imports; that balance being a permanent addition to the
wealth of the nation. The extent of the prosperous commerce of the na
tion must be regulated by the amount of its exports, and an important ad
dition to the value of these will draw after it a corresponding increase of
importation. It has happened in the vicissitudes of the seasons, that the
harvests of all Europe have, in the late summer and autumn, fallen short
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of their ustial average. A relaxation of the interdict on the importation of
grain and fo u r from abroad has ensued; a propitious market has been
opened to the grainaries of our country, and a new prospect of reward
presented to the labors of the husbandman, which for several years had
been denied. This accession to the profits of agriculture, in the middle and
western parts of our Union, is accidental and temporary; it may continue
only for a single year. But we may consider if certain, that for the ap
proaching year it has added an item of large amount to the value of our
exports, and that it will produce a corresponding increase of importations.
This new element of prosperity to that part of our agricultural population
which is occupied in producing the first article of human subsistence, is of
the most cheering character to the feelings of patriotism.
“ The great interests of an agricultural, commercial, and manufacturing
nation are so linked in union together, that no permanent cause of pros
perity to one of them can operate without extending its influence to the
others. All these interests are alike under the protecting power of legisla
tive authority; and the duties of the representative bodies are to conciliate
them in harmony together. So far as the object of taxation is to raise a
revenue for discharging the debts and defraying the expenses of the coun
try, it should, as much as possible, suit the burden with equal hand upon
all, in proportion with their ability of bearing it without oppression. But
the legislation of one nation is sometimes intentionally made to bear heavi
ly on the interest of another. That legislation, adapted, as it is meant to
be, to the special interests of its own people, will often press most unequally
on the several component interests of its neighbors. Thus, the legislation
of Great Britain, when, as has recently been avowed, adapted to the de
pression of a rival nation, will naturally abound with regulations of
interdict upon the productions of the soil or industry of the other, which
come in competition with its own; and will present encouragement, per
haps even bounty, to the raw material of the other state which it cannot
produce itself; and which is essential for the use of its manufacturers,
competitors in the markets and the world with those of its commercial
rival.
“ Such is the state of the commercial legislation of Great Britain, as it
bears upon our interests. It excludes, with interdicting duties, all impor
tations, except in time of approaching famine, of the great staple produc
tions of our middle and western states. It proscribes, with equal rigor,
the bulk in lumber and live stock of the same portion, and also of the
northern and eastern part of our Union. It refuses even the rice of hie
south, unless aggravated with a charge of duty upon the northern carrier
who conveys it to them. But the cotton, indispensable for their looms,
they will receive almost duty free, to weave it into a fabric for our own
wear, to the destruction of our own manufactures, which they are enabled
thus to undersell.
“ Is the self-protecting energy of this nation so helpless, that there exists
no power to counteract the bias of this foreign legislation ? That the
growers of grain must submit to this exclusion from the foreign markets of
their produce }- and the shippers must dismantle their ships ; the trade of
the north stagnate at the wharves, and the manufacturers starve at their
looms, while the whole people shall pay tribute to foreign industry, to be
clad in a foreign garb ? That the congress is impotent to restore the
balance in favor of native industry, destroyed by the statutes of another
VOL. i n . — n o . u .
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Mr. Adams proceeds to show, that commercial enterprise will
not be impeded by a reasonable encouragement given to manufactures,
nor the interests of navigation injured; but that these, so essential to
national wealth and prosperity, would probably be extended.

R EC EN T PUBLICATIONS.
1. The History o f Michigan, civil and topographical, in a compendious
form, etc. By J ames EL. L anman. New York : E. French.
T here is no more interesting portion of our extended territory than the west.
Springing up within the memory of living man, from rude and uncultivated
wastes into states second to none for intelligence and enterprise, developing
daily new resources and new advantages, the future history of this section
of country is reserved for those whose lot it will be to detail the important
consequences of causes which seem to us even now remote. It is indeed
impossible to estimate the gigantic results of civilization but from past ex
perience, in any land, but the natural advantages of an extensive tract of
country inhabited by a people of stern and stubborn independence, with all
the intellect corresponding to the desire of making the best use of the facili
ties placed within their reach, under a pure and free republic, combined,
bid fair to distance every competitor. The work before us purports to he
a history of Michigan, civil and topographical, by James H. Lanman.
That a work constructed on the plan adopted by Mr. Lanman was a de
sideratum, will not be doubted, and as to the manner in which the author
has fulfilled his task, there can be as little. The style is concise and clear,
and occasionally eloquent. Our author considers the history of Michigan
as presenting three distinct epochs. The first is what he denominates the
romantic, extending from the year 1760, when its dominion was transferred
from France to Great Britain, a period, he says, “ when the first beams of
civilization had scarcely penetrated its forests, and the paddles of the French
fur trade swept the lakes, and the boat songs of the traders awakened
tribes as wild as the wolves which howl around their wigwams.”
The second period is the military, dating downward from the Pontiac
war, and the successive encounters of the British Indians and Americans
for dominion; and the third he terms the enterprising, hardy, practical,
mechanical age of Michigan.
The work opens with a general view of the French colonization, and
brings the history of the state down to the present tim e; and as far as we
have been able to decide, the entire volume we are disposed to pronounce
one of the most useful and entertaining works published on this fruitful sub
ject. Our author is disposed to give Michigan a preference over the other
northwestern states, from the fact of its being encircled by the great lakes,
and the possession of a fertile soil, various in its character, and capable of
holding a dense population. The rapid increase of the population in Michi
gan may be traced from the official revision. In 1810, it was estimated at
4,762 ; in 1820, 8,896 ; in 1830, 31,639; in 1838, 175,000. The work
of Mr. Lanman is entitled to high commendation. It contains much valua
ble statistical information, as well as an appendix of documents relating to
the early history and government of the state.
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2. A Description o f the Canals and Railroads o f the United States, com
prehending Notices o f all the Works o f Internal Improvement throughout the several States. By H. S'. T anner. New York: Tanner &
Disturnell. 8vo. 1840.
The present volume, accompanied by a map of the United States exhibiting the canals and railroads, is well calculated to elucidate, fully, the
extent, courses, etc., of those great works, to’ which the attention of
foreigners, in common with our own countrymen, is directed. In the
arrangement of the several topics, particular care appears to have been
taken to embody, under the head of each state, all the canals and railroads
which exist in i t ; besides a variety of interesting facts of a useful cha
racter, relative to the designation, points of commencement and termina
tion, general course, locality, length, point of greatest elevation, ascent,
cost of construction, present condition, etc., of each canal and railroad in
the United States, as far as the requisite data could be obtained. The
volume embodies a vast amount of information connected with the rise;
progress, and present condition of internal improvements, and must have
cost Mr. Tanner great care and labor. Errors will undoubtedly be dis
covered in the work by those who are familiar with the details of any of
the works mentioned. We are, however, inclined to the opinion that it is
as free from these as works of the kind generally:

3. Universal History, from ike Creation o f the World to the. Decease of
George III., 1820. By A lexander F raser T ytler and Rev. E dward
N ares, D. D. In six volumes. New York : Harper & Brothers.
This is a standard work, and we are pleased to see it appear in a form
so convenient for general use, and so Cheap withal—-no small recommen
dation in these hard times. The Messrs. Harper have very properly as
signed a place to it in their Family Library, so deservedly popular for the
large number of excellent volumes which it contains. It is, perhaps, the
highest merit of Professor Tytler, as an historical writer, that he is emi
nently philosophical and moral—ever mindful of the fact, that history is
principally valuable for the practical instruction to be derived from it—that
its noblest end is to make men wiser and better, through the experience of
others. Hence it is, that his Universal History abounds with judicious and
appropriate reflections, suggested by the incidents of the narrative, and
rendered doubly striking and impressive in this connection ; so that, from
this circumstance alone, without considering its many other excellences,
there is probably no similar woVk that may be read with such decided
advantage.
In speaking of history we would take this occasion to remark, that, as a
study, it cannot be too highly recommended; nor is there, we are con
fident, any class of persons to whom this study is more important than to
merchants. To be thoroughly accomplished in their profession, they
should have an extensive and accurate knowledge of men—of their cha
racter, their conduct under given circumstances, and the motives by which
they are ordinarily actuated—of the different states of society under which
they are found to exist, their different laws, customs, habits, e tc .; and how
is this full and perfect knowledge to be obtained; but by consulting the
ample records of history ?
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4. Outline History o f the Fine Arts, embracing a view o f the rise, progress,
and influence o f the arts among different nations, ancient and modem;
with notices o f the character and works o f many celebrated artists; in five
parts, illustrated by wood engravings. By B enson J. L ossing. New
Y ork: Harper & Brothers. 18 mo.; pp. 330. 1840.
The title page well expresses the design of this volume, which forms the
one hundred and third number of the Family Library, composed, in part,
of original works by native writers, and in part, of republications of popu
lar English productions. Mr. Lossing has, in the present volume, com
pressed within a small compass, and presented in a rather perspicuous
manner, a mass of information respecting the history of the progress and
influence of the arts, which has hitherto in this country been widely scat
tered in detached fragments, and thus rendered unattainable to a great ma
jority of readers, and especially youth. Mr. Lossing belongs to that class
of men denominated “ self-made
a phrase, by the way, that attaches to
most men who expect to acquire distinction or eminence in any pursuit or
calling. He is an artist himself, and the engravings which illustrate the
work are mostly the product of his own labor. With indefatigable indus
try, he seems to possess a good taste, and the volume evinces a considerable
share of literary acumen. The style and manner of the work are not alto
gether free from the blemishes incident to writers of this class; it is, how
ever, pleasing, and generally correct. On the whole, we think the publish
ers acted wisely in adopting it as one of their generally excellent series of
books, especially as it is designed for popular reading.
5. A Concise Treatise on Bookkeeping, elucidating the Principles and
Practice o f Double Entry, and the Modern Methods o f Arranging Mer
chants' Accounts. By B. F. F oster. Boston: Perkins & Marvin.
8vo. pp. 184.
The number of editions through which this popular treatise has passed
would seem to render a notice from us a work of supererogation; and our
mercantile readers are, perhaps, already well acquainted with the utility
of Mr. Forster’s plan, and the manner of its execution ; we will, therefore,
merely state for the information of those who are not, that the design of
this work is to exhibit a view of bookkeeping as actually practised among
well-informed merchants, and to furnish learners with a text-book clear
in its illustrations, easily understood, and yet so comprehensive as to
afford all the information requisite for the practical accountant. It will
be found a useful guide for the merchant as well as for the learner.
6. France: its King, Court, and Government.
York: Leonard Scott. 8vo. pp. 192.

By an American.

New

In the volume before us we have a republication of a series of papers
from a recent periodical, to' which work they were communicated by our
minister to the court of France. The authentic character and value of its
statements and views, and the interest that must attach to the per
sonal narrative of the present distinguished king of the French, especially
in reference to his travels in this country, very naturally induced the pu b 
lisher to reproduce the papers in a more tangible form.
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STATISTICS OF INSURANCE.
TARIFF OF MINIMUM RATES OF PREMIUM, W ITH CONDITIONS, ADOPTED BY THE
BOSTON MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES, MARCH 9, 18 4 0 .*

E A ST COAST O F SO UTH AM ERICA, U N IT E D ST A T E S AND EU RO PE.
SOUTH AMERICA TO EUROPE.
SAILING.

Jan. 15 to Aug. 15. Aug. 15 to Jan. 15.

a-

; t s" : 1 1-2 to 1 3-4
to any port in England,
France, Portugal, Spain,
or any port in the Mediter
ranean not above Sicily,... 1 1-2 to 1 3-4
do
do
do
above Sicily,... 1 3-4 to 2
do
do
to any port in the B altic,.... 2 1-4 to 2 3-4
From Montevideo, or Rio Grande, 1-2 per ct. to be added to the above.
“ Buenos Ayres,
3-4
“
do
do
do

.J

<*—
do

2 1.2 to 3 1.2

1 3-4 to 2
2
to 2 1.4
2 3-4 to 5

SOUTH AMERICA TO UNITED STATES.
SAILING.

From any port fn Brazil, ) to any port in the United
“
“

Rio Grande, or Montevideo,
Buenos Ayres,

do
do

do
do

Jan. 15 to July 15. July 15 to Jan. 15.

1 1-4 to 1 1-2
1 3-4 to 2
2
to 2 1-4

1 1-2 to 2
2
to 2 1-2
2 1-4 to 2 3.4

EUROPE W ITHIN THE NORTH SEA, TO SOUTH AMERICA.
SAILING.

From any port in Europe, without the Baltic, and with Oct. 15 to March 1. March 1 to Oct. 15.
in the North Sea, including Gottenburg, to any port
2 1-2 to 2 3-4 1 1-2 to 1 3.4
From any port in the Baltic to any port in Brazil, ex3
to 5
1 3.4 to 3 3-4
T o add 1-2 pr. ct. if to Rio Grande, or Montevideo.
“
3-4 “
“ Buenos Ayres.
UNITED STATES TO SOUTH AMERICA.
SAILING.

April 1 to Nov. 1. Nov. 1 to April 1.

From any port in the United States, North of Cape
Florida, to any port in Brazil, except Rio Grande,... 1 1-4 to 1 1-2
To add 1-2 pr. ct. if to Rio Grande, or Montevideo.
“
3-4
“
to Buenos Ayres.

1 1-4 to 1 1-2

EUROPE, WITHOUT THE NORTH SEA, TO S. AMERICA.

From any port in Europe, not in the Baltic, or North
Sea, and not above Sicily, to any port in Brazil, ex1 1.4 to 1 1-2
To add 1-4 pr. ct. from any port beyond Sicily.
“
1-2
“ if to Rio Grande, or Montevideo.
** 3-4 “ if to Buenos Ayres.
* Continued from p. 85, No. for July, 1840.
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2—I f any goods arc shipped and insured as on deck, not less than double premium to
be charged, with condition not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure, nor
for partial loss under fifteen per ct.
7— For any other division or allowance of average for partial loss on the whole interest
of the assured under deck, than is provided for in our printed form of policy,
an additional premium shall be charged of not less than one quarter per cent,
except on the rates for such cases from Great Britain and Havre already provid
ed for in this tariff; and except on risks North and East of Florida coastwise, on
which not less than one eighth per cent, additional premium shall be charged.
8— To add not less than one quarter per cent, for each port used more than one, at
either the beginning or the ending of the voyage, for each time used; except
risks provided for in the 14th article, and, except Elsineur, and a port for advice
in the British Channel.
9— In all cases of over-insurance, ten per ct. of the return premium is to be retained
by the insurers, not exceeding one half per ct. on the amount of short property.
10— Premiums on vessels and freights not to be less than those on cargoes of general
merchandise for same voyages.
11— Specie and bullion, excepting to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape
Horn, to be insured as the parties may agree : provided, that it shall never be at
a greater reduction than one third from the rates herein fixed for merchandise on
the same passage.
13— W hen several passages are included in the same policy, the rates for each passage
are to be added together.
14— If insurance be made from foreign ports to port or ports of discharge, or final port
of discharge, in the United States, the coastwise premium to be added for each
port used, more than one, in the United States.
15— With regard to risks not provided for in this tariff, it is agreed that the parties are
to make contracts at discretion, but it is expected that the companies will require
rates equivalent to those named in this tariff on risks of like value, acting in good
faith, and not taking one risk for a lower rate in consideration*of receiving the
tariff rates on another.
16— Copenhagen is considered as in the Baltic.
17— Gottenburg is not considered as in the Baltic.
U N IT E D ST A T E S, IN D IA , CHIN A, AND T H E PA C IFIC OCEAN.
O utward .

H omeward .

I ndia — B engal , ................................................................................. 1 1-2 to 2 1-2 1 3-4 to 3
If sailing fr o m Bengal or ports in the Bay, between

April 1st and October 1st,............................................

J ava, P adang or S ingapore , one p ort,.
S umatra,....................................................

2

to 4

1 1-2 to 2 1-2 1 1-2 to 2 1-2
2

to 3

2

to 3

C anton or M anilla ,
If sailing fr o m U. S ta te s, between Jan. 1st and July 1st, 1 3-4 to 3

“
“
“
“
July 1st and Jan. 1st, 2 1-4 to 4
“
“
C a nton or M a n illa , between October 1st
and April 1st,............................................... ..................
If sailing fr o m C anton or M a n illa , between April 1st
and October 1st,............................. ................................
From C a n to n to M a n illa , or from )
1-4 to 3-8
M a n illa to C a n to n ,
\ .................................
From B a ta v ia to C a nton or M a n illa ,
I f sailing between October 1st and April 1st,............... 1
to 2
“
“
April 1st and October 1st,.................
1-2 to 1
From C anton or M a n illa to B a ta v ia ,
If sailing between October 1st and April 1st,...............
1-2 to 1
to 2
“
u
April 1st and October 1st,................ 1
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U N ITE D ST A T E S, IN D IA , CHIN A, AND T H E PA C IFIC OCEAN.
C ontinued .

P acific O cean ,

O utw ard .

H omeward .

To any port in the Pacific not N. of the Equator on

1 1-2 to 2 1-2 1 1-2 to 2 1-2
2 1-2 to 4
To the Pacific, north of the Equator on the coast,....... 2 1-2 to 4
V oyages on T im e ,

4 1-2 to 6 pr. annum.
4 1-2 to 6 “

tt
tt

£° 3
s
Ifl

s »
" c4
. ££

1 1-2 to 2 1-2
1 1-2 to 2 1-2
For touching at the Cape of Good Hope,.......................
1-2 to 1
T o the Cape of Good Hope,.............................................

Europe instead of the United States, for the commencement or termination of the
above passages, to be at the same rates as to or from the United States, to add one per
cent, if in the North Sea between October 1st and March 1st.
No charge for stopping a t either Anjer or St. Helena.
2—If any goods are shipped and insured as on deck, not less than doublo premium to
be charged, with condition not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure, nor
for partial loss under fifteen per ct.

7— For any other division or allowance of average for partial loss on the whole interest
of the assured under deck, than is provided for in our printed form of policy, an
additional premium shall be charged of not less than one quarter per cent, except
on the rates for such cases from Great Britain and Havre already provided for in
this tariff; and except on risks North and East of Florida coastwise, on which
not less than one eighth per cent, additional premium shall be charged.
8— To add not less than one quarter per ct. for each port used more than one, at either
the beginning or the ending of the voyage, for each time used ; except risks pro
vided for in the 14th article, and, except Elsineur, and a port for advice in the
British Channel.
9— In all cases of over-insurance, ten per ct. of the return premium is to be retained
by the insurers, not exceeding one half per ct. on the amount of short property.
10—Premiums on vessels and freights not to be less than those on cargoes of general
merchandise for same voyages.
12— Specie and bullion, to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn,
may be insured at one quarter per cent, less than merchandise.
13— W hen several passages are included in the same policy, the rates for each passage
are to be added together.
14— If insurance be made from foreign ports to port or ports of discharge, or final port
of discharge, in the United States, the coastwise premium to be added for each
port used, more than one, in the United States.
15 —

W ith regard to risks not provided for in this tariff, it is agreed that the parties are
to make contracts at discretion, but it is expected that the companies will require
rates equivalent to those named in this tariff on risks of like value, acting in good
faith, and not taking one risk for a lower rate in consideration of receiving the
tariff rates on another.

16— Copenhagen is considered as in the Baltic.

17— Gottenburg is not considered as in the Baltic.
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U N IT E D S T A T E S AND EUROPE,
OUTWARD RISKS.
SAILING.

FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO.

To St. Petersburg or a port in the Baltic,
f o a port in the North Sea in Belgium,
Holland, Germany, Sweden, Den
mark, & c ......................................... ...
To a port in Great Britain, Ireland, or
France,..................................................
To a port in Portugal, Spain, or in the
Med. not beyond Sicily and Malta,...
To a port in the Med. beyond do.........
FROM ATLANTIC PORTS.

To St. Petersburg or a port in the Baltic,
To North Sea, Germany, Holland, &c.,
one port,......,.........................................
To Great Britain, France, or Ireland,
one port,................................................
To Portugal, Spain, or the Med. not
E ast of Sicily and M alta,..................
To a port in the Mediterranean beyond
Sicily and Malta,................................
1-4 per cent, may be deducted from the

Jan. 15 to July 15. July 15 to Oct. 15. Oct. 15 to Jan. 1$.

2

to 21-4

3

to 4

1 3-4 to 2

2 3-4 to 4

3

1 1-2 to 1 3-4

2 1-2 to 3

1 3.4 to 2

1 1-2 to 1 3-4 2 1-2 to 3
2 3-4 to 3
1 3-4 to 2

to 4

1 3-4 to 2
2
to 2 1-4

Feb. 1 to July 15. July 15 to Oct. 15. Oct. 15 to Feb. 15.

1 3-4 to 2

2

1 1-2 to 1 3-4

1 3.4 to 3

2 1-2 to 3 1.2

1 1-4 to 1 1-2

1 1-2 to 1 3-4

1 1.2 to 2

1 1-4 to 1 1-2

1 1-2 to 1 3-4

to 4

1 1-2 to 1 3.4 1 3-4 to 2
above rates, on cotton.

1 1-2 to 2
1 3-4 to 2

HOMEWARD RISKS.
T o p o rts in the G u l f o f M exico— in the U n ited S ta te s.

From the Baltic—see
Table.
From a port in the
North Sea,................
From a port in G. Brit
ain or Ireland, gene
ral cargo,...................
From a port in G. Brit
ain or Ireland, dry
goods, with average
on each package,....
From Havre do do
“ a port in the S.
of Europe, not east
of Malta,.............—
fro m a port in the Med.
beyond Sicily and
M alta,..,...................

SAILING.

M’ch 1 to June 15. June 15to Aug. 15. Aug. 15 to Oct. 1. Oct. 1 to March 1.

2

to 2 1-2

3

to 3 1-2

2

to 2 1-2

3

to 3 1.2
to 3 1.4

1 3-4 to 2 1-4

2 3-4 to 3 1-4

1 3-4 to 2 1-4

2

2
to 2 1.2
1 3-4 to 2 1.2

3
to 3 1-2
2 3-4 to 3 1-4

2
to 2 1-2
1 3-4 to 2 1-4

2 1.2 to 3 1-2
2
to 3 1-4

1 3-4 to 2 1.2

2 3-4 to 3 1-4

1 3-4 to 2 1-4

2

2

3

2

2 1-4 to 2 3.4

to 2 1-2

to 3 1.2

T o p o rts N o r th -E a s tw a r d o f C ape F lo rid a — in the
U n ited S ta te s.

to 2 1-2

to 3 1.4

SAILING.

March 1 to Oct. 1. Oct. 1 to March 1.

From the Baltic—see Table.
1 1.2 to 2
Great Britain or Ireland, general cargoes,.......... 1 1.4 to 1 1-2
“
“
dry goods, with ave1 1.2 to 2
From Havre
do
do
do
....... 1 1.4 to 1 1-2
44 a port in the S. of Europe, not east of Malta,... 1 1-4 t o l l - 2
44
44
44 Med. beyond Sicily and Malta,...... 1 1-2 to 2
1-4 per cent, to be added on Hardware.
44
“
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2 —I f any goods are shipped and insured as on deck, not less than double premium to

6—
7—

8—

9—
10—
11—

13—
14—
15—

16—
17 —

be charged, with condition not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure, nor
for partial loss under fifteen per cent.
The North Sea, as expressed for additional premiums for winter months, (viz : from
first day of October to the first day of March,) is considered north of latitude 50
degrees north, and east of longitude 2 degrees east.
For any other division or allowance of average for partial loss on the whole inte
rest of the assured under deck, than is provided for in our printed form of policy,
an additional premium shall be charged of not less than one quarter per cent,
except on the rates for such cases from Great Britain and Havre already provid
ed for in this tariff; and except on risks North and East of Florida coastwise, on
which not less than one eighth per cent, additional premium shall be charged.
To add not less than one quarter per ct. for each port used more than one, at either
the beginning or the ending of the voyage, for each time used ; except risks pro
vided for in the 14th article, and, except a port of advice in the British Channel,
and Elsineur.
r-In all cases of over-insurance, ten per ct. of the return premium is to be retained by
the insurers, not exceeding one half per ct. on the amount of short property.
Premiums on vessels and freights not to be less than those on cargoes of general
merchandise for same voyages.
Specie and bullion, excepting to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or
Cape Horn, to be insured as the parties may agree: provided, that it shall never
be at a greater reduction than one third from the rates herein fixed for merchan
dise on the same passage.
When several passages are included in the same policy, the rates for each passage
are to be added together.
If insurance be made from foreign ports to port or ports of discharge, or final port
of discharge, in the United States, the coastwise premium to be added for each
port used, more than one, in the United States.
W ith regard to risks not provided for in this tariff, it is agreed that the parties are
to make contracts at discretion, but it is expected that the companies will require
rates equivalent to those named in this tariff on risks of like value, acting in good
faith, and not taking one risk for a lower rate in consideration of receiving the
tariff rates on another.
-Copenhagen is considered as in the Baltic.
Gottenburg is not considered as in the Baltic.

G E N E R A L REGULATION S.
1— If there be any Lime on board on cargo, or on freight, fifty per cent, to be added
to the premium for the passage.
2— If any goods are shipped and insured as on deck, not less than double premium to
be charged, with condition not to be liable for damage by wet or exposure, nor
for partial loss under fifteen per cent.
3— The Northeast, or unfavorable monsoon in the China seas for outward passages to
China, is from the first day of October to the first day of April.
4— The Southwest, or unfavorable monsoon for homeward passages, is from the first
day of April to the first day of October.
5— The hurricane months in the W est India latitudes, are from the fifteenth day of
July to the fifteenth day of October, and said latitudes shall be considered as
being within the parallels of 10 degrees and 28 degrees of north latitude, and 58
degrees and 86 degrees of west longitude.
6— The North Sea, as expressed for additional premiums for winter months, (viz : from
first day of October to the first day of March,) is considered north of latitude 50
degrees north, and east of longitude 2 degrees east.
7— For any other division or allowance of average for partial loss on the whole inte
rest of the assured under deck, than is provided for in our printed form of policy,
an additional premium shall be charged of not less than one quarter per cent,
except on the rates for such cases from Great Britain and Havre already provided
for in this tariff; and except on risks North and East of Florida coastwise, on
which not less than one eighth per cent, additional premium shall be charged.
6—To add not less than one quarter per ct. for each port used more than one, at either
the beginning or the ending of the voyage, for each time used; except risks pro
vided for in the 14th article, and, except Elsineur, Anjer, St. Helena, and a port
for advice in the British Channel.
VOL. III.— NO. II,
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9—In all cases of over-insurance, ten per ct. of the return premium is to be retained
by the insurers, not exceeding one half per ct. on the amount of short property.
10— Premiums on vessels and freights not to be less than those on cargoes of general
merchandise for same voyages.
11— Specie and bullion, excepting to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or
Cape Horn, to be insured as the parties may agree: provided, that it shall never
be at a greater reduction than one third from the rates herein fixed for merchan
dise on the same passage.
12— Specie and bullion, to port or ports beyond the Cape of Good Hope or Cape Horn,
may be insured at one quarter per cent, less than merchandise.
13— W hen several passages are included in the same policy, the rates for each passage
are to be added together.
14— If insurance be made from foreign ports to port or ports of discharge, or final port
of discharge, in the United States, the coastwise premium to be added for each
port used, more than one, in the United States.
15— W ith regard to risks not provided for in this tariff, it is agreed that the parties are
to make contracts at discretion, but it is expected that the companies will require
rates equivalent to those named in this tariff on risks of like value, acting in good
faith, and not taking one risk for a lower rate in consideration of receiving the
tariff rates on another.
16— Copenhagen is considered as in the Baltic.
17— Gottenburg is not considered as in the Baltic.
M A RIN E INSURANCE.
A convention was recently held in New York, the object of which was to form a
uniform policy, that should be more suited to the times than that now in use. A re
vision has long been wanted. In the different cities, the policies of insurance vary ;
so that in cases when a merchant insuring in Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, in
cases of loss, or average, the loss is settled on different principles, and with different
rates. It is all-important that there should be a uniformity, so that when a risk is ta 
ken at a specific premium, the risk should be the same at all points, and settled on the
same basis. The underwriters of the different cities are desirous to effect this object,
and with these views the convention separated, leaving the subject to a committee to
adjust and arrange, and form a policy that should meet the wishes of all, and such as
shall be free from legal technicalities and objections.
DU TCH COM M ERCIAL M A RINE.
The following account of the Dutch commercial marine, up to the 31st of December,
1839, is given by the S ta a ts G o u r a n t :—“ The number of ships launched and licensed
during the year was 123, and their measurement 19,959 lasts. During the year, 34
ships, measuring 1935 lasts, have been taken out of the Dutch trade, by being lost at
' sea, broken up, or sold to foreigners. On the 31st of December, 1838, there were 1439
ships, measuring 117,315 lasts, employed in Dutch commerce ; these, by the 31st of
December last, were increased to 1528 bottoms, and 135,339 lasts. In the course of
1839, the entrances to the ports amounted to 6179 vessels, carrying 940,723 tons, and
the departures to 6179 Vessels, carrying 596,046 tons. Besides these, there were 466
arrivals, carrying 29,906 tons, and 2,723 departures, carrying 404,649 tons in ballast.
The merchant marine of Holland has thus, it appears, been increased during the last
year by 89 ships, being 42 more than the increase of 1838.” The Dutch last is 2918
French litres.
C O F F E E AN D SUGAR.
The Cincinnati Chronicle estimates the amount of coffee annually imported into that
city at four millions of pounds, and of sugar at six millions of pounds.
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Commercial Statistics.

COMMERCIAL STATISTICS.

1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

Im p o rts .
D om estic.

F o reig n .

T o ta l.

1,392,093
2,338,483
2,357,141
3,161,381
537,711
344,303
1,753,974
2,501,842
1,025,602
1,013,667
383,709
5,055,858
5,251,833
8,241,254
12,176,910
8,950,921
7,242,415
6,907,599
7,303,461
6,769,410
6,442,946
10,965,234
9,048,506
10,602,832
10,163,342
10,898,183
13,042,740
12,835,531
14,105,118
16,133,457
23,759,607
31,265,015
32,226,565
31,546,275
30,077,534

208,269
1,033,062
1,530,182
1,159,174
723,390
197,621
136,978
148,208
34,869
31,486
3,482
46,752
351,115
783,558
747,399
817,832
353,742
364,573
675,184
1,009,662
1,485,874
1,617,690
1,235,874
1,126,165
1,784,058
1,487,877
2,445,952
3,926,458
2,425,812
2,807,916
2,797,917
5,005,808
4,953,263
3,792,422
1,424,714

1,600,362
3,371,545
3,887,323
4,320,555
1,261,101
541,924
1,890,952
2,650,050
1,060,471
1,045,153
387,191
5,102,610
5,602,948
9,024,812
12,924,309
9,708,753
7,596,157
7,272,172
7,978,645
7,779,072
7,928,820
12,582,924
10,284,380
11,728,997
11,947,400
12,386.060
15,488,692
16,761,989
16,530,930
18,941,373
26,557,524
38,270,823
37,179,828
35,338,697
31,502,248

.... .

.....
3,379,717
3,817,238
4,283,125
4,539,769
4,290,034
4,167,521
4,531,645
6,217,881
6,857,209
7,599,083
9,766,693
8,871,653
9,590,505
13,781,809
17,519,814
15,117,649
14,020,012
9,496,808

D u tie i
e ig n
chant
p o rte

©^ s
K ^ .2
£ •
©

EXPORTS.

E

c ks p a id
fo r e ig n
handise
rted.

COM M ERCE O F LOUISIANA * FROM 1804 TO 1838.

V. g-

-0

1

285,729
435,140
551,321
658,211
171,475
149,119
270,386
166,029
165,109
235,982
100,435
944,399
1,329,616
1,164,261

« H
c8> fe
w

1,820
97,111
166,069
130,302
75,297
7,669
19,310
6,091
5,710
5,792
2,367
590
44,077
146,471

983,768
103,713
471,173
54,569
793,260
24,623
849,350
24,563
121,269
904,457
911,971 230,242
1,117,372
310,436
945,281
248,410
1,409,194
179,796
1,423,477
329,457
1,850,915
235,53]
495,002
2,087,451
2,590,922 1,039,172
1,647,961 1,078,227
1,474,390
717,116
1,554,019
584,332
2,477,950
941,085
2,265,592 1,024,156

2 *
fsP
ta g
£ ~
5,466
8,361
9,735
12,778
13,629
9,805
11,386
11,713
12,182
5,708
6,952
13,766
8,348
10,988
20,352
20,046
14,325
16,244
13,922
11,634
11,270
11,797
15,357
13,562
19,447
18,737
13,234
16,408
21,888
18,350
25,241
28,244
26,744
31,383
39,593

49
12
33
68
56
86
45
90
03
86
53
43
16
86
60
45
42
45
52
61
84
31
27
16
72
25
27
57
88
44
35
93

92
83
08

* Purchased from France in 1803—territory till 1812, when it was admitted into the
Union.— H a z a r d ’s R e g is te r .
CANAL COM M ERCE A T BUFFALO.
Annexed is the quantity of flour and wheat cleared from the collector’s office, Buf
falo, from the opening of the canal to the 1st of June, for the years 1837, 1838, 1839,
and 1840, with the amount of toll received on all articles:
B h ls. F lo u r.

1837—From
1838—From
1839—From
1840—From

B u sh . W h e a t.

15th April,............... ............. 9,725
12th do....................
20th do................... ........... 91,768
20th do...................

57,853
178,393
183,191
100,352

301,210

519,289
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T oll.

$17,991
42,108
50,815
66,222

05
98
15
01

$177,137 19
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Commercial Statistics.
COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY,

Comprehending alphabetical lists o f all the ships and other square-rigged ves
sels engaged in that pursuit from the various ports of the United States ;
the dates o f the latest advices received; the number o f months elapsed be
tween the commencement o f each voyage, and the time when last heard
fr o m ; the port, or other place on the globe, at which each vessel was last
known to be ; and the quantity o f oil, estimated in barrels, thus fa r ob
tained by each respectively.
Compiled by Hon. S. H. J e n k s , Editor of the Enquirer, Nantucket, Mass.—July 1st, 1840.
N a m e s.

L a s t D a te. M o’s. O u t.

P la c e , $ c .

B bls. O il.

NANTUCKET.

Alexander Coffin,
Alpha,
American,
Ann,
Atlantic,
Aurora,
Baltic,
Barclay,
Catawba,
Catharine,
Charles & Henry,
Charles Carroll,
Christopher Mitchell,
Clarkson,
Columbus,
Congress,
Constitution,
Cyrus,
Daniel Webster,
Dromo, brig,
Elizabeth Starbuck,
Enterprise,
Foster,
Franklin,
Fabius,
Ganges,
Harvest,
Henry,
Henry Clay,
Henry Astor,
Hero,
Howard,
James Loper,
Japan,
John Adams,
Joseph Starbuck,
Jefferson,
Kingston,
Levi Starbuck,
Lexington,
Lima,
Mariner,
Mary Mitchell,
Mary,
Montano,
Mount Vernon,
Maria,
Martha,
Nantucket,
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N o v . 12
Nov. 25
Oct. 16
Oct. 22
Nov. 2
Oct. 2
Oct. 15
April 13
March 7
Dec.
Dec. 23

39
17
15
27
6
23
2
4
1
7
36

March 12
Jan. 25
Dec. 24
March 1
Feb. 19

23
18
7
7
7

Nov. 27
May 21
Oct. 16

11
1
23

Jan. 17
Jan. 7

28
27

March 18
Dec. 23
Oct. 28
Oct. 20
Feb.
Jan. 23
Nov. 26

2
28
12
16
20
25
12

Jan. 13

29

Aug. 29

12

Feb. 1
March 9
Dec. 12
Feb. 20

18
6
5
4

Jan. 13

31

1750
Oahu
550
Lat. 11 40 S. Ion. 164 17 W.
750
Off Payta
1800
Sailed from Oahu
140
At Tahiti
1400
Off Payta
Fayal
83
clean
Lat. 57 S. Lon. 66 W.
clean
St. Jago
90
1700
Sailed from Oahu
Sailed May 29, ’40
1500
A t Sea
950
Lat. 33 40 Lon. I l l E.
200
Off New Holland *
Talcahuana
200
Sailed from Payta
50
In Port
On the line, 170 E.
750
Off Hatteras
40
Sailed from Oahu
1200
In Port
1500
1500
In Port
In Port
In Port
Sailed June 1, ’40
Sailed December 17, ’39
Lat. 34 S. Lon. 48 W.
clean
Sailed from Oahu
140
Sailed from Oahu
950
A t Maui
500
1600
800
Lat. 1 58, Lon. 101,
1000
In Port
Sailed June 12, ’40
Bay of Islands
1900
In Port
700
At Payta
In Port
Lat. 35, Lon. 109,
800
Sailed from Callao
75
500
Lat. 41 S. Lon. 123 E.
I,at. 35 Lon. 34 W.
300
Sailed April 21, ’40
In Port
1700
Sailed from Bay of Islands

Commercial Statistics.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued .
N a m e s.

Napoleon,
Obed Mitchell,
Ocean,
Ohio,
Orbit,
Omega,
Ontario,
Orion,
Peruvian,
Phoenix,
Peru, bark,
Phebe,
Planter,
Ploughboy,
President,
Primrose, schooner.
Rambler,
Richard Mitchell,
Rose,
Sarah,
Spartan,
Statira,
Susan,
Telescope, schooner,
Three Brothers,
Thule,
Tyleston, schooner,
W alter Scott,
Washington,
Young Hero,
Young Eagle,
Zenas Coffin,
Zone,

L a s t D a te. M o's. O u t.

Feb. 14
Nov. 7
April 1
Oct. 22
Jan. 23

17
26
43
27
5

June 23
Feb. 27
JDec. 1
March 23
Jan. 8
Dec. 1

2d
7
17
16
7
13

Dec. 23
Feb. 10
Feb. 3
Nov. 14
Feb. 8
Feb. 18
Nov. 3

12
7
26
4
4
3
25

Jan. 1
Dec. 30

31
14

Dec. 23

40

Oct. 27

16

Aug. 15

3

Jan. 30

6

Feb. 22
Jan. 19

14
13

Jan. 1
no date
Oct. 28
May 2

17
16
17

Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 20

27
3
2

Jan. 30

8

P la c e , tyc.

Sailed from Geographe Bay
At Oahu
Talcahuana
A t Oahu
Sailed from Talcahuana
In Port
Sailed May 28 ’40
In Port
In Port
Lat. 40 08, Lon. 69,
Lat. 32 49 S. Lon. 47 W.
Tombez
Oft* Three Kings, N. Z.
A t Payta
In Port
Callao Bay
Oft’ Massa Fuero
Sailed from Talcahuana
Off Massa Fuero
Oft' Cape Horn
Sailed from Oahu
Sailed June 26, ’40

B bls. O il.

850
420
1900
1950
clean

50
800
900
300
450
150
50
1300
clean
120
120
1200
1800
900

In Port
Sailed from Oahu
Sailed May 14, ’40
At Maui
In Port
In Port
Trinidad

2200
1100
clean

NEW BEDFORD.

Abigail,
Adeline,
Addison,
Alexander,
America,
Ann Alexander,
Alexander Barclay,
Augusta,
Agate, brig,
Amethyst,
Balsena,
Benj. Tucker,
Brandt,
Barclay,
Brighton,
Bramin, bark,
Cambria,
Canton,
Charles,
Charles Frederick,
China,
Cicero,
Condor,
Copia,
Corinthian,
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Nov.
Jan. 19
February
Nov. 15

6
14
27
11

Jan. 5
March 25
Feb. 19

6
6
6

Sailed from Payta
In Port
Lat. 45 S. Lon. 172 E.
Sailed from Talcahuana
In Port
Lat. 18 25 S, Lon. 28 W.
Payta
Gulf of Paria
Sailed May 19, ’40
Sailed from Tahiti
Lat. 57 S. Lon. 68 W.
Off Abrolhos Banks
In Port
Off New Holland
Sailed April 21, ’40
Lat. 11 S. Lon. 82 W.
Tombez
Sailed from Oahu
In Port
In Port
Lat. 38 S. Lon. 105 E.
Lat. 35 S. Lon. 39 W.
Oft' Massa Fuero

180
1600
60R
950
clean
800
300
1100
clean
clean
350
450
475
1800
1000
200
400
300

Commercial Statistics.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m e s.

L a s t D a te. M o's. O u t.

Oct. 31
Cortes,
Nov. 30
Courier,
Jan. 20
Cherokee, bark,
Jan. 8
Clarice,
do
Jan. 20
Cora,
do
Feb. 1
Cornelia,
Charleston Packet, brig
March 1
Chili,
Feb. 15
Coral,
Columbus, bark,
Dartmouth,
Delight, brig,
March 1
Desdemona,
Sept. 5
Draper,
Dragon, bark,
June 1
Nov. 23
Emily Morgan,
April lb
Emma, bark,
Nov. 1
Endeavour, ,
Oct. 20
Enterprize,
March 29
Euphrates,
Eagle,
Feb. 20
Emerald,
March 1
Eqpator,
Florida,
Frances,
Jan. 30
Frances Henrietta,
Falcon,
Fenelon,
Frances 2d,
March 26
Franklin, bark,
Deb.
Franklin,
Garland,
Dec. 18
General Pike,
Dec. 8
Geo. Howland,
George,
Nov. 29
Gid. Howland,
Oct. 30
George & Susan,
George & Martha,
April 1
George Porter,
Feb. 2
Golconda 2d,
Golconda,
Jab. 5
Good Return,
April 27
Grand Turk,
Gratitude,
August
Herald,
Nov. 22
Herald 2d,
Hector,
Feb.
Hercules,
Hercules 2d,
Hibernia,
Hope,
Hope, bark 2d,
May 14
Jan. 4
Houqua,
Hope, bark,
Huntress,
Nov. 24
Hydaspe,
April 4
India,
Iris,
March 10
Dec. 22
Isaac Howland,
Java,
Jan. 6.
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18
17
14
14
8
22
5
8

5
1
2
23
8
27
13
27
2
4
5

8
8

P la c e , # c .

Sailed from Oahu
A t Oahu

Off Cape of Good Hope
In Port
A t Talcahuana
Sailed May 21, ’40
Sailed June 22, ’40
Sailed June 25, ’40
Talcahuana
Fayal
Lat. 39, Lon. 63,
On the line, 170 E.
Off Porto Rico
New Zealand
Off Shore
Lat. 32 S. Lon. 84 W.
In Port
Lat. 36 S. Lon. 47 W .
Talcahuana
Sailed April 19, ’40
Sailed December 22, ’39
Sailed from Payta
In Port
In Port
In Port
Lat. 37, Lon. 33,

B bls. O il.

1000
500
1400
500
200
800
200
350

150
clean
80
1600
40
1000
800
1100
clean
40
650

100
700

In Port
7
20
11
23
5
9

Off Valparaiso
Sailed December 26, ’39
Payta
In Port
Talcahuana

1400
1000
800
1600
clean
1000

Sailed December 16, ’39
8
1
20
12
21

Lat. 31, Lon. 58,
In Port
Atacamas
Sailed from Oahu
Lat. 33 S. Lon. 84 W.
Sailed August 14, ’39
In Port
Sailed January 6, ’40
Sailed April 21, ’40

10
6
1
13
8
7
8

900
clean
600
600
2500

500
1500
Sailed July 1, ’39
St. Jago
Lat. 27 56, Lon. 25,
In Port
Payta

clean
500
150
800
300

Commercial Statistics.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m e s.

Janus,
James Munroe, brig,
Jasper, bark,
John Adams,
John,
John Howland,
Julian,
Juno, brig,
Lancaster,
Laurel, brig,
Liverpool,
Logan,
London Packet,
Lucas,
L. C. Richmond,
Maria Theresa,
Mary,
Mayflower,
Mercator,
Milton,
Minerva Smyth,
Marcella, bark,
Milwood, do
Magnolia,
Maria, bark,
Mercury,
Massachusetts,
Midas,
Milo,
Messenger,
Minerva,
Minerva, bark,
Montpelier,
Moss,
Nassau,
Nautilus,
Newton, bark,
Nile,
Nye,
Octavia, bark,
Phoenix,
Phocion,
Pioneer, bark,
Pacific,
Pacific 2d,
Parachute,
Parker,
Persia, bark,
Rebecca Sims,
Roscoe,
Robert Edwards,
Rodman,
Roman,
Roman 2d,
Roscoe, bark,
Rosseau,
Rajah, bark,
Russell, do
Sally Anne,
St. George,
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P la c e , fyc.

L a s t D a te. ^Mo's. O ut.

i

Jan. 1

B bls. O il.

200

8
In Port
In Port

July 3
April 1
Feb. 7

6
5

Nov. 8
March 2

12
7

March 15

22

Feb. 17
Oct. 23

5
23

Jan. 25

6

April 1

140

2

4

May 31
March 17
Jan. 5
Dec. 4
Nov. 10
March 11
Jan. 22
March 5
Jan. 22

1
15
20
30
35
27
13
G
3

Jan. 28
Dec. 6
Dec.
Oct. lb
Nov. 22
Nov. 14
March 22
Jan. 20

4
32
25
11
11
27
3
8

Dec. 25

5

Jan. 16
Jan. 20
February
Aug. 29
June 8

2
14
6
11
1

March 7
Dec. 9
Feb. 2
Jan. 8
Dec. 30
Jan. 16
Dec. 8
Jan. 13

19
28
7
18
3
26
6
30

January

4

In Port
Talcahuana
Lat. 34 S. Lon. 31 E.
In Port
Sailed from Oahu
St. Catharines
Sailed June 15, ’40
Payta *
In Port
Off Cape False
Sailed from Oahu
In Port
Sailed December 24, ’39

2 whs.
200
700
170
809
clean
1700
1600

Sailed May 22, ’40
Talcahuana
Sailed January 10, ’40
Sailed April 26, ’40
Lat. 42, Lon. 46,
Callao
Sailed from Zanzibar
Off* Shore
Sailed from Oahu
Gallipagos Islands
Off Cape of Good Hope
St. Jago
Sailed June 2, ’40
Simons Bay
Near the line
Sailed from Oahu
Payta
Sailed from Rio Janeiro
Sailed April 29, ’39
In Port
Swan River
In Port
Off 'Abrolhos Banks
Lat. 34 S. Lon. 79 W.
Off Payta
Sailed April 18, ’40
Sailed from Callao
Cape Town
Lat. 33 S. Lon. 50 W.
Sailed from Payta
Lat. 29 S. Lon. 110 E.
Lat. 35 S. Lon. 113 E.
Sailed June 24, ’40
Off Payta

ICO
clean
750
GOO
2000
1800
1200
1100
200
dean
850'
1500
1150
700
500
1300
90
900
120
clean
1900
250
170'
clean
1950
2800
500
3000’
clean
1600
660
1500
clean

Commercial Statistics.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m es.

Swift,
Seine, bark,
Sarah Louisa, brig,
Selma,
Stephania,
St. Peter,
Tobacco Plant,
Trident,
Triton,
Two Brothers,
Timoleon,
Tuscaloosa,
Virginia,
William & Eliza,
Waverly,
Wil. & Liv. Packet,
William Hamilton,
William Rotch,
William Thompson,
Wade, bark,
Winslow, bark,
Washington,
Zephyr,
Zoroaster, brig,

L a s t D a te. M o’s. O u t.

April 1
April 26

38
18

Jan. 10
Jan. 30
Jan.
Sept. 8
Oct. 26

6
8
20
13
13

March 1
Jan. 30
Nov. 24
Sept. 6
Dec. 14
Feb.

5
13
12
16
6
10

Feb. 1
Dec. 23
April 16

14
6

P la c e , <5fC.

Talcahuana
St. Catharines
In Port
Sailed June 4, ’39
Lat. 42 S. Lon. 153 E.
Coast of N ew Holland
Bay of Islands
Oft Shore
Bay of Islands
Sailed June 13, ’39
Sailed December 17, ’39
In Port
In Port
Talcahuana
Sailed from Payta
Sailed from Oahu
Sailed from Bay of Islands
Valparaiso
Lat. 33 S. Lon. 81 W.
In Port
In Port
Off Porto Rico

B b ls. O il.

1800
1150
1000
150
900
550
500

clean
650
300
1250
150
400
2570
clean
110

FAIRHAVEN.

Albion,
Alto, bark,
Amazon,
Ansel Gibbs,
Arab,
Arab, bark,
Benezet,
Bruce, bark,
Cadmus,
Charles Drew,
Clifford Wayne,
Columbus,
Draco, bark,
Eliza Adams,
Favorite, bark,
Frances,
Friendship,
General Scott,
George,
Harvest, bark,
Heroine,
Herald,
Hesper, bark,
Isabella, do
Isabella,
Jasper,
Java,
Joseph Maxwell,
Leonidas,
London Packet,
Marcia,
Marcus,
Maine,
Martha,
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Jan. 23
Feb. 21

7
5

Oct. 25
Jan. 4
Oct. 1
Nov. 29
Oct. 15
Nov. 1
March 12
Nov. 20
Jan. 20
Jan. 20
Nov. 1
Dec. 1
Nov. 4
Jan. 19
Nov. 23

16
9
16
15
23
6
7
13
13
1
5
6
16
7
5

Nov. 29
Nov. 6

12
22

Jan. 27
Jan. 17
Jan. 19

20
16

March 1

16

Nov. 23

27

March 5

9

Sailed May 28, ’40
In Port
Lat. 39 S. Lon. 124 E.
Off Madagascar
Sailed June 10, ’40
Sailed April 30, ’40
Sailed from Bay of Islands
Off St. Helena
Maui
Sailed from Oahu
Lat. 13 S. Lon. 112 E.
On coast of New Holland
Sailed from Callao
Atacamas
Fayal
Tombez
Lat. 34 S. Lon. 113 E.

900
300
600
175
900
500
1450
1000
clean
500
1400
55
8 whs.
250
1500
340
3 whs.

In Port
Off New Zealand
In Port
Bay of Islands
Lat. 43 S. Lon. 122 E.
In Port
Sailed from Table Bay
Sailed August 5, ’39
Oahu
In Port

500
650
300
700
1600
1600
1900
500

Commercial Statistics.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued .
L a s t D a te. Dio’s. O ut.

N a m e s.

Martha 2d,
Mary Ann,
Omega,
Pacific,
Pindus, bark,
Sarah Frances,
Sharon,
South Boston,
William W irt,

Sept. 15
March 3
June 6

12
2

Jan. 3
Jan.

1
31

Sept. 20

15

Dec. 3
Nov. 1
March 18
March 18
Jan. 12
March 3
Dec. 31
Dec. 10
Dec. 8
Jan. 12
Feb. 19
Aug. 8
Feb. 7

17
17
7
8
7
7
5
17
7
6
19
1
5

Dec. 12
Dec. 3
March 8

5
17
7

March 18
Jan. 25

6
19

P la c e , $ c .

In Port
Maui
Lat. 36, Lon. 71,
In Port
Tombez
In Port
Oahu

B b is. O il.

700
50
clean
clean
1600
1000

SAGHARBOR.

Acasta,
American,
Ann,
Arabella,
Cadmus,
Camillus,
Columbia,
Concordia, bark,
Daniel Webster,
Fanny,
France,
Franklin, bark,
Gem,
Hamilton,
Hamilton 2d,
Hannibal,
Henry,
Hudson,
Marcus,
Neptune,
Nimrod,
Ontario,
Panama,
Phenix,
Portland,
Romulus,
Thames,
Thorn,
Thomas Dickerson,
Washington,
Xenophon,

Lat. 44 S. Lon. 48 E.
Lat. 44 S. Lon. 48 E.
Lat. 44 S. Lon. 47 E.
Bay of Islands
S. coast of New Holland
Sidney, NSW .
In Port
Off New Zealand
.
Lat. 44 S. Lon. 47 E.
Sailed August, ’39
Sailed June 15, ’40
Sailed August 1, ’39
In Port
Lat. 44 S. Lon. 48 E.

1200
1300
1200
1450
800
1280
900
1400
1200
1550
1600
50
980
1250
1200
1200

1650
1700

In Port
Oct. 17

1 wh.

4
In Port

Jan. 7
Jan. 27
Nov. 18
Jan. 17
Jan. 14

8
15
4
7
19

Jan. 14

8

Feb. 13

3

Jan. 17
Dec. 12

1
6

Sailed from Bay of Islands
Lat. 43, Lon. 125,

1000
1900
1000
800
2610

NEW LONDON.

Anna Maria,
Armata,
Amazon, schooner,
Boston, bark,
Candace,
Chelsea,
Clematis,
Columbia,
Com. Perry,
Connecticut, bark,
Columbus, brig,
Charles Henry,
Electra,
Flora,
Friends,
Francis, schooner,
VOL. III.----NO.

New Zealand
In Port
Lat. 40 S. Lon. 34 E.
Sailed June 22, ’40
Sailed April 20, ’40
St. Jago

10 ws.
clean
clean
1200

In Port
Sailed June 8, ’40
Sailed June 27, ’40
In Port
In Port
Sailed June 1, ’40
Nov. 29

1000

6
Sailed July 25, ’39

Nov.

II.
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m e s.

General Williams,
Georgia,
Hand, schooner,
Jason, bark,
John & Edward,
John & Elizabeth,
Jones, bark,
Julias Csesar,
Magellan, brig,
Mentor,
Neptune,
North America,
Palladium,
Pembroke, bark,
Phoenix,
Pacific, schooner,
Stonington,
Superior,
Shaw Perkins, sloop,

P la c e , $-c.

L a s t D a te M o*8. O u t

March
Dec.

16
4

March 2
Jan. 25

7
14

Nov.

8

March
Feb.
Nov. 16
Dec. 9

7
9
1
5

Aug.

New Zealand
Off Crozette Islands
Sailed June 8, ’40
Simon’s Bay
Sailed June 22, *40
Coast of Patagonia
In Port
Sailed June 5, ’40
Off Crozette Islands
Hobart’s Town
Western Islands
Lat. 36, Lon. 71 E .
Sailed June 1, ’40

21

Feb. 27
Jan. 12

9
14

January
March 22

29
30

Dec. 11
April 29
Jan.
Oct. 18
Jan. 13

12
1
18
12
27

B b ls. O il.

2400
600
600
2200
400
2000
full
clean
720
1300

Sailed Nov. 8, ’39
Bay of Islands
New Zealand
Sailed June 8, ’40

2500
2300

WARREN.

Atlas, brig,
Benjamin Kush,
Boy,
Canova,
Chariot,
Crawford, brig,
Franklin,
Galen,
Hoogly,
Jane,
Luminary,
Magnet,
Miles,
North America,
Philip Tabb,
Rosalie,
Triton,
Warren,
William Baker,

Dec.
Jan 25

6
6

Nov. 8
Feb. 28

2
3

Aug. 14

1

Dec. 18

13

Capita
Valparaiso
Sailed April 28, ’40
Sailed October 17, ’39
Off Chatham Island
Lat. 31 N., Lon. 77
Zanzibar
Maui
Bay of Islands
Sailed March 8, ’40
Sailed January 6, ’40
Sailed January 1, ’40
Zanzibar
On coast of New Holland,
In Port
St. Jago
In Port
Fayal

1800
900
clean
700
350
1700

clean
150
107
100
30

SALEM.

Bengal,
Eliza, bark,
Elizabeth,
Emerald, bark,
Izette,
James Maury,
Lydia,
Malay, bark,
Mount Woollaston,
Palestine, bark,
Reaper, bark,
Samuel W right,
Sapphire,
Statesman, bark

In Port
900
In Port
Sailed May 2, ’40
Sailed May 2, ’40
Dec. 16
Dec. 16
Nov. 21

29
24
4

Jan. 30
Nov. 20
Jan. 17

8
3
8

Aug. 1

9

Oct. 14

24

Sailed from Capita, N . Z.
Off Isle of Bourbon
Sailed June 25, ’40
Coast of New Holland
Swan River
Sailed December 10, ’39

2800
1600
clean
200
clean
150
250

NEWPORT.

Audley Clark,
Constitution, bark,
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Off Payta

1In Port

1500
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m e s.

Erie,
George Champlin,
John Coggeshall,
Margaret,
Martha,
Mechanic,
Pocahontas, brig,
William Lee,

L a s t D a te M o's. O u t

Nov.
Jan. 29
Jan. 20
Dec. 27
Oct. 2b
Dec.
April 12

17
3
3
18
24
17
8

Jan. 27
Jan. 12

8
6

Jan. 21

15

Nov. 23

13

P/ace, fyc.
Valparaiso
Off Cape Horn
Pavta
A t Maui
Lat. 45, Lon. 35
In Port

B b ls. O il.

1900
clean
100
1250
1150
1200
70

STONINGTON.

Acasta,
Caledonia,
Corvo,
George,
Henry, brig,
Mercury,
Philetus, bark,
Somerset, brig,
Thomas Williams,

May 8
Aug.

10
15

April 23
October
June 1

5
3
11

April 23

9

May 17
March 17

9
4

Bay of Islands
Coast of New Holland
In Port
Sailed from Talcahuana
In Port

1040
1260
1400
1300

Sailed July 10, ’39
St. Helena
Bay of Islands

500
1645

WESTPORT.

Barclay, bark,
Champion, do.,
Dr. Franklin, bark,
Elizabeth, brig,
Juno,
do.,
Leader, bark,
Mexico, brig,
President, bark,
Thos. Winslow, brig,

140
200
660
In Port
Lat. 31, Lon. 77
Sailed May 2, ’40
Lat. 32, Lon. 74
Jacmel
In Port

160
200
50

EDGARTOWN.

Almira,
Athalia, bark,
Champion,
George &. Mary,
Loan,
Mary,
Splendid,
Vineyard,

March 1

4

Nov.
Jan. 2
Aug. 10
Nov. 8

18
5
14
15

April 1

44

Jan. 1
Jan. 10

4
7

'

Talcahuana
Sailed May 18, ’40
Sailed from Talcahuana
Lat. 10 58 S. Lon. 90 30 W.
Sailed Dec. 24, ’39
Talcahuana

40
1700
50
500
2400
2200

HUDSON, N. Y.

America,
Alex. Mansfield,
Beaver,
Edward,
Helvetia,
Huron, bark,
James Monroe,
Martha,

Dec. 9

17

Jan. 29

6

Feb. 6

1

Feb. 1
April 1

42

Crozette Islands
Lat. 42 S. Lon. 153 E.
In Port
Lat. 36 S. Lon. 70 E.
Off Cape de Verds
In Port
In Port

800
600
1100
140
800

FALMOUTH.

Awashonks,
B. Gosnold,
Brunette, bark,
G. Washington, bark,
Hobomok,
Uncas,
William Penn,
—
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In Port
St. Jago
In Port
In Port
Sailed May 29, ’40
Lat. 35, Lon. 109
Talcahuana

clean

clean
1200
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COM PENDIUM O F T H E AM ERICA N W H A L E FIS H E R Y .—C o n t in u e d .
N a m e s.

L a s t D a te. M o’s. O u t.

P la c e , $ c .

B bls. O il.

MATTAPOISETT.

Chase, brig,
Dryade, bark,
Lagrange, brig,
Le Baron, do
Mattapoisett, brig,
Richard Henry, bark,
Sarah, brig,
Willis, do

March 9
May

7
1

June 3
June 6
June 3
April 25
May 15

11
10
9
11

Feb. 10
Dec. 16
May 7
Feb. 21

3
6
5
6

October

9

Table Bay
In Port
Abrolhos Banks

Feb. 21
Nov. 13
Jan. 16

8

In Port
Lat. 36 S. Lon. 47

6
1

Feb 14

7

June 9

11

Oct. 18

5

May 20
Dec.

1
2

October
Feb. 11
Dec. 14

22
5
5

Nov. 21

1

Feb. 21
Sept. 14

9
2

March 4
Nov. 30

3
11

In Port
Lat. 37 S. Lon. 46
Lat. 40 S. Lon. 110 E.

8
23

In Port
In Port
Sailed September 20, ’39
St. Domingo
Sailed from Oahu

2

Lat. 29 S. Lon. 47 W.
Lat. 37, Lon. 30
In Port
L at. 37, Lon. 71
Latitude 37
Sailed from Rio Janeiro

230
40
80
110
200
500
500

FALL RIVER.

A nn Maria, bark,
Ganges,
Gold Hunter,
Panama,
Pantheon, bark,
Taunton, brig,
William, brig,

Sailed June 22, ’40
Lat. 56 S. Lon. 66 W.
Coast of New Holland

40
700
30
850
120

MYSTIC.

^Eronaut,
Bingham,
Blackstone,
Gov. Endicott,
Meteor,
Tampico, brig,
Uxor, brig,

St. Jago
In Port
In Port
St. Helena

1450
5 whs
clean
550

SIPPICAN.

Cossack, bark,
Pearl, brig,
Popmunnet, bark,
Quito, brig,
Shylock,
Solon, brig,
Two Sisters,
Volant, bark,

In Port
Porto Rico
Sailed May 11, ’40
In Port
Coast of New Holland
In Port
Lat. 37, Lon. 73
Abrolhos Banks

130
clean
clean
clean

WILMINGTON, DEL.

Ceres,
Jefferson,
Lucy Ann,
North America,
Superior, bark,

Lat. 35 S. Lon. 23 E.
Lat. 37 S. Lon. 19 E.
Sailed December 6, ’39
St. Jago

1300
15
300
clean

POUGHKEEPSIE.

Elbe,
Factor,
Newark,
N. P. Tallmadge,
JNew England,
Vermont, bark,

In Port
2400
clean
clean
800

BRISTOL.

Anne,
America, bark,
Corinthian,
Gov. Hopkins, brig,
Metacom,
—
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
N a m e s.

L a s t D a te. M o’s. O u t.

P la c e , cj-c.

B b ls. O il.

GREENPORT, L. I.

Bayard,
Delta,
Roanoke, bark,
Seraph, brig,
Triad,

March 14

8

Feb. 2

7

Feb. 19
Nov. 17

6
1

Dec. 19
April 14
Nov. 2

5
8
17

In Port
Lat. 43, Lon. 48,
In Port
In Port
Table Bay

IIOLMES HOLE.

Delphos,
Macon,
Pocahontas,
Wm. & Joseph, brig,
PROVIDENCE.

Bowditch,
Brunswick,
Envoy,

Lat. 43 S. Lon. 33 E.
Fayal
In Port
In Port

Augustine Bay
Tahiti

800
600
1000
30

1000
785
1400

WAREHAM.

Geo. Washington,
Meridian, brig,
Pleiades,

June

7

Sailed April 21, ’40
Oft’ the Balize
In Port

DARTMOUTH.

Elizabeth,
Forester,
South Carolina,

Nov. 18
Jan. 20
Nov. 13

24
25
11

April 26
Feb. 25

9

January

12

Sailed from Oahu
Payta
Lat. 130 S. Lon. 165 W.

1650
1300
100

St. Catharines
Lat. 43, Lon. 44,
In Port

1400
1000

BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Atlantic,
Hamilton,
Harvest, bark,

60

NEW YORK.

General Brown,
Shibboleth, bark,
White Oak,

Rio Janeiro
In Port

LYNN.

Com. Preble,
Nahant,
Ninus,

Dec. 10

17

In Port
In Port
Lat. 40 S. Lon. 175 W .

1100

NEWBURYPORT.

In Port
Sailed May 21, ’40

Merrimack,
Navy,
PLYMOUTH.

Fortune, bark,
Mary & Martha, bark, October
Triton,
Oct. 10

22
2

In Port
Bay of Islands
St. Jago

2200
50

BOSTON.

Margaret,
Fama,

Sailed September 20, ’37
Sailed from Oahu

Nov. 15

70

DORCHESTER.

Herald,
Lewis, bark,
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COMPENDIUM OF THE AMERICAN WHALE FISHERY.—C ontinued.
P la c e , <J-c.

L a s t D a te. M o's. O u t.

N a m e s.

B bls. Oil.

COLD SPRING, N. Y.

Monmouth, bark,
Tuscarora,

In Port
Sailed July, '39

NEW SUFFOLK, L. I.

Noble, bark,

In Port

JAMESPORT, L. I.

Washington,

1300

April 30

10

January

5

Jan. 13

24

F e b .14

6

200

Dec. 16

15

1380

NEWARK, N. J.

John Wells,
WiseASSET,
Wiscasset,

Off Cape of Good Hope

1400

Bay of Islands

1700

ME.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.

Ann Parry,
PORTLAND, ME.

Science,

MERCANTILE MISCELLANIES.
T R A D E O F BOSTON IN 1767-8.
The following table is copied from a newspaper of the above date, and will give an
idea of the relative importance of the different ports in relation to the then existing
trade. I t will be borne in mind, th at at this time the trade of the colonies was limited
by the parent country, as to their exports, to that portion of Europe lying south of Cape
Finisterre, to a certain part of Africa, and to the W est Indies; the trade to the latter,
particularly as it respects the northern colonies, was always highly advantageous. This
trade excited the jealousy of Great Britain more, perhaps, than that carried on in any
other po rt; for the colonists not only freighted their vessels with fish, lumber, grain,
&c., but ventured upon the forbidden ground of exchanging sundry of their own manu
factures for molasses, coffee, sugar, &c. Notwithstanding the non-importation and
non-consumption agreements of the people previous to the war, the trade of Boston did
not fall off greatly. Cooper states that at the time of the passage of the Port Bill, Bos
ton had 411 clearances and 587 entrances.
L i s t o f the V essels cleared o u t o f th e p o rt o f B o sto n fr o m th e 21st o f D ecem ber, 1767,
to th e 31st o f D ecem ber, 1768.
London,....................................................... 43 Connecticut,................................................73
Bristol,......................................................... 2 New Y ork,.................................................. 13
Liverpool,.................................................... 5 Philadelphia,.............................................. 36
Great Britain,............................................. 9 Virginia and M aryland,............................ 64
Glasgow....................................................... 6 North Carolina,.......................................... 72
Ireland,........................................................ 4 South Carolina,...............
12
Europe,......................................................... 1 Georgia,....................................................... 6
Spain and Portugal,.................................. 10 Augustine,................................................... 1
Gibraltar,..................................................... 5 Pensacola,.................................................... 1
W estern Islands......................................... 3 New Providence,........................................ 5
Newfoundland,...........................................42 W est Indies,..............................................137
Nova S cotia.,............................................ .48 Honduras,................................................. 1
Q uebec,....................................................... 8
Total,...........................
629
Rhode Island.............................................. 50
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G IL L O T T ’S P A T E N T S T E E L PEN S.
The demand for this admirable pen has increased so much within the last two or
three years, that Joseph Gillott, the patentee, has established an additional manufac
tory at Birmingham, in which more than one hundred hands are constantly employed.
The following statement exhibits#the increase of the demand, as well as the estimation
in which these pens are held, in Europe and Am erica:
A nd from O ct . 1838, to O ct . 1839,
F rom O c t . 1837, to O c t . 1838,
was 44,654,702,
was 35,808,452,
or 3,721,225 doz. 2-12ths,
or
2,984,037 2-3ds dozens,
or
310,102 gross, 1 doz. 2-12ths.
or
248,669 gross, 9 doz. and 8 pens.
It is now twenty years since Mr. G. commenced the manufacture of metallic pens,
and during that time he has devoted his unceasing attention to the improving and per
fecting of this useful article. “ The result of his persevering efforts, and numerous ex
periments upon the properties of the metal used, has been the construction of a pen
upon a principle entirely new, combining all the advantages of the elasticity and fine
ness of the quill, with the durability of the metallic pen, and thus obviating the objec
tions which have existed against the use of steel pens.” W e can bear testimony to the
excellence of these pens from personal experience, and therefore cheerfully recommend
them to stationers and dealers, as an article of trade that must give general satisfaction
to their customers. They are manufactured from the celebrated steel of W m. Jessop
& Sons, of Sheffield. Mr. Henry Jessop, 109 Beekman street, New York, is the sole
importer for the United States.

T H E W OOL T R A D E O F G R E A T B R IT A IN .
In the London Globe of May 14th, we find an abstract of a return to an order of the
House of Commons. It gives us the total quantity of sheep and lambs’ wool imported
in 1839 into the United Kingdom, 57,395,944 lbs., of which 57,379,923 lbs. are foreign,
and the remaining 16,021 lbs. the produce of the Isle of Man. The total quantity of
foreign wool retained for home consumption, was 52,959,221 lbs., and the quantity re
exported, 695,049 lbs. The quantity of foreign sheep and lambs’ wool remaining ware
housed under bond on the 5th of January, 1840, was 7,451,016 lbs. Of the foreign
countries, by far the greatest quantity of wool was imported from Germany, being
23,837,805 lbs. The second and third as to quantity were Russia and New South
Wales, from the former of which 7,966,954 lbs., and from the latter 6,621,291 lbs. were im
ported. The quantity of British sheep and lambs’ wool exported during the same year,
was 4,603,799 lbs., and the quantity of yam (including that of wool mixed with other
materials,) was 3,320,441 lbs. Of the wool, the largest quantity, being 3,625,896 lbs.,
was sent to Belgium. Of the yam, the largest quantity, being 1,770,536 lbs., was sent
to Germany. The total value of British woollen manufactures exported in 1839, was
£6,271,645. The value of the manufactures sent to the United States, was considerably
the highest, being £2,142,352. The value of those sent to Germany, the East Indies
and China, and the North American colonies, was also high, being respectively
£816,604, £530,687, and £511,190.

T R A D E O F HAVANA.
The Correo Nacional of Madrid says, 44 The wealth of the island of Cuba continues
to increase. In 1838, the number of ships which entered Havana was 1,904, and in
1839, was 1,989. In 1838 the departures were 1,867, and in 1839, 2,043. In 1838, the
public revenue amounted to 8,536,441r, and in 1839, to 9,461,782r. In 1838, the island
contributed to the expenses of the state, 8,432,614r, and in 1839, 9,489,445r.
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WOOL.

The Albany Cultivator estimates the number of sheep in the wool-growing states of
the north, at 15,000,000. A t the rate of three pounds per fleece, the clip of 1839 would
be forty-five millions of pounds. The price of wool has ranged from forty to sixty cents
per pound. Taking the low average of forty-five cepts, the last clip of wool would be
worth more than twenty millions of dollars.
The growing of wool at the present prices of the article, is thought to be a good busi
ness. The Cultivator, however, suggests very sensibly, that something more than ordina
ry care should be extended to the flocks; and that good wool, bringing good profits, is not
to be expected from sheep that get their living as they can find it, being exposed in the
mean time to all the vicissitudes of a severe and variable climate. Careful attention to
those animals will be abundantly repaid to the farmer. I t is known that the quality
of the fleece may be greatly improved by a course of attentive nurture and feeding the
sheep. The best English breeds have been brought to their fine condition by such
means. Mr. Bake well, by proper management, and a judicious system of crossing,
reared his excellent stock out of ordinary breeds.
LAUNCH O F AN IRON SH IP.
The 44Ir o n D u k e ” the first iron ship built on the Clyde, was recently launched at
Glasgow. The figure-head is a full-length of the Duke of Wellington, in his field
marshall’s uniform, in the act of giving directions at the battle of Waterloo, and is a beau
tiful likeness. The following are the dimensions of this vessel, v iz: length, 103 feet;
breadth of beam, 27 feet; depth of hold, 16 feet; register of tonnage, 390 ; expected
to carry from 600 to 700 tons. The Ir o n D u k e is intended for the East India trade.
T H E FR E N C H SUGAR BILL.
The Sugar Bill has been voted in the French Chambers by 230 out of 297 votes, so
that after all, the malcontents are few, great as were their noise and resistance at first.
The minister and the commission proposed an additional duty of 20 francs the 100 kilo
grams upon foreign sugar. The prohibitionists wished to raise this 30 francs, in which
they did not succeed. The result, however, is much the same, 20 francs amounting to
prohibition. If all the beet-root manufactories were to close, however, the French islands
furnishing only for two-thirds of the consumption, the French would have recourse to
foreigners for the rest. To meet such a contingency, the ministry has reserved to itself
the right of lowering the duty on foreign sugars by ordonnance. The Chamber, by a
vote, has deprived the government of this right, with respect to colonial and hornet
grown sugar.
T H E SPONG E FIS H E R Y .
“ When at the island of Rhodes,” says M. Madmont, 441 went to the sponge
fishery, which is curious and interesting. I t is a laborious and dangerous employment,
but so lucrative, that five or six successful days afford those engaged in it the means of
support for an entire year. The sponge is attached to rocks a t the bottom of the sea,
serving as a retreat to myriads of small crustaceous animals, which occupy its cavities.
The fishermen dive for it to the depth of even a hundred feet, and sometimes continue
for five or six minutes under water, unless the quantity of sponge they may have col
lected becomes inconvenient or unmanageable, when they are hauled to the surface by
the crew of the boat to which they belong. The divers occasionally fall victims to
sharks that attack them under water. The sponge is prepared for the market by being
pressed to dislodge the animalcuke it contains, and afterwards washed in lye to deprive
it of mucilaginous matter.”
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